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There are diverse technological contexts where fluids and suspensions are
perturbed by applied fields like interfaces or intrinsically governed by complex in-
terparticle potentials. When these interactions act over lengthscales comparable
to the fluid particle size and become strong enough to frustrate particle packing or
rearrangements, they drive systems to exhibit microscopically inhomogeneous (i.e.,
position-dependent) structural and relaxation responses. We use computer simu-
lations and statistical-mechanical tools to find connections between such frustrat-
ing interactions and inhomogeneous fluid responses, which can profoundly impact
macroscopic material properties and processing requirements.
We first consider how to measure and predict the position-dependent and
average diffusion coefficients of particles along inhomogeneous free-energy land-
scapes (i.e., potentials of mean force). Characterizing diffusion in such inhomoge-
neous fluids is crucial for modeling, e.g., the transit of colloids across microfluidic
vii
devices and of solutes through biological membranes. We validate a practical tech-
nique based on the Fokker-Planck diffusion formalism that measures diffusivities
based solely on particle trajectory data. We focus on hard-sphere fluids confined
to thin channels or subjected to external fields that impose density fluctuations
at various wavelengths. We find, for example, that hydrodynamic predictions of
tracer diffusion in confinement are surprisingly robust given non-continuum sol-
vents. We also demonstrate that correlations between fluid static structure and
diffusivity can qualitatively depend on the lengthscale of density fluctuations or
the onset of supercooling.
We next examine fluids governed by competing short-range attractions and
long-range repulsions that drive formation of equilibrium cluster phases, which
comprise monodisperse aggregates of monomers. The formation of such morpholo-
gies greatly impacts, e.g., the manufacturing of therapeutic protein solutions. We
first address a major challenge in probing the real-space structure of such sus-
pensions: detecting and characterizing cluster phases based on the static struc-
ture factor accessible via scattering experiments. Using computer simulations and
liquid-state theory, we validate rules for interpreting low-wavenumber features in
the structure factor in terms of cluster emergence, size, spatial distribution, etc.
We then validate a thermodynamic model that predicts cluster size based on the
strengths of monomer interactions, adapting classical nucleation theory to incor-
porate new empirical scalings for the surface energies of small stable droplets.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this dissertation, we focus on understanding how particles in fluids and
suspensions respond–in terms of their microscopic spatial self-organization and dif-
fusive motions–to “frustrating” interactions. Frustrating interactions take many
forms, and include the presence of solid interfaces that restrict and slow down prox-
imal fluid rearrangements compared to the bulk fluid or interparticle interactions
that inherently drive, e.g., self-association, as in the common case of surfactant
molecules that must reconcile their water soluble and insoluble moieties.
Connecting frustrating interactions with their impacts on fluid structure
and dynamics is critical for the rational engineering of new materials and man-
ufacturing processes because these microscopic responses can ultimately set the
macroscopic system properties (mechanical, electrochemical, optical, etc.). Given
our increasingly precise control over the synthesis of material “building blocks”
like functionalized nanoparticles, we have unprecedented opportunities to tune the
properties of materials from the ground up provided we have a fundamental grasp
on how interactions impact fluid behavior. Developing this type of understanding
is especially necessary–and especially challenging–in the case of systems affected
by applied fields or interactions that induce frustration at lengthscales comparable
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to the characteristic particle size, because such frustration often drives materials
to exhibit heterogeneous properties in ways that are non-trivial to predict.
We consider two different classes of frustrating interactions, with distinct
goals in each case. First, we consider fluids influenced by the presence of confin-
ing multiphase interfaces and other external fields, which drive the fluid particles
to exhibit inhomogeneous (i.e., position-dependent) structural correlations and/or
diffusive dynamics. Here, we focus on validating approaches for measuring and
predicting the local and average dynamic responses of these inhomogeneous flu-
ids, which are not well-understood for particles traversing anisotropic free-energy
landscapes (i.e., potentials of mean force). Understanding diffusive dynamics in
such cases is important for engineering particle transport along, e.g., permeation
pathways mediated by biological membranes. We then examine fluids governed by
multi-lengthscale competing interactions that drive the formation of equilibrium
cluster phases. We focus on improving the interpretation of scattering experiments
for systems that can form these microscopic aggregates, and develop a thermody-
namic model that predicts cluster size based on the interaction strengths between
monomers. These results facilitate improved control of, e.g., the manufacturing of
therapeutic protein solutions, where protein-protein interactions can favor quies-
cent cluster and network formation that compromises quality assurance.
In Sections 1.1-1.2, we briefly survey the previous scientific work in these
complementary areas, and present the open lines of inquiry that we aim to investi-
gate. Then, in Section 1.3, we outline the remainder of the dissertation, providing
summaries of the goals, methodologies, and major findings of each chapter.
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1.1 Diffusion along complex free-energy landscapes
Particles in a fluid or suspension often display position-dependent diffusive
dynamics while moving through confined spaces or external fields, and characteriz-
ing diffusion is such cases facilitates the engineering of particle transport in a wide
array of technological scenarios. For instance, the diffusive dynamics might reflect
the inhomogeneous structuring (e.g., particle layering) and frustrated relaxation
induced by proximity to multiphase interfaces [75, 90]. Or perhaps local particle
motions reflect the influence of anisotropic gravitational [19, 162, 175, 212], deple-
tion [9, 120], electromagnetic [98, 202], and optical [67] forces, etc., which induce
phenomena ranging from (but by no means limited to): the sedimentation equi-
librium of particle suspensions [95]; reversible solidification in electrorheological
fluids [221]; and the spatial entrapment of colloidal particles via optical tweez-
ers [224].
Knowledge of corresponding position-dependent diffusion coefficients that
describe the motions of a “tracer” particle opens up numerical modeling op-
portunities. One could model how quickly nanoparticles transit across pores in
micro-fluidic devices or geological environments [23,198]; the kinetics of diffusion-
controlled reactions at an interfaces [205]; the dynamics of particles along external
fields that drive self-assembly of crystal structures [56, 94]; or how water-soluble
compounds like perfumes permeate through the epidermis [115, 158]. In all of
these cases, the local diffusion coefficients of these tracer particles can drastically
differ from their bulk (i.e., isotropic) diffusivities within the same solvent in the
absence of the frustration induced by interfaces, external fields, membranes, etc.
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Aside from numerical modeling, of course, possession of diffusivities as a function
of (in our cases, physical) position can be instructive for identifying, rationalizing,
and re-engineering, e.g., undesirable bottlenecks, along the potentially complex
free-energy pathways connecting “source” and “target” locations of the tracer(s).
Despite the ubiquity of fluids that exhibit inhomogeneous diffusive dy-
namics, even the conceptualization of position-dependent–as opposed to spatially-
constant–diffusion coefficients remains relatively nascent, with the exceptions of
some classic idealized problems in hydrodynamics and some very recent ground-
work for simple fluids at interfaces. To wit, in most engineering contexts, one
encounters diffusivities in the so-called drift-diffusion equation, which models the
probability distribution of particle position–or, analogously, a density or concentra-
tion profile–with respect to time, and is conventionally written as if the resistance
to diffusion (e.g., drag due to collisions with solvent particles) is spatially-invariant.
However, it has long been appreciated that diffusion coefficients ought to be local-
ized in, e.g., Stokes-flow problems for particles near interfaces. A wide variety of
theoretical treatments have been developed over the last several decades to predict
how the drag forces acting on a particle (or pair of particles) suspended in a vis-
cous continuum solvent will vary with location due to hydrodynamic coupling with
proximal confining walls [18,58,75,82,123,199,203]. Likewise, in the past decade,
there has been an increasing recognition in the soft-matter community that when
describing the diffusive motions of tracer particles that are comparable in size (or
identical) to surrounding solvent particles, effects like heterogeneous structuring of
the solvent near an interface can non-trivially influence tracer motions and neces-
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sitate describing dynamics based on local diffusion coefficients [124, 149, 187, 215].
Simple examples include concentrated thin films of monodisperse colloidal parti-
cles, where a given “tracer” diffuses through a structurally inhomogeneous “sol-
vent” composed of comparably-sized neighbors [149, 155, 156], or a small aqueous
solute not much larger than a water molecule, which encounters slowly-relaxing
layers of solvent near a hydrophilic surface [187].
To describe tracer-particle motions in such systems, it is appropriate to
appeal to the more generalized Fokker-Planck (Smoluchowski) equation [55] that
accounts for position-dependent diffusive dynamics and inhomogeneous free-energy
landscapes (i.e., potentials of mean force). The latter is important because, as in
the examples above, external fields that induce local dynamic variations often drive
heterogeneous fluid structuring. But if one does not possess a priori predictions
for local diffusivities (e.g., from hydrodynamic theory), how does one parametrize
this master equation? In other words, how can one measure position-dependent
diffusion coefficients in real systems? After all, a typical approach for obtain-
ing average diffusion coefficients, like fitting particle mean-squared displacements
to the Einstein equation [2], would be inappropriate because it is predicated on
an isotropic free-energy landscape. Recent efforts to address this “methods gap”
have resulting in several distinct frameworks designed to measure local diffusivities
along arbitrary free-energy landscapes based on knowledge of particle trajectories,
including approaches based on Bayesian inference [86, 149], “color”-reactions [35],
mean-first passage times (MFPTs) [81, 187, 220], and more [124]. However, vali-
dation of these techniques–especially via tests on systems where tracer diffusivity
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profiles are known in certain limits–has been patchy and focused on relatively
complicated approaches. Thus, validating an approach that is readily accessible
for simulations or experiments (via, e.g., confocal imaging) remains an important
goal that could open up investigations of diffusion within inhomogeneous systems.
Given practical means for measuring position-dependent diffusion coeffi-
cients, it is important to improve our physical intuition regarding how diffusive dy-
namics vary with respect to fluid structure, and to test the degree to which they are
predictable. By way of analogy: we know how simple fluids respond in terms of their
local microscopic structure (e.g., density profile) to the imposition of external fields
via classical density functional theories (DFT) [172, 174]; can the same be done
for diffusive dynamics? If fluid dynamics along inhomogeneous pathways are pre-
dictable based on knowledge of certain static quantities in the system, then one can
exploit known theories (e.g., DFT) connecting particle interactions and structure to
rationally control local (and average) transport from the ground up. This scenario
is plausible because dynamics along structurally isotropic directions of inhomoge-
neous fluids are known to be predictable based on semiempirical, quasi-universal
scaling laws that relate average transport coefficients of interest (e.g., diffusivities,
viscosities) to average static properties (e.g., excess entropy) based on how these
quantities relate to one another in the bulk [29, 38, 65, 66, 88, 126, 134, 145, 146].
Recent theories have also adapted frameworks like mode-coupling theory to do the
same for supercooled inhomogeneous fluids [105,110–112]. However, such laws and
frameworks have yet to be systematically tested on a position-dependent basis.
Indeed, the few previous investigations in this vein comprise a patchwork of dis-
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parate interparticle interactions, external fields, and protocols for characterizing
local diffusive dynamics [51,111,149,155,157].
Given the relative novelty of characterizing local diffusive dynamics, there
remain basic questions regarding what diffusivity profiles that tracer particles
should exhibit in response to imposed external fields, even for idealized systems.
To wit, as mentioned above, there exist well-established solutions for the local dif-
fusivities of, e.g., a single spherical tracer diffusing in a viscous continuum solvent
while confined between two parallel walls, which are separated by a lengthscale
on the order of several tracer diameters. But in this simple scenario, the tracer
traverses a flat free-energy landscape between the walls. What happens when the
ratio between the sizes of tracer and solvent is no longer infinite, and is instead
small and finite (even order unity)? Like in the systems discussed above, heteroge-
neous static structuring of the solvent particles near the walls could perturb both
the effective free-energy landscape and further complicate the dynamics of the
tracer. It would be very instructive to know when and how predictions from hy-
drodynamic theory break down given increasingly “non-continuum” solvent baths,
as this would spur the development of more generalized predictive frameworks for
diffusive motions.
More conceptually, this question can be expressed: for dense fluids, what is
the interplay between emergent static structure (i.e., perturbations in the tracer
free-energy landscape) and local variations in diffusive dynamics? And from a
“prediction” standpoint, how does the correlation between local diffusive mobility
and, e.g., a local structural property like number density, depend on the character-
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istic lengthscale or strength of structural inhomogeneity? Certainly for weak- or
gentle-enough variations in fluid structure–e.g., very gradual gradients in number
density–one might be able to approximately predict local particle dynamics by ref-
erencing the appropriate static-dynamic correlation for the bulk-fluid, but at what
point does this type of simple local “mapping” break down?
Meanwhile, in thinking about local diffusive dynamics given various rela-
tive lengthscales between the tracer, surrounding solvent bath, and features in the
free-energy landscape (as set by, e.g., pore size), it becomes relevant to consider
the influence of the microscopic dynamics–whether “molecular” or “colloidal” in
nature–that instantaneously govern particle motions. For bulk fluids, computer
simulations have shown that the distinction can often be ignored when operating
at relatively coarse-grained levels of physics. To wit, average long-time diffusion
coefficients can be directly mapped between systems governed by either deter-
ministic Newtonian dynamics (i.e., classic molecular dynamics) or by stochastic
Brownian dynamics (i.e., overdamped Langevin, ignoring interparticle hydrody-
namic coupling) based on master correlations that are robust for diverse inter-
particle potentials [99, 167]. In other words, for these systems, computationally-
efficient Newtonian dynamics simulations are sufficient for characterizing the dy-
namics of (simplified) colloidal systems, even though the former ignore even the
implicit effects of underlying solvent degrees of freedom [17,57,107,150]. But when
tracer particles are moving along non-flat free-energy landscapes, how robust are
these quasi-universal mappings for tracer diffusivity? Addressing this question can
greatly aid in, e.g., the practical selection of a simulation protocol for modeling a
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dense colloidal suspension influenced by an external field.
Finally, there are open questions about the diffusive dynamics of fluids that
are both structurally inhomogeneous and supercooled. To wit, some of the first
studies to characterize position-dependent diffusivity considered simple monodis-
perse fluids that are confined in thin channels [51, 149, 155]. Coincidentally, these
studies respectively focused on sets of states that were either all in equilibrium or
all decidedly glassy; in comparing the dynamics of the two types of systems, one
reaches opposing conclusions about how emergent diffusivity profiles should locally
correlate with emergent density profiles. Thus, it is pertinent to ask: is the corre-
spondence between local diffusive dynamics and structure qualitatively sensitive to
the emergence of cooperative rearrangements? And if so, can we still validate any
frameworks for interpreting or predicting the diffusive dynamics of inhomogeneous
fluids that are universal across equilibrium and glassy conditions?
Given that these lines of inquiry focus on foundational knowledge of the
diffusive dynamics of inhomogeneous fluids, computer simulations are especially
useful because they allow for precise a priori incorporation of interparticle and
external interactions, and direct access to particle trajectories. Throughout Chap-
ters 2-5, we choose to investigate hard-sphere fluids because they capture some of
the essential shared physics of molecular fluids and colloidal suspensions: micro-
scopic coordination structure, diffusive motions (when the bath is not very dilute),
density layering near interfaces, etc. Meanwhile, many static quantities of interest,
like the local available space, are unambiguously defined, and established tools like
Fundamental Measure Theory [172, 174] can aid in designing external potentials
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that impose desired density profiles.
We use these simulations to validate a technique [81,187,220] based on the
Fokker-Planck formalism that uses MFPTs to measure position-dependent diffu-
sion coefficients. This approach is straightforward to implement based on knowl-
edge of particle trajectories, and our findings support its adoption for scrutinizing
dynamics in simulations and experiments on diverse classes of inhomogeneous flu-
ids. Applying this technique to our hard-sphere systems, we untangle how position-
dependent and average diffusion coefficients relate to the free-energy landscapes
that particles traverse, and examine how diffusive motions depend (or not) on
static properties such as density, void space, available volume, etc. In this way,
we test physical interpretations of diffusion coefficients and demonstrate the condi-
tions under which diffusivities can be predicted on the basis of, e.g., hydrodynamic
theory, static quantities, and thermodynamic properties.
1.2 Cluster phases in fluids with competing interactions
Strong competing interactions that act at different lengthscales generate
heterogeneous micro- and mesoscopic morphologies in a wide array of materi-
als [42, 72, 77, 93, 114, 179, 189, 232]. If the frustration (i.e., incompatibility) of
the interactions is strong enough, these types of systems can minimize their free
energies by transitioning from homogeneous phases with uniform density distri-
bution to equilibrium states exhibiting heterogeneous density fluctuations at the
microscopic scale. Such states are characterized as exhibiting “intermediate range
order” (IRO), which reflects how corresponding static structure factors S(k) show
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pre-peaks positioned at low but non-zero wavenumber, i.e., between the k = 0
limit and the primary peak position commensurate with monomer-scale pack-
ing [27, 31, 40, 62, 63, 100, 125, 127, 164, 186, 227]. In turn, these microstructural
transformations can impact the macroscopic properties of the materials (mechani-
cal, optical, etc.) or have important device implications, such as exploiting block-
copolymer self-segregation to facilitate electronic data storage at enhanced areal
densities [11].
We focus on colloidal suspensions governed by short-range attractions and
long-range repulsions that can be tuned to favor the formation of a class of IRO
with significant recent interest: equilibrium cluster phases. These cluster phases
comprise self-assembled aggregates of several to dozens of particle monomers,
where aggregates are ideally dense fluid-like droplets that are highly monodisperse.
This type of clustering behavior has been widely studied during the past decade
via theoretical and computational treatments of idealized fluids [6,28,62,63,68,91,
96, 136, 153, 182, 204, 209, 233]; experiments on archetypal colloids, such as micro-
scopic PMMA spheres in density-matched organic solvents [32, 102, 131, 228, 231];
and–more intriguingly–experiments on nanoscopic monomers with heterogeneous
surface chemistry and non-spherical shape, mainly proteins [64, 97, 127, 161, 168,
201,229,230],
In turn, the characterization and control of colloidal clustering has ap-
plications in–to pick examples from the medical field–non-invasive imaging and
drug development. For instance, rationally exploiting environmental cues (such as
pH) to reversibly assemble metallic nanoparticles into clusters would open up new
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routes for targeted imaging of internal body-tissue [135]. Likewise, developing high-
concentration suspensions of therapeutic proteins, such as monoclonal antibodies,
are an important manufacturing target for treating autoimmune diseases and can-
cers via patient-administered injections [36, 192]. However, a major challenge is
that protein-protein interactions can generate reversible mesoscale structures (i.e.,
clusters, networks) in solution that are associated with high viscosities, which com-
promise quality assurance and patient comfort [64, 117, 118, 229]. Thus, the goal
in this context is to understand when and how cluster formation occurs so as to
avoid it.
The basic “recipe” for microscopic cluster formation is considered well-
established and universal across these different contexts. First, induce short-
range attractions by, e.g., (a) either introducing neutral crowder molecules, such
as polymers, to induce entropic depletion attractions between monomers, or (b)
for monomers like proteins, allowing hydrophobic interactions (or complementary
charge association) to similarly induce contact-bonding. Second, set competing
repulsions by, e.g., modulating the solvent ionic strength to (un)screen Coulombic
interactions between like-charge sites on the monomer surfaces. Altogether, as
attractions are made stronger, they drive monomer association, while the longer-
ranged repulsions collectively build up across growing aggregates to eventually
self-limit growth at a thermodynamically-favored size. Thus, one generates cluster
states resembling a microscopic “liquid-gas” separation (because clusters typically
coexist with some interstitial monomer) while greatly suppressing or eliminating
macroscopic phase separation that otherwise occurs given very dominant attrac-
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tions.
However, despite the many previous studies and the general phenomeno-
logical recipe for clustering, many basic questions have remained about how to
characterize the in situ microstructure of experimental systems where clusters
might form, and whether the simplified physical recipe above can be turned into
a predictive thermodynamic model for real particles.
First, an ongoing challenge has been to interpret structure factors S(k)
available from x-ray or neutron scattering experiments–the static information most
accessible in situ across diverse monomer and aggregate lengthscales–in terms of
tangible real-space characteristics of aggregate morphologies. To wit, it has been
difficult even to positively identify cluster phases when they emerge because an
IRO pre-peak feature in S(k)–which must exist if monodisperse aggregates have
formed–can also point to, e.g., highly-amorphous morphologies, arrested gel phases,
etc.; thus, an IRO pre-peak is a rather ambiguous signature absent empirical rules
for interpretation. This has spurred attempts to develop practical criteria that
pinpoint the onset of clustering, via, e.g., a threshold magnitude of the IRO pre-
peak [62, 63, 127]. Likewise, given one is analyzing an S(k) profile corresponding
to a cluster phase, there remains considerable confusion in the literature as to
what lengthscale(s) (e.g., cluster size, intercluster spacing) are reflected in the
wavenumber position of the IRO pre-peak [62,182,193,200,201]. Developing such
rules for S(k) interpretation will allow for stronger experimental connections to
be made between equilibrium microstructure, underlying monomer interactions,
and, e.g., non-equilibrium properties like low-shear viscosity that are of interest
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for applications.
Meanwhile, though clustering is often superficially explained by assuming
that monomers interact via pair potentials resembling the the classic Derjaguin-
Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) model [46, 90, 214]–with its short-range (van
der Waals) attractions and long-range electrostatic interactions–there has previ-
ously been no free-energy model shown to predict equilibrium cluster size given
knowledge of monomer pair interactions, even for such idealized interactions. Cer-
tainly, a DLVO-type pair potential should capture the relevant physics for some
real archetypal colloidal suspensions (though only accounting two-body interac-
tions may be insufficient to predict phase behavior [159, 160]), but it is probably
a very poor model for small nanoparticles and non-globular proteins [195]. To
help clarify these issues, it would be very instructive to know how reference sys-
tems exactly governed by DLVO pair potentials (or similar) behave in terms of
clustering. A long-established thermodynamic model for predicting cluster size is
due to Groenewold and Kegel [68,69,231], which is both elegant and highly-cited;
however, this model has not been systematically compared against cluster phases
formed over wide ranges of relevant experimental variables, e.g., Debye screening
length, monomer surface charge, etc. Of course, with a validated model in-hand,
one could ascertain when and how real systems deviate from the reference DLVO-
type predictions for clustering, and then incorporate new additional free-energy
contributions.
For both of these lines of inquiry, computer simulations and integral equa-
tion theory represent uniquely useful tools for directly connecting short-range at-
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tractive long-range repulsive interactions with microstructural clustering responses
and their corresponding thermodynamics. In Chapters 6 and 7, we unambiguously
fix idealized DLVO-type pair interactions between monomers. Given these po-
tentials, we can tune interactions to generate cluster phases while simultaneously
accessing both pair and multibody static correlations–invaluable for validating con-
nections between k-space pair correlations and real-space dimensions of aggregates
that can improve interpretation of scattering experiments. Likewise, we can read-
ily measure characteristic cluster sizes as a function of potential parameters like
short-range attraction strength, and analyze aggregate configurations in detail in
order to test free-energy size-scaling arguments. In this way, we can validate a
predictive model for idealized cluster formation that is suitable for comparison
against experiments.
1.3 Chapter summaries
As discussed above, the chapters of this dissertation are informally divided
into two groups: Chapters 2-5 are focused on understanding the diffusive dynamics
of tracer particles within inhomogeneous fluids, and Chapters 6-7 are focused on
investigating cluster phases that are formed by colloidal suspensions exhibiting
multi-lengthscale competitive interactions. Below, we briefly summarize the focus
and main findings of each chapter in order.
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Chapter 2: Impact of solvent granularity and layering on tracer hydro-
dynamics in confinement
Classic hydrodynamic arguments establish that when a spherical tracer par-
ticle is suspended between parallel walls, tracer-wall coupling mediated by the sol-
vent will cause the tracer to exhibit position-dependent diffusivity. We investigate
how the diffusivity profiles of confined tracers are impacted by the diameter size-
ratio of the tracer to solvent: starting from the classic limit of infinite size-ratio
(i.e., continuum solvent), we consider size-ratios of four or less to examine how
hydrodynamic predictions are disrupted for systems where the tracer and solvent
are of similar scale.
We use computer simulations and a technique based on the Fokker-Planck
(FP) formalism to calculate the diffusivity profiles of hard-sphere (HS) tracer
particles in HS solvents, focusing on the dynamics perpendicular to the walls.
Given wall separations of several tracer diameters, we first consider confinement
between hard walls, where anisotropic structuring at the solvent lengthscale gen-
erates inhomogeneity in the tracer free-energy landscape and undermines hydro-
dynamic predictions locally. We then introduce confining planes that analogously
restrict tracer and solvent center-accessibility while completely eliminating static
anisotropy, revealing underlying position-dependent signatures in tracer diffusivity
solely attributable to confinement. Finally, we briefly consider systems where only
the one-body density is made uniform, while allowing for anisotropic two-body
(and higher) static correlations. With or without suppressing static heterogene-
ity, we find that tracer diffusivity systematically deviates on a local basis from
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hydrodynamic predictions at smaller size-ratios. However, hydrodynamic theory
still approximately captures spatially-averaged dynamics across the pores even for
very small tracer-solvent size-ratios over a wide range of solvent densities and wall
separations.
Chapter 3: Structure, thermodynamics, and position-dependent diffu-
sivity in fluids with sinusoidal density variations
We use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and the same stochastic
method based on the FP equation to explore the consequences of inhomogeneous
density profiles on the thermodynamic and dynamic properties of the HS fluid.
The impacts of the inhomogeneity lengthscale are systematically considered via
the imposition of sinusoidal density profiles of various pre-defined wavelengths,
which we fix via external fields derived from Fundamental Measure Theory. For
long-wavelength density profiles, bulk-like relationships between local structure,
thermodynamics, and diffusivity are observed as expected. However, a crossover
in behavior occurs as a function of wavelength, with qualitatively different cor-
relations between the local static and dynamic quantities emerging as density
variations approach the scale of a particle diameter. Irrespective of the density
variation wavelength, average diffusivities of HS fluids in the inhomogeneous and
homogeneous directions are coupled and approximately correlate with the volume
available for insertion of another particle.
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Chapter 4: How local and average particle diffusivities of inhomoge-
neous fluids depend on microscopic dynamics
We use computer simulations and the FP framework to build upon the
previous chapter and compare the diffusion coefficients of equilibrium HS fluids
exhibiting identical inhomogeneous static structure and governed by either Brow-
nian (i.e., overdamped Langevin) or Newtonian microscopic dynamics. As before,
the physics of inhomogeneity is explored via the imposition of one-dimensional si-
nusoidal density profiles of different wavelengths and amplitudes. When imposed
density variations are small in magnitude for distances on the scale of a particle
diameter, bulk-like average correlations between local structure and mobility are
observed. In contrast, when density variations are significant on that lengthscale,
qualitatively different structure-mobility correlations emerge that are sensitive to
the governing microscopic dynamics. Correspondingly, a previously proposed scal-
ing between long-time diffusivities for bulk isotropic fluids of particles exhibit-
ing Brownian versus Newtonian dynamics cannot be generalized to describe the
position-dependent behaviors of strongly inhomogeneous fluids.
While average diffusivities in the inhomogeneous and homogeneous direc-
tions are coupled, their qualitative dependencies on inhomogeneity wavelength are
sensitive to the details of the microscopic dynamics. Nonetheless, average diffusiv-
ities of the inhomogeneous fluids can be approximately predicted for either type
of dynamics based on knowledge of bulk isotropic fluid behavior and how inhomo-
geneity modifies the distribution of available volume. Analogous predictions for
average diffusivities of experimental, inhomogeneous colloidal dispersions (based on
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known bulk behavior) suggest that they will exhibit qualitatively different trends
than those predicted by models governed by overdamped Langevin dynamics that
do not account for hydrodynamic interactions.
Chapter 5: Structure-mobility relationships of confined fluids undergo-
ing supercooling
We examine the structural and dynamic properties of confined binary hard-
sphere mixtures designed to mimic realizable colloidal thin films. Using simula-
tions, governed by either Newtonian or overdamped Langevin dynamics, together
with the FP-based method above, we measure the position-dependent and average
diffusivities of particles along structurally isotropic and inhomogeneous dimensions
of the fluids. At moderate packing fractions, local single-particle diffusivities nor-
mal to the direction of confinement are higher in regions of high total packing frac-
tion; however, these trends are reversed as the film reaches denser average packings
corresponding to the onset of supercooling. Auxiliary short-time measurements of
particle displacements mirror data obtained for experimental supercooled colloidal
systems. We find that average dynamics can be approximately predicted based on
the distribution of available space for particle insertion across orders of magnitude
in diffusivity regardless of the governing microscopic dynamics.
Chapter 6: Decoding the structure factor to detect and characterize
clustering in fluids with competing interactions
We use liquid state theory and computer simulations to gain insights into
the shape of the structure factor for fluids of particles interacting via a combination
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of short-range attractions and long-range repulsions. Such systems can reversibly
morph between homogeneous phases and states comprising compact self-limiting
clusters. We first highlight trends with respect to the presence and location of
the intermediate-range order (IRO) pre-peak in the structure factor, which is com-
monly associated with clustering, for wide ranges of the tunable parameters that
control interparticle interactions (e.g., Debye screening length). Next, for approxi-
mately 100 different cluster phases at various conditions (where aggregates range in
size from six to sixty monomers), we quantitatively relate the shape of the struc-
ture factor to physical characteristics including intercluster distance and cluster
size. We also test two previously postulated criteria for identifying the emergence
of clustered phases that are based on IRO peak-height and -width, respectively.
We find that the criterion based on peak-width, which encodes the IRO thermal
correlation length, is more robust across a wide range of conditions and interac-
tion strengths but nonetheless approximate. Ultimately, we recommend a hybrid
heuristic drawing on both pre-peak height and width for positively identifying the
emergence of clustered states.
Chapter 7: Validating a free energy model for equilibrium cluster size
in fluids with competing interactions
Building on the previous chapter, we validate a simple free energy model
that can be analytically solved to predict the equilibrium size of the self-limiting
clusters. The model is a semi-empirical adaptation and extension of the canonical
free energy-based result due to Groenewold and Kegel [J. Phys. Chem. B, 105
(2001)], where we use our computer simulation data to systematically improve the
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cluster-size scalings with respect to the strengths of the competing interactions
driving aggregation. We find that one can adapt a classical nucleation like theory
for small energetically-frustrated aggregates provided one appropriately accounts
for a size-dependent, microscopic energy penalty of interface formation, which re-
quires new scaling arguments. This framework is verified in part by considering
the extensive scaling of intracluster bonding, where we uncover a superlinear scal-
ing regime distinct from (and located between) the known regimes for small and
large aggregates. We validate our model based on comparisons against approxi-
mately 100 different simulated systems comprising compact spherical aggregates
with characteristic (terminal) sizes between six and sixty monomers, which corre-
spond to wide ranges in experimentally-controllable parameters.
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Chapter 2
Impact of solvent granularity and layering on
tracer hydrodynamics in confinement
2.1 Introduction
There are diverse fluid contexts where tracer particles exhibit position-
dependent diffusive dynamics when navigating confined spaces, and accurately
characterizing such tracer motions is critical for engineering transport within in-
homogeneous systems. For example, one may be interested in describing the
transit of microscopic stabilized droplets or colloids within small device geome-
tries [23, 198], the motions of nanoparticles near multiphase boundaries [152, 225]
or water-soluble compounds through membranes [115, 158, 215], or the kinetics of
diffusion-controlled reactions [205]–all cases where solvent-mediated interactions
with any interfaces can cause tracer dynamics to deviate from those of the same
To be published in revised form as J.A. Bollinger, J. Carmer, A. Jain, T.M. Truskett, “Impact
of solvent granularity and layering on tracer hydrodynamics in confinement.” Soft Matter, 2016.
J.A. Bollinger performed computer simulations, analyzed results, created figures, and wrote the
manuscript.
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tracer-solvent pairing in the bulk. The deviations from bulk dynamics may greatly
differ between these cases because–besides disparate surface chemistries–there are
vast differences in the relative lengthscales of the tracers and their respective sol-
vents. For the micron-sized colloids, the size-ratios between the tracer diameters
and that of typical suspending solvents (e.g., water) are effectively infinite–i.e.,
the solvents are of continuum scale. But for the latter examples, the tracer and
solvent species are comparable in size; thus, effects like heterogeneous interfacial
structuring of the solvent could non-trivially influence tracer motions [90]. Vali-
dating techniques that can probe particle diffusion [35,81,86,124,149] and physical
frameworks that can predict the impacts of confinement [5, 20, 105, 110–112, 145]–
especially across such disparate lengthscales–would provide powerful avenues for
modelling and manipulating tracer mobility.
One of the best-studied systems where tracer diffusion is position-dependent
is that of a single spherical particle moving in a viscous continuum solvent while
confined between two parallel walls, which are separated by a lengthscale on the
order of several tracer diameters. A number of exact and approximate approaches
have been used to predict the local drag forces on the sphere as it moves either
parallel or perpendicular to the boundaries, where boundary-constraints on solvent
flow generate hydrodynamic coupling between the moving particle and the fixed
walls [18,58,75,82,123,199,203]. This hydrodynamic coupling results in local tracer
diffusion coefficients that are suppressed compared to the bulk (i.e., unconfined)
tracer diffusion coefficient and that monotonically decrease with proximity to either
surface. In turn, these hydrodynamic predictions are borne out by experiments on
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dilute colloidal suspensions [47,54,109,119,128].
Our main goal in this chapter is to investigate how these well-established
hydrodynamic predictions of local tracer diffusivities–which assume that the tracer-
solvent size-ratio is infinite–break down (if at all) for a given wall separation as the
tracer-solvent size-ratio becomes small yet finite. For instance, the continuum sol-
vent in the reference case is inherently structureless, with perfectly homogeneous
physical properties. Combined with the assumption that the tracer is perfectly
isolated, this means that the tracer diffuses along a flat equilibrium free-energy
landscape (i.e., experiences a uniform potential of mean force) across the center-
accessible region of the pore and exhibits no preferential positioning. However,
this distinct scenario for the free-energy landscape is inappropriate for common
classes of systems. As alluded to in the opening paragraph, for a small aque-
ous nanoparticle (e.g., diameter d ≈ 10A˚) not much larger than water (d ≈ 3A˚),
anisotropic static correlations amongst water molecules near a confining interface
would generate an inhomogeneous tracer free-energy landscape and likely impact
tracer mobility. Likewise, in highly-concentrated thin-films of monodisperse mi-
croscopic colloids, a chosen “tracer” would diffuse through a “solvent” composed
of its comparably-sized colloidal neighbors. (In other words, the main obstacle
for particle transport would be rearrangement of the suspended particles them-
selves, while hydrodynamic interactions due to the underlying continuum solvent
would be well-screened [141, 142].) that exhibit tracer-scale signatures of inhomo-
geneous structure and dynamics [149,155,156]. And by considering size-ratios less
than unity, where the tracer of interest is smaller than surrounding solvent, one
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can make connections with binary “host-intruder” mixtures that mimic crowded
biological environments [70,188].
With this goal in mind, we use computer simulations and techniques based
on the Fokker-Planck (FP) formalism to rigorously measure position-dependent
(and spatially-averaged) diffusion coefficients for confined tracers in dense sol-
vents, where we focus our analysis on the following questions: (1) What distinctive
static and dynamic signatures emerge in the free-energy and diffusivity profiles of
a confined tracer as the tracer-solvent size-ratio decreases (i.e., as the solvent be-
comes “non-continuum”)? (2) What are the ranges of size-ratios, solvent densities,
and wall separations where hydrodynamic theory reasonably predicts local and/or
spatially-averaged diffusion coefficients? And (3) more fundamentally, can any lo-
cal signatures that emerge in the diffusivity profiles at finite size-ratios be predicted
based on features in the free-energy landscapes?
To address these questions, we first conduct single-particle simulations that
recreate the reference case of slit-pore confinement (i.e., with continuum solvent),
and next conduct molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of single hard-sphere (HS)
tracers situated in highly-dense HS solvents between hard walls (see Fig. 2.2). In
this way, we can capture confinement effects in systems with similar physics as
the classic case (i.e., “simple” interactivity) while isolating the impact of finite
tracer-solvent size-ratios. Throughout, we focus on the free-energy landscapes and
diffusivity profiles of the tracers perpendicular to the confining walls. First, we
use the continuum case to briefly review hydrodynamic effects and to verify that
the FP framework self-consistently captures local diffusion constants solely from
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simulated particle trajectories. Then, for the systems with non-continuum solvent,
we show how distinctive local oscillations in the diffusivity (and free-energy) profiles
consistently emerge at the solvent lengthscale, where these oscillations increasingly
deviate from hydrodynamic predictions with decreasing tracer-solvent size-ratio.
Interestingly, we find that local correlations between free-energy and diffusivity
can qualitatively change depending on tracer-solvent size-ratio. This suggests that
local dynamics are not dependent on local structure in any straightforward way–a
line of inquiry that we expand upon in subsequent chapters.
To explore this latter finding, we next examine HS tracer-solvent combina-
tions that are bounded by “transparent” walls (see Fig. 2.2), which are designed to
restrict center-accessibility just like hard walls while eliminating anisotropic struc-
tural correlations between solvent particles that would otherwise emerge due to
confinement. Using this framework, we reveal generic anisotropic signatures in
the tracer diffusivity profiles that emerge at the solvent-scale–even though solvent
structure is isotropic and identical to the bulk fluid, and the tracer free-energy
landscape is correspondingly flat. In this way, we effectively consider systems with
non-continuum solvent that–compared to hard-wall systems–better correspond to
the structureless background solvent inherent to the continuum case. This corre-
spondence is confirmed by improved quantitative agreement between local dynamic
measurements and hydrodynamic predictions.
Finally, using our measurements of local free-energies and diffusion coeffi-
cients, we calculate spatially-averaged diffusion constants and corresponding first-
passage times across the slit-pores, where we find that hydrodynamic predictions
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are reasonably accurate even for small tracer-solvent size-ratios and very strong
confinement, especially in the presence of transparent walls. In particular, we
examine monodisperse HS systems confined between hard walls at a variety of
wall separations and average packing fractions, where we find that the theory is
accurate within 20% for average diffusion coefficients even given only moderately
dense solvent (e.g., φs = 0.20) and channel sizes as small as four tracer-diameters
across (H/σt = 4). Given the simulations are governed by Newtonian mechanics,
these results suggest that hydrodynamic theories may be useful for modelling the
dynamics of tracers comparable in size to small molecular solvents.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Diffusion models for particle motions
For fluids, diffusion is a conceptual framework meant to describe the mo-
tions of a tracer particle or molecule on timescales much larger than those as-
sociated with randomized collisions from other particles (solvent) that serve to
dissipate its momentum. Inasmuch as diffusion is a good description of the physics
underlying the tracer dynamics, diffusion coefficients are parameters that allow one
to quantitatively reconstruct or predict the spatiotemporal probability distribution
of its location. In this way, diffusion coefficients are a basis for comparing particle
mobilities or, equivalently, relaxation rates between materials governed by diverse
interparticle interactions (e.g., shapes of pair potentials), geometries (e.g., presence
of interfaces), and thermodynamic conditions (e.g., densities). Given this chapter
(and the following chapters) are largely concerned with position-dependent diffu-
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sion coefficients for confined fluids–relatively non-trivial quantities to consider–
we begin by providing some context with respect to the various diffusion models
adopted for fluid systems, both isotropic and inhomogeneous, with an emphasis on
providing clear concise descriptions of the assumptions underlying different models.
One generally encounters diffusion coefficients in the context of the “stan-
dard” drift-diffusion equation, which models the probability distribution p(z, t) of
observing the particle at position z and time t as it moves in response to a con-
servative applied field (drift) and random collisions (diffusion). A key simplifying
assumption is that resistance to diffusion is spatially-invariant. In the absence of
sources or sinks for the particle, this model can be expressed via
∂p(z, t)
∂t
= −∂jdrift(z, t)
∂z
− ∂jdiff(z, t)
∂z
(2.1)
or, alternatively, via
∂p(z, t)
∂t
= −ζ−1z
∂[F (z)p(z, t)]
∂z
+Dz
∂2p(z, t)
∂z2
(2.2)
where, here and below, it is implied that p(z, t) is subject to an initial probability
distribution at t = 0, i.e., p(z, t) ≡ p(z,∆t|z0, 0), where ∆t is the lag-time and
p(z0, 0) is the initial condition. The first term on the right side in Eqn. 2.2 expresses
the probability flux jdrift(z) due to drift (or convection): this is a function of (1) the
drag coefficient ζz that relates the viscous dissipative force F
drag
z (z) = ζzvz(z) to
the particle velocity vz(z) in the z-direction; and (2) the conservative force F (z) =
−βdU(z)/dz, which is due to an arbitrary free-energy landscape U(z) normalized
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by β = (kBT )
−1 (where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature). The
second term on the right side in Eqn. 2.2 captures the flux due to diffusion, which–
because the diffusion rate in the z-direction is assumed homogeneous–corresponds
to Fick’s law jdiff(z) = −Dz∂p(z, t)/∂z as parameterized by the isotropic diffusion
coefficient Dz.
By considering the steady-state (i.e., ∂p(z, t)/∂t = 0) limit of Eqn. 2.2,
where p(z) ∝ exp {−βU(z)} according to the Boltzmann distribution, one can
readily derive the well-known Einstein relation
Dz = ζ
−1
z kBT (2.3)
that, subject to the assumptions above, connects particle diffusion and viscous drag
effects. In turn, for particles suspended in viscous continuum solvents, Eqn. 2.3
is subsequently combined with the Stokes expression for the drag coefficient ζz to
give the Stokes-Einstein equation
Dz = kBT/(fpiηsR) (2.4)
where f encodes the particle-solvent boundary condition (f = 4 for slip, f = 6 for
stick), ηs is the viscosity of the bulk solvent (without tracer), and R is the radius
of the particle. (Note that mass does not play a role as viscous forces are assumed
to vastly dominate momentum.)
By far, the most popular method for measuring Dz is via mean-squared
displacements ∆z2 of the particle of interest over sufficiently long lag-times ∆t,
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which can be fit to what is also called the Einstein relation:
Dz = 〈∆z2〉/(2∆t) (2.5)
Given its familiarity, what might be commonly overlooked is that Eqn. 2.5 is based
on a diffusion model that, compared to Eqn. 2.2, is more restrictive because it lacks
a drift term:
∂p(z, t)/∂t = Dz∂
2p(z, t)/∂z2 (2.6)
In other words, Eqn. 2.5 is only a valid method for measuring Dz from trajectory
data when: (1) there is no position-dependent conservative force acting on the
tracer particle (i.e., there is a flat free-energy landscape); and (2) it is reasonable
to assume that diffusive resistance is spatially-invariant.
For the confined systems of interest here, the assumptions underlying the
very common Eqns. 2.2-2.5 are inappropriate. For instance, the rate of diffusion
will generally be position-dependent due to how the strength of hydrodynamic
interactions vary with distance to the wall(s). Meanwhile, the free-energy land-
scape can be arbitrarily non-flat if the solvent particles are comparable in scale
to the tracer and exhibit strong inhomogeneous structuring near the walls. Thus,
we must begin with a generalized drift-diffusion equation, the Fokker-Planck (or
Smoluchowski) equation:
∂p(z, t)
∂t
= −∂[ζ
−1
z (z)F (z)p(z, t)]
∂z
+
∂2[Dz(z)p(z, t)]
∂z2
(2.7)
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Compared to the framework of Eqn. 2.2, here one allows for the possibility that
particle motions may best be described by position-dependent diffusivity and free-
energy profiles, though these profiles can ultimately be uniform. Note that Eqn. 2.7
incorporates a flux term of the form jdiff(z) = −∂[Dz(z)p(z, t)]/∂z, appropriate
for many (but not necessarily all) physical scenarios where diffusive resistance is
inhomogeneous [55,180]. In turn, Eqn. 2.7 can be rewritten in the common form
∂p(z, t)
∂t
=
∂
∂z
(
Dz(z)e
−βU(z) ∂
∂z
[eβU(z)p(z, t)]
)
(2.8)
which explicitly casts the temporal evolution of the Markovian propagator p(z, t)
solely in terms of the static free-energy landscape U(z) and the local diffusion coef-
ficients Dz(z). Eqn. 2.8 has been shown to self-consistently capture tracer motions
in dense inhomogeneous fluids exhibiting position-dependent dynamics [149].
Given the generalized framework of Eqn. 2.8, one can obtain diffusivities
Dz(z) via methods analogous to those above: (1) theoretical expressions meant
to predict tracer motions and (2) techniques for directly measuring Dz(z) profiles
based on trajectory data. For example, in the reference case of an isolated tracer
that is suspended in a continuum solvent and proximal to confining walls, it is
customary to estimate diffusivities based on a localized version of Eqn. 2.4:
Dz(z) = kBT/(fpiηsRλz(z)) (2.9)
Here, λz(z) is a profile of prefactors that correct for how hydrodynamic tracer-wall
interactions will modulate the bulk isotropic tracer-solvent diffusion coefficient Dz.
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As discussed in Section 2.1, a long-standing goal has been to develop and validate
expressions that describe this modulation [18,58,75,82,123,199,203], and we make
use of such expressions in .
Of course, a main aim of this chapter is to compare these hydrodynamic
results with direct measurements of Dz(z), which we accomplish using a mean-first
passage times (MFPT) treatment [81, 187, 220] of Eqn. 2.8 where the only inputs
are tracer trajectories measured from simulations or experiments (the latter via,
e.g., confocal imaging [41,218]). This treatment is one of several recently-developed
frameworks that extract equivalent local diffusion coefficients [33,86,124,147,149],
which we choose based on its accessibility (especially for confined systems). Briefly,
this MFPT method recasts the steady-state (i.e., ∂p(z, t)/∂t = 0) limit of Eqn. 2.8
as
Dz(z) = − e
βU(z)
∂τ(z, za)/∂z
∫ z
zr
e−βU(z
′)dz′ (2.10)
which is valid provided the tracer motions are confined by a reflective boundary
at zr and an absorbing boundary at za. In turn, τ(z, za) is the tracer MFPT from
a starting location zr ≤ z < za at t = t0 to the absorbing boundary z = za at
t = t0 + τ(z, za) (assuming motion in the positive-z direction is of interest). Any
absorbing boundary is “virtual” in the sense that particles do not truly need to
disappear; rather, it is simply a target location where the tracking is completed.
Meanwhile, the equilibrium free-energy landscape is given by
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βU(z) = − ln{ρ(z)}+ C (2.11)
where ρ(z) is the readily-measured local density and C is an arbitrary constant.
This profile encodes the potential of mean force on the tracer due to all other
particles, walls, etc.
2.2.2 Single-particle tracer simulations
To validate the MFPT approach, we conduct several single-particle one-
dimensional (1D) simulations that are evolved according to pre-defined Ut(z) and
Dt,z(z) profiles for the tracer, which allow us to directly test whether we can ac-
curately reconstruct the a priori free energies and diffusivities given access solely
to particle trajectories. In Section 2.3.1, we use this single-particle setup to in-
vestigate the reference hydrodynamic problem where a single tracer is suspended
in continuum solvent between two walls; in this section, however, we first conduct
tests with some complementary systems subject to various combinations of flat
and position-dependent Ut(z) and Dt,z(z) profiles.
For these simulations, we advance the tracer position zt(t) with time-step
δt = 0.001 according to the generalized equation for Brownian diffusive motion
that allows us to directly enforce the profiles [2, 52, 86]:
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zt(t+ δt) = zt(t) +
{
dDt,z[zt(t)]
dz
−Dt,z[zt(t)]βdUt[zt(t)]
dz
}
δt+ rG
√
2Dt,z[zt(t)]δt
(2.12)
where rG is a Gaussian noise variable with 〈rG〉 = 0 and variance σ2 = 1. Subse-
quently, we can measure the density profile of the tracer to independently calculate
Ut(z) and, combined with measurements of MFPTs τ(z, za), use Eqn. 2.10 to ob-
tain Dt,z(z).
In implementing Eqn. 2.10 for both single-particle systems (and below in
MD simulations), we check for crossing events at time increments of δτMFPT = 0.05,
where we simultaneously implement several “absorbing” planes with positions za
relative to a given reflective boundary zr (leftward or rightward). Thus, we obtain
several τ(z, zr) profiles that all range from the same reflective (i.e., confining)
plane at zr to each za. These redundant profiles provide checks on the subsequent
∂τ(z, za)/∂z profiles, which we calculate via linear fits of τ(z, za) about z over
small δz ranges. These ranges are δz = (nfit)(∆z), where the spatial-resolution
is ∆z = 0.02 and nfit is the number of discrete ∆z bins in the fit. We choose
nfit = 11 as it smooths out statistical noise while retaining relevant particle-scale
features in Dt,z(z). Note that we discard the derivatives within ∆z = 0.30 of (i.e.,
closest to) absorbing boundaries because these regions can display non-Markovian
artifacts [187,215].
Common to all of these single-particle simulations is that the tracer particle
is confined to some non-periodic range of z-values by two steeply repulsive poten-
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tials that define a system of size H. These potentials resemble hard flat walls and
are given by a highly-powered Week-Chandler-Andersen (WCA) potential [37]
ϕ(z) =
4
[(
σt
z
)48
−
(
σt
z
)24]
+  if z ≤ 21/24σt
0 otherwise
(2.13)
where  = kBT is the characteristic energy scale; σt is the characteristic lengthscale
of the tracer (in these simulations, taken as unity); and z is the tracer distance from
the reference position of the nearest confining boundary. For a system of size H, the
reference boundary positions are ±(H + σt)/2, meaning that the center-accessible
region for the tracer is −(H − σt)/2 ≤ zt ≤ +(H − σt)/2. These accessibility
limits correspond to the reflective boundaries of two separate MFPT analyses–one
for each direction of particle motion. Then, absorbing boundaries are placed in
the respective opposing halves of the center-accessible region to provide redundant
coverage around z ≈ 0.
Ahead of the results in Section 2.3.1, here we apply the MFPT analysis
to single-particle trajectories propagated according to combinations of: (1) non-
flat symmetric Ut(z) and flat Dt,z(z); (2) and (3) non-flat symmetric Ut(z) and
non-flat asymmetric Dt,z(z) for different scales of variations in Dt,z(z). Of course,
one could consider myriad functional forms for Ut(z) and Dt,z(z); however, our
intent is not to exhaustively test all combinations, but simply demonstrate that
the MFPT method is sufficient to analyze several types of systems. The Ut(z)
fields are linear superimpositions of the functional forms given in Fig. 2.7 and
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wall potentials (Eqn. 2.13) in the z-direction. Note that for the cases governed by
asymmetric Dt,z(z) fields, we collect separate MFPT statistics for motions away
from each wall. Though this is not strictly necessary, it does demonstrate that the
measurements overlap around z ≈ 0.
As shown in Fig. 2.7, the MFPT analysis nicely reproduces the a priori
defined fields despite drawing only on knowledge of temporal particle positions. It
is worth noting that this method of measuring the Dt,z(z) field is advantageous
compared to using Bayesian inference methods [86, 149] that simultaneously op-
timize for Ut(z) and Dt,z(z) profiles: this is because the MFPT-based analysis
leverages the straightforward relation βUt(z) = − ln{ρt(z)} + C prior to calcu-
lation of Dt,z(z). The MFPT method used here also provides equivalent results
compared to a recently-developed “color-diffusion” approach [35].
2.2.3 Simulations with non-continuum solvent
2.2.3.1 Confinement between hard walls
The majority of cases that we analyze are three-dimensional (3D) systems
comprising single HS tracers that are confined to slit-pores and are situated in
dense baths of HS solvent particles, where the size-ratios between the diameters of
the tracers and solvents are small yet finite. As illustrated in Fig. 2.2, these pores
are periodic in the x- and y-directions and bounded in the z-direction by either
(1) prototypical hard walls that induce inhomogeneous fluid structuring or (2) so-
called “transparent” walls (defined below) that restrict center-accessibility while
preserving isotropic fluid structure across the pore. The first defining feature of
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Figure 2.1: (a) Free energy landscapes Ut(z) and (b) diffusivity profiles Dt,z(z) for
single-particle simulations (see Section 2.2.2). Solid black lines and corresponding
equations are the fields used to encode the simulations, where λ = 3 and D0 = 0.2
for all cases. Symbols are results obtained by applying the MFPT-based analysis to
the trajectory data. In panel (a), note that Ut(z) profiles are vertically shifted for
clarity and the bounding walls are as described in Section 2.2.2. In (b), filled and
unfilled symbols correspond to measurements referenced against the left and right
walls, respectively. The case represented by yellow diamond symbols is comparable
to a previous test conducted with Bayesian-inference methods [86].
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each system is the size-ratio σt/σs between the diameters of the tracer and the many
solvent particles, where we note that σt/σs ≡ 1 corresponds to a monodisperse HS
fluid. The second defining feature of each system is the pore size H, which we
always report relative to the tracer diameter σt. The last defining feature is the
average packing fraction φs of the monodisperse HS solvent, which is associated
with the reference bulk viscosity ηs.
To generate particle trajectories, we conduct molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations using LAMMPS [165], where we integrate the Newtonian equations
of motion with a time step of δt = 0.001 while fixing temperature with a Nose-
Hoover thermostat. The tracer-solvent and solvent-solvent HS potentials between
two particles of types i and j (either t for tracer or s for solvent) are given by the
WCA potential
ϕi,j(r) =
4
[(
σs
r + ∆σ
)48
−
(
σs
r + ∆σ
)24]
+  if r ≤ 21/24σs −∆σ
0 otherwise
(2.14)
where  = kBT is the characteristic energy scale (as above); r is the interparticle
separation; σ denotes particle diameter; and ∆σ = σs − (1/2)(σi + σj). Across
all systems with finite σt/σs, the solvent diameter σs is fixed as the characteristic
lengthscale (unity), and we effectively modulate σt and H to examine different
levels of solvent granularity and strengths of confinement. Note that in order to
avoid problematic finite-size effects (e.g., solvent counter-flow issues) that become
relevant for large σt/σs ratios, we follow previous work on unconfined tracer-solvent
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Figure 2.2: (a) Canonical simulation setup for a tracer-solvent system in a slit pore,
where a single HS tracer (red) of diameter σt is situated in HS solvent (yellow) of
diameter σs confined in the z-direction between two smooth, parallel hard walls.
For a channel width of H, the center-accessible widths for tracer and solvent are
H − σt and H − σs, respectively; these are illustrated in the lower diagram by
thin black lines, with center-accessible z-regions shaded red and yellow (for tracer
and solvent, respectively) and inaccessible z-regions shaded light purple. (b) Con-
finement setup with “transparent” walls designed to eliminate anisotropic solvent
structural correlations that normally emerge due to confinement. These walls con-
strain the positions of the tracer (blue) and solvent (yellow) while allowing them
to interact via excluded volume with an outer reservoir of reciprocally-constrained
solvent (purple). Center-accessible widths for the confined tracer and solvent are
still H − σt and H − σs, which are illustrated in the lower diagram by thin black
lines, with center-accessible z-regions shaded blue and yellow (for tracer and sol-
vent, respectively) and inaccessible z-regions shaded light purple.
systems and universally define the tracer mass as equal to the solvent mass [197].
For hard-wall systems of size H, the wall-particle interactions are identical
in shape to the tracer-solvent and solvent-solvent 48-24 WCA interactions above,
but defined such that the center-accessible z-region for particle i (either tracer
or solvent) is −(H − σi)/2 ≤ z ≤ +(H − σi)/2, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2(a).
We define the solvent packing fraction φs based on the total (surface- rather than
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center-accessible) volume of the slit-pore accessible to the solvent, where we correct
for the losses (or gains) in solvent-accessible volume associated with growing or
shrinking of a single particle to the desired tracer size [197]. For the systems with
the densest solvent (e.g., φs ≥ 0.42) and smallest pore sizes (e.g., H/σt ≤ 5), we
generally consider systems with Nbox = 4800 particles, with one of these particles
being the tracer. However, for monodisperse systems at less dense conditions (e.g.,
φs ≤ 0.30), this burden is reduced down to Nbox = 2400.
2.2.3.2 Confinement between transparent walls
The transparent wall systems are designed to restrict tracer and solvent mo-
tions while eliminating anisotropic equilibrium static correlations between solvent
particles, such as pronounced local density variations, that typically result from
conventional hard walls. As shown in Fig. 2.2(b), we accomplish this by introduc-
ing flat planes that restrict center-accessible regions for the tracer and solvent like
in hard-wall systems, but where “in-pore” particles are allowed to interact with
“out-of-pore” reservoirs of solvent particles that act as perfectly fluid walls. In
turn, the confined tracer and solvent particles exhibit completely flat free-energy
landscapes, and the structure of the solvent within (and outside) the pore region is
isotropic and identical to the bulk fluid at the same φs because the infinitely-thin
transparent walls do not exclude any volume in the system. This setup bears close
resemblance to the framework of Scheidler et. al. [177], one of a number of studies
probing the glass transition in the absence of structural inhomogeneity–though
most work in this area considers frozen walls of disordered solvent [103,178,217].
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As in the hard-wall cases, the transparent-wall potentials for the tracer and
the in-pore solvent are defined such that the center of particle i (either tracer or sol-
vent) can access −(H−σi)/2 ≤ z ≤ +(H−σi)/2. However, at the center-accessible
limits (i.e., ±(H − σs)/2) for the inner solvent, we introduce oppositely-facing po-
tentials that reciprocally restrict the center-accessibility of the outer solvent while
allowing excluded-volume contact between particles on either side of the dividing
plane.2 Practically-speaking, the systems are periodic in the z-direction such that
the same outer reservoir of solvent makes contact with both transparent walls,
which reduces the computational burden. We set the center-accessible width of
the outer reservoir of solvent as ∆zouter = 12σs, which even at the highest sol-
vent densities is sufficient for dynamic effects near either of the confining planes
to decay, especially given the lack of anisotropic structuring.
Altogether, the total length of a given simulation box in the z-direction
is the solvent center-accessible width of the inner pore of interest plus this outer
reservoir region, i.e., Lz = [(H/σt)(σt/σs)−1]σs +12σs. We set the complementary
dimensions Lxy based on Nbox and φs, accounting for the growing (or shrinking) of
a single particle to the desired tracer size. For the systems with the densest solvent
(e.g., φs ≥ 0.42) and smallest pore sizes (e.g., H/σt ≤ 5), we generally consider
systems with Nbox = 9000 particles (one being the tracer). To prepare systems,
we first equilibrate tracer-solvent mixtures where only the tracer is confined and
2Thus, for an inner-solvent limit located at +(H − σs)/2, there is one leftward-facing WCA
potential (with ∆σ = 0) with the reference position +(H + σs)/2 to confine the inner solvent,
and an analogous rightward-facing potential with the reference position +(H−σs−δw)/2, where
δw ≈ 0.02 is a minor adjustment parameter that we empirically found best suppresses fluid-
structuring given the continuous nature of the particle and boundary potentials.
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measure the de facto populations of inner and outer solvent particles (relative to
the future locations of the transparent walls) over short production runs. We then
introduce the solvent boundaries into frames exhibiting these average populations,
which are used as initial configurations for full-scale production runs.
For both hard- and transparent-wall systems, the MFPTs that are used
to calculate the tracer diffusion coefficients Dt,z(z) are averaged from dozens of
independently initialized trajectories. For the monodisperse (σt/σs = 1) cases,
we treat all particles in the pores as tracers and average their dynamics. Across
all tracer-solvent systems, we check for crossing events every δtMFPT = 0.05 and
calculate Ut(z) and Dt,z(z) with a resolution of ∆z = 0.02σs, which is crucial as we
find diffusivity profiles generally show features at the solvent scale. Finally, note
that in Section 2.3.2.3, we also consider select systems confined by prototypical
hard walls that are supplemented by auxiliary z-dependent potentials inversely-
designed to eliminate emergent one-body density fluctuations only, as opposed to
one- and higher-order correlations.
2.3 Results & Discussion
2.3.1 Confined tracer hydrodynamics in continuum solvent
We begin our discussion by considering the classic hydrodynamic problem
of particle confinement described in Section 2.1: a single isolated tracer particle sit-
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uated in a viscous continuum solvent and diffusing between two parallel walls. By
focusing on this physical setup, we can orient ourselves with respect to how strong
confinement impacts the free energy landscape Ut(z) and the position-dependent
diffusion coefficients Dt,z(z) of the tracer particle perpendicular to the boundaries
in the limit where the tracer diameter is so large compared to solvent diameter
that the size-ratio σt/σs is infinite. As discussed above, this scenario has been
of interest for quite some time, but is worth reviewing here to provide a point of
reference before considering tracer dynamics in non-continuum solvents, and to
validate that the MFPT-based approach for measuring Dt,z(z) from tracer trajec-
tories accurately captures known results.
As shown in Fig. 2.3, the basic features of the reference case are: (1) a
flat free-energy profile, which reflects the lack of tracer-wall interactions and het-
erogeneous solvent structuring that could enthalpically or entropically bias tracer
positioning; and (2) a diffusivity profile that captures how hydrodynamic interac-
tions slow down tracer motion near the walls and suppress dynamics on average
relative to the same tracer-solvent pairing in the absence of confinement. Specifi-
cally, we plot Ut(z) and Dt,z(z) profiles for a tracer of unity diameter σt = 2R = 1
(as there is no finite solvent scale) suspended in a very dense HS solvent that is ide-
alized as a true continuum. To this end, we set the non-dimensionalized viscosity
as ηs = 2.09, which is the zero-shear viscosity of the HS fluid at φs = 0.42, [71] and
choose slip boundary conditions f = 4 between the tracer and solvent, known to be
appropriate for HS interactions [197]. The corresponding bulk diffusion coefficient
of the tracer is Dblkt = 0.076 via Eqn. 2.3, which in this context returns the self-
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Figure 2.3: (a) Illustration of the reference confined suspension: a single tracer
diffusing in a viscous continuum solvent between hard walls. (b-d) Static and
dynamic quantities measured from single-particle Brownian trajectories governed
by free energy and diffusivity profiles from hydrodynamic theory (see text), which
were calculated based on a tracer diameter σt = 1, solvent viscosity ηs = 2.09,
and channel width H/σt = 5. (b) One portion of a particle trajectory comprising
tracer position z/σt versus lag-time ∆t as recorded from one of many realizations.
(c) Position-dependent free-energy landscapes Ut(z) input (dashed black) into the
simulation and measured (solid red) via Ut(z) = −kBT ln ρt(z) + C where ρt(z) is
local tracer number density and C is an arbitrary constant. (d) Position-dependent
diffusion coefficients Dt,z(z) for motions in the z-direction input (dashed black)
into the simulation and measured (solid red) via the MFPT treatment of the FP
equation. Purple shading indicates regions inaccessible to the tracer center.
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diffusivity of the bulk monodisperse HS fluid [107]. We account for the influence of
the walls via Eqn. 2.9 using previous λz(z) correction factors from hydrodynamic
theory [58] for a spherical particle moving perpendicular to flat surfaces separated
by distance H/σt.
3
These a priori profiles for the tracer free-energy and diffusivity are com-
plemented in Fig. 2.3 by measurements from single-particle Brownian simulations,
where the simulations let us directly examine tracer trajectories and confirm that
trajectory data alone can be used to reconstruct underlying Ut(z) and Dt,z(z) pro-
files. Fig. 2.3(b) shows a representative portion of a single-particle trajectory, which
in itself gives the impression that the particle does indeed traverse regions near the
walls more slowly than near the center of the pore, though the particle ultimately
visits all regions of the pore equally often given sufficient time. In Figs. 2.3(c-d), we
show Ut(z) profiles derived from measuring the equilibrium tracer density profile
and show Dt,z(z) profiles subsequently obtained from MFPTs via Eqn. 2.10. We
observe excellent agreement between the a priori and posteriori functions.
More broadly, an important takeaway from this reference setup is that
Ut(z) and Dt,z(z) profiles in fluid tracer-solvent systems need not exhibit simi-
lar z-dependence or display (anti-)correlated local extrema. This is perhaps not
surprising given the diversity of functional forms that ought to be compatible with
the generic FP equation, though one could ostensibly construct profiles incompati-
3The predicted diffusivity profile for H/σt = 5 and unity tracer diameter is most easily
expressed about the pore center as the polynomial Dt,z(z) = D
blk
t /λz(z) = −6.35 × 10−4z6 +
1.16× 10−3z4 − 7.83× 10−3z2 + 5.45× 10−2.
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ble with conservative positive p(z, t) surfaces. However, the idea that there should
be direct correspondence between the free energy and diffusivity landscapes of
diffusive tracer particles has been tacitly assumed in previous work focused on
predicting local diffusion coefficients [157]. It is crucial to bear these points in
mind as we consider the results for the systems below with non-continuum solvent.
2.3.2 Local confined tracer dynamics in non-continuum solvent
2.3.2.1 Comparing emergent structural and diffusivity signatures be-
tween hard walls
We now move on to examine how tracer diffusive dynamics are impacted by
confinement when the tracer-solvent size-ratio is finite, which lets us test the accu-
racy of hydrodynamic theory when the solvent is non-continuum (i.e., granular).
Fig. 2.4 shows Ut(z) and Dt,z(z) profiles measured for various small tracer-solvent
size-ratios σt/σs ≤ 3, and shows two-body tracer-solvent pair correlations g‖t,s(y|z)
for one of these cases. Here and below, these measurements are compared directly
against hydrodynamic predictions, which we calculate via Eqn. 2.9 by inputting the
tracer radius, solvent viscosity [71], tracer-solvent slip boundary conditions [197],
and known [58] correction factors λz(z) from the reference continuum case. Note
that the correction factors λz(z) are based on no-slip boundary conditions be-
tween the HS solvent and confining surfaces. This is somewhat at odds with the
slip boundary conditions between the tracer and solvent; however, previous work
shows that hydrodynamic correction factors perpendicular to boundaries are not
very sensitive to the solvent-boundary slip conditions [216]. With this in mind, we
appeal to the the no-slip results as they are the most established and unambiguous.
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Finally, note that σt/σs = 3 was the largest tractable limit in MD simulations with
hard walls given the amount of trajectory data required to converge MFPT values
at high spatial resolution.
For all cases in Fig. 2.4, we observe oscillations in Ut(z) and Dt,z(z) com-
mensurate in lengthscale with the diameter of the solvent particles, where the
shape of Ut(z) reflects the two-body tracer-solvent static correlations (Fig. 2.4(a))
that emerge due to solvent static correlations near the walls. These oscillations at
finite σt/σs are not predicted by the hydrodynamic theory as it does not account
for solvent structuring. However, it is reasonable that if σt/σs were increased, the
Dt,z(z) profiles would smoothly approach the theoretical predictions as solvent in-
homogeneity occurs at vanishing lengthscales. Nonetheless, hydrodynamic theory
does roughly track the average slowdown in tracer dynamics with growing σt/σs,
though the measured Dt,z(z) profiles are slightly depressed near the pore-center
for the larger σt/σs values. This depression is presumably due to non-ideal frus-
trations in the solvent flow (i.e., rearrangements) between the tracer and wall(s)
relative to the continuum case.
The Ut(z) and Dt,z(z) profiles in Figs. 2.4(b-c) respectively exhibit consis-
tent shapes across the various σt/σs values; however, by comparing these two types
of profiles against each other, we observe that there may be no universal connec-
tion between local free energy and diffusivity. To wit, at different σt/σs values,
we observe either mostly positive or mostly negative local correlations between
Ut(z) and Dt,z(z). In the σt/σs = 1 case, we observe a mostly negative correlation
between Dt,z(z) and Ut(z), which corresponds to a positive correlation between
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Figure 2.4: Structural and dynamic measurements for single tracers suspended in
solvents (φs = 0.42) in pores of width H/σt = 5 with hard walls. (a) Tracer-solvent
pair correlations g
‖
t,s(y|z) for relative diameter ratio σt/σs = 2, where correlations
are measured as a function of position z and radial distance y along the pores.
Position-dependent (b) free energy landscapes Ut(z) and (c) diffusivity profiles
Dt,z(z) for the tracers (red lines) given various size ratios σt/σs, along with results
from hydrodynamic theory (black lines). Circles on the right illustrate solvent (left,
black) and tracer (right, red) sizes, drawn to scale with respect to other panels.
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diffusivity and density (as the tracer and solvent particles are interchangeable).
This positive correlation is the opposite of the density-diffusivity relationship of
the bulk HS fluid, and was observed in a previous study of confined HS fluids:
there, it was suggested that this non-intuitive behavior emerges because the dense
layers possess more void space for particle insertion [149]. Here, of course, by
only modestly increasing σt/σs > 1, correlations between Ut(z) and Dt,z(z) mostly
reverse and become negative.
That this reversal occurs so readily is in line with results in upcoming
chapters (other studies [24–26]) on monodisperse and lightly-polydisperse inhomo-
geneous HS fluids, which alternatively found that local correlations between dif-
fusivity and other microscopic static quantities (like void space) can qualitatively
depend on context, e.g., the characteristic lengthscale of static inhomogeneity. Al-
together, in contrast to the idea that structural correlations drive the emergence
of specific dynamic signatures, it appears equally fair to say that there is a generic
oscillatory signature in Dt,z(z) that emerges near confining surfaces. In turn, this
signature propagates away from boundaries without strong regard for the effective
free-energy landscape Ut(z), although details of the former are no doubt moder-
ately affected by those of the latter.
2.3.2.2 Transparent walls: anisotropic diffusivity signatures despite
isotropic structure
In Fig. 2.5, we test the notion that these “signatures of confinement” in
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Dt,z(z) exhibit little to no dependence on local structural correlations or the ef-
fective free-energy landscape Ut(z). We begin by comparing static and dynamic
measurements for monodisperse HS fluids confined between either (1) between
hard walls or (2) between transparent walls that bound tracer and solvent motions
while completely eliminating inhomogeneous static correlations (see Fig. 2.2). In
other words, the latter transparent-wall framework allows us to examine tracer
dynamics in confinement given isotropic in-pore structure and a flat Ut(z) profile,
both features of the continuum hydrodynamic scenario normally unrealizable given
a finite tracer-solvent size-ratio. To establish that this is the case, we can consider
Figs. 2.5(d) and (f), which show how two-body correlations g
‖
t,s(y|z) between par-
ticles (note that tracer and solvent are identical) and the corresponding Ut(z) are
not z-dependent in the presence of the transparent walls–a complete erasure of
the static correlations due to hard walls shown in Figs. 2.5(c) and (e). In fact,
the pair correlations in Fig. 2.5(d) along the y-direction are identical to the radial
distribution function (RDF) the bulk HS fluid at the same φs. This is consistent
with the introduction of planes that restrict the center-accessibility of the inner
and outer solvent particles without reducing the total accessible volume. Thus,
from a static perspective, the particles do not “feel” the transparent walls at all.
Looking at the transparent-wall results in Fig. 2.5, we observe that despite
the lack of position-dependent static correlations, there are nonetheless particle-
scale variations in the tracer Dt,z(z) profile that emerge due solely in response to
confinement: this underlines that local variations in diffusive dynamics cannot be
straightforwardly based on typical measures of local structure. In other words,
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Figure 2.5: Structural and dynamic measurements for single tracers suspended
in solvents (φs = 0.42) of size ratio σt/σs = 1 (i.e., monodisperse HS fluids) in
pores of width H/σt = 5 with hard and transparent walls. (a,b) Illustrations of
pores drawn to scale with respect to other panels, where tracers are marked with
crosses and center-inaccessible regions are shaded purple. (c,d) Tracer-solvent pair
correlations g
‖
t,s(y|z) measured as a function of position z and radial distance y
along the pores. (e,f) Measured tracer free energy landscapes Ut(z) (color) and
results from hydrodynamic theory (black). (g,h) Diffusivity profiles Dt,z(z) for the
tracers (color) and results from hydrodynamic theory (black).
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nothing about the static structure itself–including one- or two-body correlations,
local void space for particle insertion (not shown) [73, 149, 222], etc.–points to
anisotropic diffusive dynamics absent a priori knowledge that there are confining
planes. This leaves it an open question how one might predict the (hopefully
generic) mechanisms of non-continuum solvent rearrangement near the confining
surfaces. One the other hand, it is apparent from Figs. 2.5(g-h) that the tracer
dynamics are comparable in magnitude for the two types of confinement on a
spatially-averaged basis. Thus, the average diffusive resistance across the pore may
be more dominated by the lengthscale of confinement and the solvent viscosity
than by the precise fluid structuring–an idea that we test further in Section 2.2.2.
In Fig. 2.6, we plot the static and dynamic signatures of transparent-wall
systems at various finite tracer-solvent size ratios, which reveal that measured
Dt,z(z) profiles converge upon predictions from hydrodynamic theory as σt/σs
grows. First, this suggests that the anisotropic solvent-scale variations in diffusivity
seen in Fig. 2.5(h) emerge gradually at small size ratios. To wit, note how similar
the oscillations in Dt,z(z) are across the different σt/σs values: this points to generic
frustrated patterns of non-continuum solvent rearrangement (i.e., flow) that gen-
erate generic motifs in the diffusive dynamics. More broadly, this behavior–which
emerges naturally away from the continuum limit–reaffirms that the MFPT frame-
work for calculating Dt,z(z) is capturing reliable information in simulations with
non-continuum solvent. In other words, if the MFPT analysis is indeed appropriate
for investigating dynamics in this class of tracer-solvent systems, then as the solvent
increasingly resembles a structureless continuum, Dt,z(z) measurements must di-
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Figure 2.6: Structural and dynamic measurements for single tracers suspended
in solvents (φs = 0.42) in pores of width H/σt = 5 with transparent walls. (a)
Tracer-solvent pair correlations g
‖
t,s(y|z) for relative diameter ratio σt/σs = 2, where
correlations are measured as a function of position z and radial distance y along
the pores. Position-dependent (b) free energy landscapes Ut(z) and (c) diffusivity
profiles Dt,z(z) for the tracers (blue lines) given various size ratios σt/σs, along
with results from hydrodynamic theory (black lines). Circles on the right illustrate
solvent (left, black) and tracer (right, blue) sizes, drawn to scale with respect to
other panels.
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rectly reflect known hydrodynamic predictions–particularly because we have elim-
inated anisotropic structuring that might otherwise complicate the comparison.
Indeed, our results for σt/σs = 4 (the largest computationally-tractable system)
are clear evidence that the FP-based analysis can return known hydrodynamic
results for simulations that roughly mimic the physics of the reference problem.
2.3.2.3 Diffusivity signatures in response to density-flattening external
fields
The plots from transparent-wall systems in this previous section demon-
strate that anisotropic solvent-scale signatures in Dt,z(z) can emerge given the
presence of confining planes even when inhomogeneous static correlations between
solvent particles are completely absent. In this section, we round out our dis-
cussion of local diffusivity signatures by investigating whether similar motifs in
Dt,z(z) emerge for less “exotic” confined systems with only partially suppressed
static inhomogeneity–i.e., possessing flattened free-energy profiles Ut(z)–that are
arguably more easily realized in experiments than transparent-wall systems. By
focusing on monodisperse HS fluids (σt/σs = 1), we can make connections with
previous work [34,65] focused on the interplay of density profiles (i.e., free-energy
landscapes) and tracer diffusion in confinement. More broadly, the following results
underline that free-energy profiles Ut(z) are seemingly insufficient for predicting
local variations in diffusive dynamics.
In Fig. 2.7, we show static and dynamic tracer measurements for (1) hard-
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Figure 2.7: Structural and dynamic measurements for tracer-solvent mixtures of
size-ratio σt/σs = 1 (i.e., monodisperse HS fluids) in pores of width H/σt = 5 with
hard walls in the absence and presence of additional external fields that flatten
density fluctuations. Throughout, gold and red lines correspond to φs = 0.336
and 0.42, respectively. (a,b) Illustrations of pores drawn to scale with respect to
other panels, where tracers are marked with crosses and center-inaccessible regions
are shaded purple. (c,d) Tracer-solvent pair correlations g
‖
t,s(y|z) measured as a
function of position z and radial distance y along the pores for φs = 0.42. (e,f)
Measured tracer free energy landscapes Ut(z) (color) and hydrodynamic theory
(black), where results are shifted vertically by arbitrary constants for clarity. (g,h)
Diffusivity profiles Dt,z(z) for the tracers (color) and hydrodynamic theory (black).
(i) External fields ϕFMT(z) derived from FMT to flatten Ut(z) profiles.
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wall systems (one of which is identical to that in Fig. 2.5) and (2) systems that are
confined by hard walls superimposed with auxiliary potentials φFMT(z) that are
calculated from Fundamental Measure Theory (FMT) [172,173] to eliminate local
density variations across the pores. As seen in other studies focused on flattening
HS density variations [33, 34, 65], the φFMT(z) profiles in Fig. 2.7(i) have simple
ramp-like shapes that decay over lengthscales on the order of the solvent diameter.
Here, the φFMT(z) potentials successfully flatten the solvent density profiles ρs(z)–
here, equivalent to the tracer profiles ρt(z)–and correspondingly flatten the tracer
free-energy profiles Ut(z). However, in contrast to the transparent-wall systems in
Section 2.3.2.2, we note that this flattening transformation does not completely
eliminate inhomogeneity in higher-order static correlations, as evidenced by the
modestly anisotropic pair correlations g
‖
t,s(y|z) shown in Fig. 2.7(d).
For the flattened systems in Fig. 2.7(h), we observe Dt,z(z) with local signa-
tures reminiscent of those in the transparent-wall cases, supporting the notion that
the simultaneous observation of flat Ut(z) profiles and oscillatory Dt,z(z) profiles
(with particle-scale variations) is not unique to the transparent-wall framework.
In other words, these results–like the transparent-wall measurements in Fig. 2.5–
show that features (e.g., extrema) in Ut(z) or lack thereof need not be mirrored
in corresponding Dt,z(z) profiles for confined systems with non-continuum solvent.
We also observe that the dynamics in these flattened systems are suppressed on
average compared to hard- and transparent-wall systems at the same φs. As dis-
cussed by Goel et. al. for similar confined fluids [65], this is because the ramp-like
potentials suppress one-body density variations at the expense of reducing the
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number of accessible static (thermodynamic) configurations for the confined parti-
cles, ultimately frustrating rearrangements and slowing diffusion (similar impacts
are observed for the dynamics parallel to the confining walls). In a rough sense,
we have “densified” the systems because the φFMT(z) potentials partition parti-
cles toward the centers of the pores, which is why the hydrodynamic predictions
provide over-estimates of diffusivity away from the walls, especially at high φs.
2.3.3 Average confined tracer dynamics in non-continuum solvent
While all of the systems in the previous section exhibit local solvent-scale
signatures in Dt,z(z) that are not predicted by hydrodynamic theory (given its
structureless solvent), we next demonstrate that theory is nonetheless reason-
ably accurate on a spatially-averaged basis for tracer-solvent size-ratios as small
as σt/σs ≈ 1. Fig. 2.8(a) shows measured and predicted tracer diffusion coeffi-
cients averaged across the pores that are calculated via
〈Dt,z(z)〉 =
∫ 0
zr
Dt,z(z)ρt(z)dz∫ 0
zr
ρt(z)dz
(2.15)
for tracer-solvent size ratios between 0.6 ≤ σt/σs ≤ 4.0, along with bulk tracer
diffusivities Dblkt predicted via Eqn. 2.4. Fig. 2.8(b) shows the corresponding mea-
sured and predicted MFPTs from one wall to the other calculated via
τMFPT = 2
∫ 0
zr
dz′[eβUt(z
′)/Dt,z(z
′)]∫ z′
zr
dz′′e−βUt(z′′)
(2.16)
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for the same confined tracer-solvent systems. For both calculations, zr = −(H −
σt)/2 is the leftward limit of center-accessibility and we exploit the symmetry of
the systems.
On the whole, we observe agreement within 20% between measurements and
predictions for most tracer sizes, though the best quantitative agreement occurs for
transparent-wall systems with σt/σs ≥ 2.0, which are evidently good “granular”
extensions of the classic continuum-solvent case. In particular, we point out the
high accuracy of the hydrodynamic theory even for the monodisperse HS cases–
though, interestingly, the hard-wall case adheres to the predictions more closely
than transparent-wall case at this and smaller σt/σs values. We postulate that this
occurs because the isotropic structuring in the transparent-wall case indeed mini-
mizes solvent frustration (and thus diffusive resistance) for given choices of φs and
H/σt; this correspondingly maximizes the difference between the instantaneously
“patchy” drag induced by non-continuum solvent collisions and the uniform viscous
drag assumed in the continuum limit. However, the inhomogeneous structuring in
the hard-wall case–and the added frustration of solvent rearrangements–effectively
(re-)suppresses tracer mobility, which is reflected by the consistent differential be-
tween transparent- and hard-wall results at all σt/σs. In turn, it is not surprising
that the predictive capability of the theory falters as the tracer becomes smaller
than the solvent (e.g., σt/σs = 0.6), where one can envision a growing prevalence
of instantaneous cavities in the solvent that facilitate rapid tracer transit.
Regarding Fig. 2.8, we also note that the measured hard-wall 〈Dt,z(z)〉
values are suppressed relative to theory even at the largest practically-accessible
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Figure 2.8: (a) Average tracer diffusivities 〈Dt,z(z)〉 and (b) mean first-passage
times τMFPT across pores (wall-to-wall) versus tracer-solvent diameter ratio σt/σs
measured from simulations with hard walls (red diamonds) and transparent walls
(blue circles). Solid black lines show results from hydrodynamic theory, with dark
and light purple shading denoting ±10 and 20% bounds, respectively. Dashed
black line in (a) shows slip-result for tracer diffusivity Dblkt in bulk solvent. Pairs
of circles illustrate relative solvent (left) and tracer (right) sizes for σt/σs = 0.6
and 4.0. (c) Free energy barriers ∆Uactt for tracer particles moving from positions
at walls to the nearest local minima away from the walls.
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size-ratios σt/σs, meaning that we cannot directly speak to convergence with the
continuum limit (as seen for the transparent-wall systems). In essence, while the
hard-wall results must converge with the continuum results for sufficiently large
σt/σs, it is difficult to observe this because at intermediate tracer-solvent size ratios
(e.g., σt/σs = 4), the tracer is entropically driven to partition at the wall to free
up configurational space for the solvent. As plotted in Fig. 2.8(c), this generates
free-energy barriers ∆Uactt for the tracer moving from wall-contact past the first
solvent layer that rapidly approach 10kBT or more, making it difficult to observe
sufficient numbers of tracer transit events and biasing MFPT measurements. (We
measure ∆Uactt based on the height difference between Ut(z) at the (leftward)
limit of center-accessibility, z = −(H − σt)/2, and the adjacent local maximum
at z ≈ −(H − σt − σs)/2.) Of course, as the tracer becomes very large, these
problematic edge-regions of the channel constitute vanishingly small fractions of
the system, and would not greatly impact average dynamics.
Given the agreement between measured and predicted average diffusivities
in Fig. 2.8, we close our discussion in Fig. 2.9 by showing that hydrodynamic
predictions of 〈Dt,z(z)〉 are highly accurate for monodisperse HS systems at a
variety of H/σt and φs values, where we focus on hard-wall systems as these are
more physically-intuitive and realizable in experiments. Fig. 2.9(a) shows strong
overlap between theory and most measurements down to φs = 0.20, a moderate
density in the middle of the φs-range for the equilibrium bulk HS fluid. Indeed,
Fig. 2.9(b) demonstrates that it is only under extreme confinement (e.g., H/σt ≤ 3)
that measured values for 〈Dt,z(z)〉 are more than 20% removed from the predictions,
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Figure 2.9: (a) Average tracer diffusivities 〈Dt,z(z)〉 for the monodisperse HS fluid
(i.e., σt/σs = 1) versus pore size H/σt measured for hard-wall systems at packing
fractions φs = 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, and 0.42 (top to bottom). Filled symbols show
results from this study; unfilled circles at φs = 0.40 reproduced from previous
study [149]. Solid black lines show results from hydrodynamic theory. (b) Stokes-
Einstein (SE) values 〈Dt,z(z)〉ηs for all state points in (a), where ηs is HS solvent
viscosity at φs. Solid black line shows results from hydrodynamic theory, with dark
and light purple shading denoting±10 and 20% bounds, respectively. Dashed black
line shows the expected SE value in the slip limit for monodisperse HS in the bulk,
Dblkt ηs = (2pi)
−1.
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which are generally suppressed by factors of two to four relative to bulk Stokes-
Einstein predictions. That average dynamics at these levels of extreme confinement
would depart from theory is not necessarily surprising: while it was previously
established that the FP equation self-consistently describes local tracer motions
for, e.g., systems with σt/σs = 1 and H/σt = 3, the very strong inhomogeneous
layering at this confinement lengthscale (and the relative dearth of collisions given
the short wall-to-wall distance) is vastly different than the structureless viscous
solvent of the continuum scenario [149].
Finally, in considering these results, it is important to recall that we are
measuring diffusivities from simulations where tracer and solvent particles are gov-
erned by Newtonian dynamics: given the good prediction quality even down to
moderate densities (e.g., φs = 0.20), this supports the idea that hydrodynamic
theories are useful for describing systems comprised of small-molecule solvents and
comparably-sized tracers. Of course, we have focused on σt/σs = 1 partly because
of the strong quantitative agreement at H/σt = 5 and φs = 0.42 shown in Fig. 2.8
(which is arguably coincidental; see above). However, even acknowledging that the
continuum predictions would slightly overestimate 〈Dt,z(z)〉 for hard-wall systems
at larger σt/σs, it stands to reason that the good agreement between hydrodynamic
theory and direct measurements would hold for diverse choices of H/σt and φs.
2.4 Conclusions
By analyzing MD simulations of confined HS tracer particles suspended in
viscous continuum or non-continuum HS solvents, we have investigated how the
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static and dynamic consequences of strong confinement evolve as solvent particles
become comparable in size to the tracer. Our measurements of position-dependent
diffusion coefficients Dt,z(z) are based on a recently-developed MFPT-based treat-
ment of the FP equation, and we reaffirm previous studies [24–26, 187, 215] in
finding that this straightforward technique accurately extracts local diffusivities
Dt,z(z) from particle trajectories. Based on our findings here and elsewhere, we
recommend this technique for probing the dynamics of inhomogeneous fluids in
simulations or experiments as it is simpler to implement than alternatives requir-
ing, e.g., Bayesian inference [86,149].
Notably, we considered tracer-solvent systems bounded by either classic
hard walls or by so-called transparent walls, the latter designed to restrict tracer
and solvent center-accessibilities while preserving isotropic solvent structure (and
flat tracer free-energy landscapes). We find that for a tracer diffusing between
hard walls in non-continuum solvent, oscillatory signatures emerge in the static
free-energy landscape Ut(z) and position-dependent diffusivity profile Dt,z(z) that
are commensurate with the solvent lengthscale. These oscillatory motifs are not
predicted by hydrodynamic theory as the latter assumes a structureless continuum-
scale solvent. However, it is apparent that these local signatures would systemat-
ically “smear” as the tracer-solvent size-ratio grows, ultimately converging upon
the theoretical results. When we examine analogous tracer-solvent systems con-
fined by transparent walls, we observe anisotropic signatures in Dt,z(z) that are
generic in shape (i.e., consistent across tracer sizes) and emerge solely due to the
influence of the confining planes. These results support the idea that local diffu-
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sion coefficients in inhomogeneous fluids cannot be uniquely predicted based on
the knowledge of the free-energy landscape Ut(z) or local static quantities such as
solvent density, available space, etc.
While the local oscillatory motifs in Dt,z(z) that emerge at the solvent
lengthscale are not anticipated by hydrodynamic theory, we find that knowledge of
the theoretical correction factor profile λz(z) is sufficient to approximately predict
average diffusivities 〈Dt,z(z)〉 for a variety of systems with non-continuum solvent.
Of course, one caveat is that we have considered simulations without strong or
specific interactions between tracer, solvent, and/or confining surfaces–consistent
with the simple physics of the classic hydrodynamic scenario. Nonetheless, given
this good agreement holds even for tracer-solvent size ratios of unity and only
moderately dense solvent–along with the choice of Newtonian mechanics for prop-
agating trajectories–we posit that hydrodynamic corrections for tracer dynamics
near confining interfaces may be reasonable for decidedly non-continuum solvents.
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Chapter 3
Structure, thermodynamics, and
position-dependent diffusivity in fluids with
sinusoidal density variations
3.1 Introduction
When a fluid is subjected to an external field ϕ(r), it becomes inhomoge-
neous; i.e., its structural properties such as the one-particle density ρ(r) and its
dynamic properties (e.g., relaxation times, diffusivity tensor, etc.) exhibit depen-
dencies on position r. Such inhomogeneities are ubiquitous, with examples ranging
from the slowly varying properties of particulate suspensions in gravitational, mag-
netic, or centrifugal fields to the stronger spatial variations characteristic of liquid
molecules near an interface with another phase. As a result, there is interest in
developing an understanding of how to accurately model and predict these position
dependencies across a wide range of lengthscales, which in turn could enable the
Reproduced in part with permission from J.A. Bollinger, A. Jain, T.M. Truskett, “Structure,
thermodynamics, and position-dependent diffusivity in fluids with sinusoidal density variations.”
Langmuir, 2014, 30 (28), pp. 8247–8252 (DOI: 10.1021/la5017005z). Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society. J.A. Bollinger performed computer simulations, analyzed results, created
figures, and wrote the manuscript.
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design of new material systems with novel properties. Unfortunately, despite the
recent progress in developing theories that predict the static properties of inhomo-
geneous fluids [172], very little is known about how to estimate the corresponding
position-dependent dynamics [149].
If density variations in an inhomogeneous fluid are sufficiently weak, then
the local dynamic properties can be estimated by simply inputting ρ(r) into known
relationships that describe how the bulk isotropic fluid’s dynamic properties de-
pend on density. However, this local density approximation will break down for
fluids displaying stronger density inhomogeneity (e.g., structuring near an interface
with a solid) and will necessarily fail for systems where ρ(r) takes on values larger
than can be realized in the isotropic fluid. A natural question is whether there are
other position-dependent models or structural metrics that more reliably antici-
pate, and perhaps provide mechanistic insights into, the local dynamic properties
in such systems.
In this chapter, we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations together with
a stochastic method based on the Fokker-Planck equation to provide detailed in-
formation about the relationships between position-dependent static and dynamic
quantities for inhomogeneous fluids. We consider the hard-sphere (HS) fluid, a
canonical reference model for the structure and dynamics of dense simple liquids
that exhibits negative correlations between density and diffusivity [44]. Because in-
homogeneities can emerge on a variety of lengthscales, we examine fluids exhibiting
periodic, one-dimensional (1D) sinusoidal density profiles of various wavelengths.
By construction, these model systems are simpler to assess than those of other
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commonly studied inhomogeneous liquids such as confined fluids (which exhibit
specific interfacial and finite-size effects due to the presence of solid boundaries) or
sheared fluids (which display non-equilibrium effects), but still capture the essential
physics of inhomogeneity in a general way.
We examine the relationships between the position-dependent diffusivity
Dz(z) in the inhomogeneous direction and various position-dependent static quan-
tities for these models, including density ρ(z), the one-body direct correlation
function c(1)(z), and the two-body contribution to the excess entropy (relative to
ideal gas) s(2)(z). For HS fluids, c(1)(z) and s(2)(z) characterize local contributions
to “available space” and “available states” in the system [66], and the correspond-
ing global versions have been shown, under confinement, to strongly correlate with
the oscillatory pore width dependence of diffusivity parallel to confining bound-
aries [66, 145, 146]. More broadly, excess entropy has been found empirically to
correlate with appropriately nondimensionalized transport coefficients for a vari-
ety of fluids in the bulk [50,61,170,181] as well as those describing average dynamics
in the homogeneous directions under confinement [65, 66, 88]. We also investigate
the predictions of a heuristic local average density model (LADM) for diffusivity
motivated by analogous treatments of the free energy density in classical density
functional theory [21].
As we report below, our simulation results demonstrate the emergence of
nontrivial relationships between local static quantities and position-dependent dif-
fusivity in fluids with different scales of structural inhomogeneity. Despite their
ability to successfully predict dynamic trends in certain limits, we show that neither
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the LADM approximation nor the known static-dynamic correlations of isotropic
fluids (with inhomogeneous structure as an input) can provide reliable predictions
of local and average diffusivity across a wide variety of density profiles, highlighting
that a “mechanistic” understanding of such processes is still lacking.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Model interactions
To model the HS fluid with a continuous representation, we adopt the
following steeply repulsive Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA) pair potential [37]:
ϕ(r) = 4([σ/r]48− [σ/r]24) +  for r ≤ 21/24σ and ϕ(r) = 0 for r > 21/24σ, where r
is the interparticle separation. Unless otherwise indicated, we report quantities for
this system that are implicitly non-dimensionalized by appropriate combinations
of the characteristic lengthscale, σ, and energy scale,  ( = kBT , where kB is
Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature).
3.2.2 Generating fluids with controlled inhomogeneous structure
To explore the effects of inhomogeneity lengthscale and magnitude, we con-
sider three-dimensional (3D) equilibrium HS fluids exhibiting sinusoidal density
profiles along the z-dimension, schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Local density
ρ(z) is defined by
ρ(z) = ρavg − (1/2)A cos(2piz/λ) (3.1)
where the average density is ρavg = (2/λ)
∫ λ/2
0
ρ(z)dz, A is the oscillation ampli-
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tude, and λ is the wavelength (similar to previous studies [43, 83]). At any given
z-position, the fluids are structurally isotropic in the x- and y-dimensions.
To impose the desired ρ(z) profiles, we subject particles to one-body ex-
ternal potentials ϕosc(z) that are analytically calculated via Fundamental Measure
Theory (FMT), which has been shown to accurately describe the structural and
thermodynamic properties of inhomogeneous HS fluids for the densities considered
here [66, 172]. To generate ϕosc(z), we input ρ(z) profiles with total lengths L of
at least 24 particle diameters in the z-direction, where L = nλ and n is an integer
number of periods. We then calculate the local one-body direct correlation function
c(1)(z) within the FMT formalism and solve for βϕosc(z) = c(1)(z) +βµ− ln{ρ(z)},
where, µ is the chemical potential of the system [73]. Note that in the absence
of the external fields, the fluids under consideration would simply exhibit bulk
properties corresponding to ρavg.
3.2.3 Quantifying available space and excess entropy
We calculate several static properties of these inhomogeneous HS fluids
that previous studies indicate might correlate well with their dynamics [66, 145,
149], including the one-body direct correlation function c(1)(z) (same as above),
the excess entropy per particle sex, and the local two-body contribution to the
excess entropy per particle s(2)(z). Note that c(1)(z) = ln p0(z), where p0(z) is the
average areal fraction of the plane located at z that can accommodate an identical
hard sphere “added” to the system without overlapping existing particles [73]. In
other words, c(1)(z) provides quantitative information about the local available
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the inhomogeneous fluids under consideration. Systems
consist of equilibrium HS fluids exhibiting 1D sinusoidal density profiles ρ(z) of
wavelength λ (see Eqn. 1) due to the imposition of z-dependent external fields.
Particles are shaded based on their instantaneous location within low-density (blue)
versus high-density (red) regions.
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space in the system. On the other hand, sex characterizes the global reduction
of fluid entropy due to static interparticle correlations (i.e., relative to an ideal
gas exhibiting an equivalent ρ(z) profile), and s(2)(z) quantifies the local excess
entropy contribution due to pair correlations. In 3D, the local two-body excess
entropy s(2)(z) along coordinate z is calculated via:
s(2)(z)
kB
= −1
2
∫ z+zcut
z−zcut
ρ(z′)dz′
∫ rcutxy
0
rxy{g(rxy|z, z′)[ln g(rxy|z, z′)− 1] + 1}drxy
(3.2)
where rxy is the distance between the particles in the x- and y-dimensions only
(i.e., r2xy = r
2 − (z − z′)2 and r is the total distance between two particles); and
g(rxy|z, z′) = ρ(2)(rxy|z, z′)/[ρ(z)ρ(z′)] is the pair correlation function in the xy-
dimensions between particles positioned at z and z′. For the systems in this study,
we used zcut = rcutxy = 5, which was sufficient for pair correlations in this framework
to decay. For isotropic bulk systems, Eqn. 3.2 reduces to
s(2)
kB
= −1
2
ρ
∫
{g(r)[ln g(r)− 1] + 1}dr (3.3)
as established previously [10]. The quantities c(1)(z) and sex are calculated from
FMT, which is known to accurately describe the structure and thermodynamics of
inhomogeneous HS fluids for the densities considered here [66,172], while s(2)(z) is
calculated using configurations from MD particle trajectories.
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3.2.4 Characterizing diffusive dynamics
As in the previous chapter, we are especially interesting in measuring position-
dependent diffusion coefficients Dz(z) in the inhomogeneous z-dimension, which
appear in the context of the 1D Smoluchowski (or Fokker-Planck) diffusion equa-
tion:
∂G
∂t
=
∂
∂z
(
Dz(z)e
−βF (z) ∂
∂z
[eβF (z)G]
)
(3.4)
where G(z, t0 +∆t|z′, t0) is the Markovian propagator describing temporal particle
displacements between two positions z and z′ in a conservative mean field F (z),
which is self-consistently given by F (z) = −kBT ln{ρ(z)} within an arbitrary con-
stant for dense fluids [149].
To obtain Dz(z), we use a mean-first passage times (MFPT) analysis [81,
187,220] that rewrites the steady-state Eqn. 3.4 as:
Dz(z) = −exp{βF (z)}
∂τ(z, zt)/∂z
∫ z
zrefl
exp{−βF (z′)}dz′ (3.5)
which is applicable given a “reflective” boundary at zrefl and an “absorbing” bound-
ary at zt, where τ(z, zt) is the MFPT for tagged particles translating between a
starting location zrefl < z < zt at t = t0 and crossing z = zt at t = t0 + τ(z, zt).
This method requires non-periodic boundary conditions in the z-dimension, so to
generate simulation trajectories compatible with the MFPT analysis, we must con-
fine particle movements in the z-dimension while still imposing the desired density
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profile ρ(z) over the vast majority of the simulation box to obtain diffusivities un-
biased by the “wall” effects. Thus, for a given density variation wavelength λ, we
apply an external potential ϕtot(z) that stitches together wall potentials ϕwall(z)
with the FMT-derived ϕosc(z). The former, given by ϕwall(z) = 4[(σ/2)/z]9, is
applied at opposing ends of the simulation box and smoothly interpolated with
ϕosc(z) using a tanh(z) switching function. The confining walls are separated by
distances large enough to ensure that they do not affect static or dynamic prop-
erties in the “core” system of interest, a criterion straightforward to verify in this
system.
In turn, by examining particle configurations recorded every ∆t, we obtain
τ(z, zt) for several distances zt from the confining walls, which is possible because
the absorbing boundaries are virtual. We calculate τ(z, zt) profiles using discrete
spatial resolutions of ∆z  λ. Given MFPTs τ(z, zt) for various zt, we calculate
the derivatives ∂τ(z, zt)/∂z via linear fits to small regions δz about z, where δz =
(nfit)(∆z) and nfit is the number of discrete ∆z bins used. We constrain δz < 0.15λ,
which smooths out statistical noise while retaining relevant Dz(z) features even for
small λ. The resulting Dz(z) profiles range from a common zrefl to their respective
zt positions, which we average together along segments from zt−3.0 ≤ z ≤ zt−0.5,
discarding the other portions of the Dz(z) profiles. Note that we discard the
derivatives within ∆z = 0.30 of (i.e., closest to) absorbing boundaries because
these regions can display non-Markovian artifacts [187,215].
Calculating Dz(z) profiles requires extensive trajectory data. To facilitate
MD parallelization, we perform canonical ensemble (NVE) simulations ofN = 2400
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particles using GROMACS 4.5.5 [79] with a time step of 0.001, fixing T = 1.0
with a Nose-Hoover thermostat. For each wavelength, we execute a number of
independently-initialized trajectories that we analyze to obtain τ(z, zt) profiles,
which are then averaged between the runs. In tracking particles for the MFPTs,
we treat all particles as equivalent candidate tracers.
Average diffusion coefficients in the homogeneous dimensions Dxy are mea-
sured from separate MD simulations of 3D systems with periodic boundary con-
ditions in all dimensions, making it unnecessary to account for particle proximity
to walls. We conduct these MD simulations with a custom program in the micro-
canonical (NVE) ensemble using N = 2400 particles and integrate the equations
of motion using the velocity-Verlet algorithm [2] with a time-step of 0.0002. To
obtain the desired density profiles in these systems, the ϕosc(z) potentials are ap-
plied without modification for systems at ρavg = 0.573. The ratios of box lengths
in the inhomogeneous (z) and homogeneous (x, y) dimensions are kept approxi-
mately the same as in the confined simulations above: Lz/Lxy ≈ 2. We extract
Dxy from particle trajectories by fitting the long lag-time (∆t  1) behavior of
the average mean-squared displacements ∆r2 of all the particles to the Einstein
relation 〈∆r2〉 = 4D∆t.
3.3 Results & Discussion
3.3.1 Local correlations between diffusivity and density
We begin our discussion by examining Fig. 3.2, which compares local den-
sity ρ(z) and diffusivity Dz(z) for various wavelengths λ to explore how differ-
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Figure 3.2: Position-dependent density, ρ(z), and diffusivity in the inhomogeneous
z direction, Dz(z), for 3D HS fluids exhibiting sinusoidal density profiles with
ρavg = 0.573, ρ(z) = [0.287, 0.860], and wavelengths λ = 12, 6, 2.5, 1, and 0.75.
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ent lengthscales of density variations impact correlations between equilibrium HS
structure and mobility. The average density ρavg and the range of ρ(z) are kept
constant across systems to isolate the influence of λ. We choose ρavg to corre-
spond to a bulk packing fraction φ = (pi/6)ρ = 0.30. At long wavelengths (e.g.
λ ≥ 6), local diffusivity simply decreases with increasing density (and vice versa),
as expected based on the physics of the bulk HS fluid. However, for density vari-
ations on the scale of a particle diameter (e.g. λ ≈ 1), Dz(z) is clearly positively
correlated with ρ(z), as previously observed in confined systems exhibiting simi-
lar inhomogeneities [149, 157]. Remarkably, this qualitative crossover in behavior
passes through wavelengths (e.g. λ = 2.5) for which Dz(z) is spatially homoge-
neous (i.e. flat profile) despite substantial oscillations in ρ(z). To understand why
this result is striking, consider that mean collision frequencies in the bulk HS fluid
at densities corresponding to the ρ(z) extrema differ by approximately an order of
magnitude.
3.3.2 Predicting local dynamics using weighted-density approximations
The crossover in the correlation betweenDz(z) and ρ(z) is presented directly
in Fig. 3.3, where it is shown to be a smooth transition as a function of λ. The
inset shows that the crossover is qualitatively captured by an existing LADM
approximation [21, 22] (recently modified by [83, 84]), which calculates Dz(z) as a
weighted sum of the bulk diffusion coefficients corresponding to the surrounding
local density values. This LADM expression is given by
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Figure 3.3: Position-dependent diffusivity in the inhomogeneous z direction,
Dz(z), plotted versus density, ρ(z), for 3D HS systems at ρavg = 0.573, ρ(z) =
[0.287, 0.860], and λ = 24, 12, 6, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1, and 0.75 (black circles to gold
diamonds, consistent with Fig. 3.2). Heuristic predictions DLADM(z) (see text) are
shown in the inset (same symbols). Data for the bulk 3D HS fluid are shown as
dashed lines.
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DLADM(z) =
ρ¯σ(z)
ρ¯τ (z)
Dbulkρ [ρ¯
τ (z)] (3.6)
which assumes that transport quantities can be estimated by analogy to free-
energy densities Φ within the weighted density approximation (WDA) of density
functional theory [73]:
ΦWDA{ρ(r), r} = ρ¯
σ(r)
ρ¯τ (r)
Φbulkρ [ρ¯
τ (r)] (3.7)
Here, we calculate the weighted densities ρ¯σ(z) and ρ¯τ (z) in Eqn. 3.6 using models
previously applied to transport properties in the LADM formalism [21, 22, 83, 84],
including the Tarazona, generalized van der Waals (GVDW), and generalized hard-
rod (GHR) models [44]. The inset shows results from the Tarazona model, which
approximately predicts the transition between the long- and short-wavelength cor-
relations. (Although not shown here, we find that predictions based on the GVDW
model also qualitatively capture the transition; those based on the more simplistic
GHR model do not). Crucially, however, while using the LADM approach grossly
captures the local trends in local diffusivity for the range of wavelengths shown in
Fig. 3.3, it fails to converge to the correct local and average diffusivities as λ→ 0
(see Fig. 3.6 discussion).
3.3.3 Local correlations between diffusivity, available space, and excess
entropy
In Fig. 3.4, we examine how Dz(z) correlates with exp{c(1)(z)} (main panel)
and s(2)(z) (inset), which quantify the local fractional available volume and two-
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Figure 3.4: Position-dependent diffusivity in the inhomogeneous z direction,
Dz(z), plotted versus fractional available volume, exp{c(1)(z)}, and (inset) two-
body excess entropy, s(2)(z), for 3D inhomogeneous HS fluids at ρavg = 0.573,
ρ(z) = [0.287, 0.860], and λ = 24, 12, 6, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1, and 0.75 (black circles to
gold diamonds; consistent with Fig. 3.3). Data for the bulk 3D HS fluid are shown
as dashed lines.
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Figure 3.5: Local two-body excess entropy (Eqn. 3.2) versus fractional available
volume exp{c(1)(z)} for 3D inhomogeneous HS fluids at ρavg = 0.573, ρ(z) =
[0.287, 0.860], and λ = 24, 12, 6, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1, and 0.75 (black circles to gold
diamonds; consistent with Fig. 3.3). Data for the bulk 3D HS fluid are shown as
dashed lines.
body excess entropy, respectively. This is an important comparison because for
HS diffusion along isotropic dimensions of systems–whether in the bulk, or in the
structurally-homogeneous directions of confined fluids–average available volume
and excess entropy positively correlate with each other and with average fluid
diffusivity [66,145,149].
Significantly, we observe in Fig. 3.4 that Dz(z) exhibits highly nontrivial
λ-dependent correlations with exp{c(1)(z)} and s(2)(z), where Dz(z) can display
positive correlations with exp{c(1)(z)} and s(2)(z) (e.g., λ = 12); Dz(z) can remain
constant while exp{c(1)(z)} and s(2)(z) vary considerably (e.g., λ = 2.5); and Dz(z)
can vary considerably while exp{c(1)(z)} and s(2)(z) converge on the values asso-
ciated with the bulk fluid at ρavg (e.g., λ ≤ 1). To our knowledge, such a diversity
of local static-dynamic correlations has not been previously observed, and demon-
strates that correlations for isotropic fluids do not generalize in a straightforward
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way to describe inhomogeneous particle motions.
Based on Fig. 3.4, it is evident that comparing Dz(z) against both local
available space and two-body excess entropy is somewhat redundant. As shown in
Fig. 3.5, this is because s(2)(z) and exp{c(1)(z)} measurements for all wavelengths
collapse onto a common line exhibiting strong positive correlation. To our knowl-
edge, such a comparison has not been previously shown. In terms of assessing the
packing frustration as a function of position, this correspondence is interesting as
c(1)(z) can be rapidly calculated from analytical approaches (e.g., like FMT for
HS), while s(2)(z) is perhaps more suited to a wide range of systems because it
only requires knowledge of particle positions. Of course, investigating whether the
“interchangeability” of c(1)(z) and s(2)(z) is universal–e.g., for diverse interparti-
cle potentials and different types of structurally-inhomogeneous systems–is beyond
the scope of the current work.
3.3.4 Dependence of average diffusivity on lengthscale of density vari-
ations
In Fig. 3.6, we examine the λ-dependence of average diffusivities along the
inhomogeneous dimension, given by
Davgz = 〈Dz(z)〉ρ =
∫ λ/2
0
Dz(z)ρ(z)dz∫ λ/2
0
ρ(z)dz
(3.8)
and the homogeneous dimensions, given by Dxy, both of which characterize global
aspects of particle single-particle mobility. As is evident, Davgz and Dxy are roughly
coupled and depend non-monotonically on wavelength λ, though diffusivity in the
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Figure 3.6: Average diffusivities Davgz (red triangles) and Dxy (blue squares) versus
wavelength λ for 3D HS fluids at ρavg = 0.573, ρ(z) = [0.287, 0.860]. Model
predictions DavgLADM (short-dashed line), D
avg
c(1)
(solid line), Davgsex (long-dashed line)
are calculated using knowledge of various structural quantities (see text). Note
that as λ → 0, we recover a bulk isotropic fluid with a density of ρavg. Davgz was
only calculated down to λ = 3/4 due to the increasing computational burden of
converging local dynamic data at vanishing but finite wavelengths.
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inhomogeneous direction is evidently more sensitive to structural changes. Both
Davgz and Dxy exhibit relative maxima at λ ≈ 1, which approximately corresponds
to stacked “sheets” of particles and recalls previous work that optimized particle
mobility along slit-pores by imposing strongly layered ρ(z) [65]. In contrast, the
diffusivities exhibit minima at λ ≈ 3, which suggests that crossover wavelengths
inherently frustrate single-particle motions.
3.3.5 Predicting average dynamics based on static structure
Fig. 3.6 also shows three “model” predictions for average diffusivity Davg,
the first using the DLADM(z) profiles in Fig. 3.3, and the latter two using avail-
able volumes and excess entropies calculated with FMT, respectively. The first
prediction is simply given by
DavgLADM = 〈DLADM(z)〉ρ (3.9)
which qualitatively captures the oscillatory dependence on λ at smaller wave-
lengths, but fails to converge upon the known zero-wavelength limit: the diffusivity
Dbulkρ (ρavg) of the bulk HS fluid at ρavg. This latter idea is physically-intuitive when
one considers that as λ becomes infinitesimal, the variations in local density will
be blurred (i.e., much smaller than the particle lengthscale); thus, the structure
and dynamics of the fluid become effectively–and, eventually, perfectly–uniform.
Here, Eqn. 3.9 does not converge to the correct limit because of the behavior
of the ρ¯σ(z)/ρ¯τ (z) prefactor in Eqn. 3.6. The Tarazona and GVDW models, which
capture the crossover in local static-dynamic correlations in Fig. 3.3, set ρ¯σ(z) =
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ρ(z) at all wavelengths and, as the wavelength goes to zero, show rapid convergence
of ρ¯τ (z)→ ρavg below λ ≤ 0.5. Thus, the limiting prediction of average diffusivity
at small wavelengths is:
lim
λ→0
DavgLADM = D
bulk
ρ [ρavg]
(
1 +
A2
8ρ2avg
)
(3.10)
where the biasing coefficient on the right persists because ρ(z) will always exhibit
the same functional form in Eqn. 4.1 regardless of wavelength, and this gets inte-
grated (to the square) during the averaging. (This fixed behavior is different from
more “microscopic” quantities like available space that are wavelength-dependent;
see below). The dimensionless ρ¯σ(z)/ρ¯τ (z) factor in Eqn. 3.6 can be removed
to resolve this problem, but then DavgLADM no longer captures the local diffusivity
crossover observed in Fig. 3.3.
The most successful approach shown in Fig. 3.6 exploits knowledge of the
local available space, and is generated via
Davg
c(1)
= 〈Dbulkc(1) [c(1)(z, λ)]〉ρ (3.11)
which is based on averaging local diffusivity profiles generated by substituting
the wavelength-dependent c(1)(z) profiles into the bulk HS relationship between
diffusivity and fractional available volume. This approach qualitatively captures all
extremes while converging to the correct limits, and builds on an intuitive physical
connection–namely that diffusion might be conceptualized as particles probing
unoccupied space [66, 149]. Based on Figs. 3.4-3.5, it is obvious that predictions
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of similar quality would result from knowledge of s(2)(z). We note, however, that
the success of these local measures–with regard to describing spatially-averaged
dynamics–should be considered cautiously in terms of mechanistic interpretation
given their failure to directly and uniquely predict local diffusivities (see Fig. 3.4).
The final prediction is based on the global excess entropy–which as discussed
above has been highly useful for predicting relative trends in diffusive mobility for
many types of systems. This prediction is given by
Davgsex = D
bulk
sex [s
ex(λ)] (3.12)
which is based on substituting wavelength-dependent molar excess entropy, sex,
values into the bulk HS relationship between diffusivity and excess entropy. This
approach qualitatively captures the short-wavelength oscillations in the Fig. 3.6
data, but converges to an incorrect long-wavelength prediction. This is not sur-
prising because sex is a global–rather than local–quantity and thus, for long wave-
lengths, does not necessarily weight position-dependent static correlations in a way
that is predictive of averaged local diffusivities. At very large λ, “organizing” the
fluid into high- and low density regions makes sex more negative relative to the
bulk fluid with the same ρavg. But because the D
avg
sex prediction is based on the
(positive) bulk correlation between diffusivity and excess entropy, this leads to a
spurious underestimate of particle mobility for the inhomogeneous fluid at long
wavelengths, where it exhibits bulk-equivalent dynamics as a function of location
and, thus, on average.
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3.4 Conclusions
The results in this chapter highlight–despite considerable recent progress–
the lack of a physically intuitive model that quantitatively relates equilibrium inho-
mogeneous fluid structure and position-dependent particle mobility. While trans-
port coefficients in isotropic fluids and along homogeneous coordinates of confined
fluids correlate with thermodynamic quantities for a diverse array of scenarios, we
find that–even for simple fluids with precisely imposed density variations–static
quantities cannot be used to reliably predict local and average diffusivity.
We look forward to addressing whether alternative theoretical or empirical
models (e.g., other WDAs for LADM) can provide insight into the connections
between externally induced structural variations and local and average dynamic
responses reported here. It tentatively appears that any models which capture
the qualitative crossover in diffusive motions as a function of λ might be appli-
cable to both simple and complex fluids, including those that exhibit anomalous
bulk fluid relationships between diffusivity and compression. More investigations
must be conducted to ascertain if such crossovers extend to other equilibrium fluid
models such as those with significant attractions or penetrable cores, and to non-
equilibrium systems including, e.g., carefully manipulated shear conditions.
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Chapter 4
How local and average particle diffusivities of
inhomogeneous fluids depend on microscopic
dynamics
4.1 Introduction
Inhomogeneous fluids, which exhibit position-dependent structural (e.g.,
one-body density) and relaxation (e.g., diffusivity tensor) properties, are ubiq-
uitous within natural and technological contexts due to the presence of exter-
nal fields acting on their constituent particles or molecules. These external fields
can originate from gravitational [19, 162, 175, 212], depletion [9, 120], electromag-
netic [98,202], and optical [67] forces, etc., which underlie phenomena including the
sedimentation equilibrium of particle suspensions [95], the strong positional order-
ing of fluids in contact with substrates [90], and the precise entrapment of colloidal
particles via optical tweezers [224], as well as many other examples. While it is
Reproduced in part with permission from J.A. Bollinger, A. Jain, T.M. Truskett, “How local
and average particle diffusivities of inhomogeneous fluids depend on microscopic dynamics.” J.
Phys. Chem. B, 2015, 119 (29), pp. 9103–9113 (DOI: 10.1021/jp508887r). Copyright 2015
American Chemical Society. J.A. Bollinger performed computer simulations, analyzed results,
created figures, and wrote the manuscript.
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relatively well-understood how to predict the static structure of simple atomistic
and colloidal fluids subjected to external fields [172,226], fundamental microscopic
theories that can anticipate corresponding dynamic responses within inhomoge-
neous fluids have only recently begun to emerge [5,12,20,105,106,110–112]. Since
the interactions or external fields that induce fluid inhomogeneity can often be con-
trolled experimentally, progress in relating inhomogeneous structure to dynamics
is critical for the “inverse” design of new material systems with targeted transport
properties [94].
From a practical perspective, some of the most useful links between static
and dynamic quantities are phenomenological structure-property correlations mo-
tivated by exact results for idealized systems [49, 61, 170, 171]. Such correlations,
which provide approximate connections between transport properties (e.g., shear
viscosity and diffusivity) and static quantities (e.g., excess entropy), have aided
in rationalizing and predicting the relaxation properties not only of dense bulk
fluids with diverse interparticle potentials across a range of thermodynamic state
points [39,49,50,53,61,85,89,108,116,143,144,151,166,170,171,190], but also the
dynamics associated with particle motions along isotropic directions of inhomoge-
neous fluids confined in various geometries (e.g., thin films, rectangular channels,
or cylindrical pores) [?,38,65,66,88,126,134,145,146,148]. Several recent investiga-
tions have also examined the position-dependent single-particle diffusive dynamics
that emerge within inhomogeneous fluids [25, 35, 124, 147, 149, 157, 187, 215]. But
because the calculation and interpretation of these position-dependent transport
quantities are relatively new endeavors, little is known about the extent to which
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existing static-dynamic correlations for bulk fluids can be straightforwardly gener-
alized to local particle motions in these systems.
In this chapter, we address a related question that, to our knowledge, has
yet to be systematically explored: whether the local diffusive dynamics of inhomo-
geneous fluids are sensitive to the type of microscopic dynamical rules governing
the particle motions. Specifically, to what extent are qualitative trends in molec-
ular transport dependent upon whether particles are governed by Brownian (i.e.,
stochastic) versus Newtonian (i.e., deterministic) physics? Addressing this ques-
tion can provide new insights into which dynamic features, if any, can be expected
to be universal across inhomogeneous fluids, thereby aiding in the development
of theories for describing local relaxation processes and in the selection of appro-
priate simulation strategies for modeling their various behaviors. Regarding the
latter point, pragmatic considerations often influence the selection of microscopic
dynamics adopted in computer simulations of dense fluids; to wit, “coarse-grained”
colloid trajectories are commonly generated with classical Newtonian dynamics,
ignoring even the implicit effects of fast solvent degrees of freedom to improve
computational efficiency [17,57,107,150].
For bulk isotropic systems, it has been shown that these kinds of choices
are justified: while short-time particle motions are sensitive to the type of mi-
croscopic dynamics, the long-time diffusion coefficients of equilibrium Brownian
and Newtonian fluids are straightforwardly related for diverse interparticle poten-
tials [61,99,113,129,130,167,170,171]. Likewise, the average relaxation properties
of model glassformers are insensitive to the choice of microscopic dynamics (includ-
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ing Monte Carlo) [14–16, 60, 132, 206]. However, these findings deserve more care-
ful scrutiny for other physical scenarios. For example, it remains unclear whether
position-dependent diffusion coefficients of structurally identical inhomogeneous
fluids computed independently from Brownian and Newtonian trajectories will
relate to one another via the same semi-empirical scaling laws observed in bulk
isotropic fluids [99, 167], or whether they will even display the same qualitative
trends for different strengths of density inhomogeneity.
To address whether the choice of microscopic dynamics qualitatively im-
pacts mobility within inhomogeneous fluids, we build upon a previous study [25]
in which we measured the single-particle long-time diffusivity coefficients of equilib-
rium hard-sphere fluids exhibiting periodic, one-dimensional (1D) sinusoidal den-
sity profiles from particle trajectories in the context of the 1D Fokker-Planck diffu-
sion equation. Given that inhomogeneities can emerge at a variety of strengths and
lengthscales depending on the nature the external field and the liquid constituents
under consideration, we consider density profiles characterized by a variety of wave-
lengths and amplitudes. Though these periodically-structured equilibrium fluids
ought to be differentiated from more complex or non-equilibrium systems (e.g., spe-
cific multiphase interfaces, sheared fluids), they nonetheless capture some of the
essential physics of inhomogeneity while remaining as simple as possible. Despite
this simplicity, analogous correlations between local density and diffusivity have
been observed in, e.g., confined fluids and periodically-structured fluids designed
to imitate the structural characteristics of fluid interfaces [25,149].
For pairs of inhomogeneous HS systems exhibiting identical static struc-
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tures, which are simulated with Newtonian molecular dynamics (MD) and Brown-
ian (i.e., overdamped Langevin) dynamics (BD), respectively, we compare position-
dependent diffusivities Dz(z) in the inhomogeneous direction and average diffusiv-
ities in all directions. For the former, we draw upon (and augment) data from the
previous chapter, which considered only MD simulations [25]. We also examine
local correlations between Dz(z) and static quantities of interest for inhomoge-
neous HS fluids, including density ρ(z), packing fraction φ(z), and the one-body
direct correlation function c(1)(z), which characterizes local available volume [73].
We compare the accuracy of a simple phenomenological model [25] for predicting
average diffusivities of BD and MD systems that draws upon knowledge of c(1)(z)
and bulk fluid properties. We also assess the degree to which existing quantitative
scalings between BD and MD long-time diffusivities in isotropic fluids [99, 167]
apply to local particle motions in inhomogeneous fluids.
As discussed below, we find that local and average diffusivity coefficients of
strongly inhomogeneous fluids governed by BD and MD exhibit qualitative differ-
ences in terms of their correlations with static structure. Correspondingly, quanti-
tative scalings between transport coefficients previously derived for bulk systems do
not generally apply to local particle mobilities in these systems. However, we also
show that average diffusion coefficients for inhomogeneous fluids subject to both
types of microscopic dynamics can be approximately predicted via knowledge of the
corresponding bulk isotropic fluid behaviors and the available volume distribution
within the inhomogeneous fluids. Analogous predictions for average diffusivities of
experimental colloidal dispersions with sinusoidal density profiles suggest, perhaps
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counterintuitively, that their qualitative behavior will more closely mimic the re-
sults of MD simulations than the BD simulations without hydrodynamics. This
latter observation calls into question the utility of overdamped Langevin dynamics
for capturing the physics of colloidal suspensions in strongly inhomogeneous states
(e.g., under confinement).
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Model interactions
We examine systems of monodisperse hard-sphere (HS) particles modeled
with the following continuous, steeply repulsive Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA)
pair potential [37]: ϕ(r) = 4([σ/r]48 − [σ/r]24) +  for r ≤ 21/24σ and ϕ(r) =
0 for r > 21/24σ, where r is the interparticle separation. To simplify notation,
we implicitly non-dimensionalize quantities by appropriate combinations of the
characteristic lengthscale σ and energy scale  ( = kBT , where kB is Boltzmann’s
constant and T is temperature).
4.2.2 Generating and characterizing inhomogeneous fluid structure
As in the previous chapter, particles are subjected to one-body external po-
tentials, ϕosc(z), derived via Fundamental Measure Theory (FMT) [172] to produce
1D sinusoidal density profiles
ρ(z) = ρavg − (1/2)A cos(2piz/λ) (4.1)
where the average density is ρavg = (2/λ)
∫ λ/2
0
ρ(z)dz, A is the oscillation ampli-
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tude, and λ is the wavelength (similar to previous studies [43, 83]). Beyond local
density ρ(z), we also consider two structural properties that are well-defined for the
HS fluid and encode greater information about particle packing: the local packing
fraction φ(z) and the one-body direct correlation function c(1)(z). Local packing
fraction φ(z) is straightforwardly obtained from ρ(z) via
φ(z) = pi
∫ z+1/2
z−1/2
ρ(z′)
(
1
4
− (z′ − z)2
)
dz′ (4.2)
and quantifies the average areal fraction of the plane located at z that is occupied
by particle cores. The quantity c(1)(z) is obtained from FMT, where c(1)(z) =
ln p0(z) and p0(z) is the average areal fraction of the plane located at z that
can accommodate insertion of an additional hard-sphere center without overlap
with existing particles [73]. In essence, c(1)(z) quantifies the distribution of local
“available space” in the system. In the bulk isotropic fluid, p0 = exp{c(1)} =
exp{−µex} and quantifies the particle insertion probability, where µex is the excess
chemical potential (relative to an ideal gas at the same density).
4.2.3 Characterizing diffusive dynamics
In terms of particle dynamics, diffusion provides an excellent description
of motions over times t much greater than the intervals between particle colli-
sions. For isotropic systems of dimensionality d where particles experience zero net
force, the Einstein equation, 〈∆r2〉 = 2dDt, relates the diffusion coefficient D to
the mean-squared displacement ∆r2. However, to describe particle displacements
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along inhomogeneous dimensions, e.g., through regions of varying density, the Ein-
stein relation is no longer appropriate because diffusion coefficients are spatially-
varying and particles experience non-zero average net forces [124]. For fluids ex-
hibiting 1D inhomogeneity along a coordinate z, it has instead been shown [149]
that particle displacements follow the 1D Fokker-Planck (FP) equation
∂G
∂t
=
∂
∂z
(
Dz(z)e
−F (z) ∂
∂z
[eF (z)G]
)
(4.3)
with position-dependent diffusion coefficients Dz(z). Here, G(z, t0 + ∆t|z′, t0) is
the Markovian propagator describing temporal single-particle displacements given
a non-uniform potential of mean force F (z) = − ln{ρ(z)} + C, where C is an
arbitrary constant.
In this study, we specifically consider the steady-state (i.e., ∂G/∂t = 0)
limit of the FP equation, and use a previously published mean-first passage times
(MFPT) method [81,220] to derive Dz(z) coefficients via:
Dz(z) = − exp{F (z)}
∂τ(z, zt)/∂z
∫ z
zrefl
exp{−F (z′)}dz′ (4.4)
This expression assumes a reflective (i.e., non-periodic) boundary at zrefl and an
absorbing boundary at zt > zrefl, where τ(z, zt) is the ensemble-averaged MFPT of
particles starting from zrefl < z < zt at t = t0 and crossing z = zt at t = t0+τ(z, zt).
We filter the MFPT information to exclude short-time non-Markovian displace-
ments, which are straightforward to identify [81, 187], and subsequently obtain
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quantitative coefficients of diffusive (as opposed to ballistic) motion through dif-
ferent regions of the fluid. We have tested to ensure that the MFPT method agrees
with Dz(z) coefficients obtained from a Bayesian analysis of the FP equation [149]
using z displacement data from simulations. We have also tested that it yields
results in agreement with a color counterdiffusion steady-state solution of the FP
equation [35].
The MFPT analysis requires non-periodic boundary conditions in the z-
dimension, so we generate suitable trajectories from simulations subject to external
potentials that stitch together the FMT-derived ϕosc(z) fields and purely repulsive
confining potentials. The confining walls are separated by distances large enough
(i.e., there is enough buffer volume) to ensure that the static and dynamic proper-
ties in the “core” regions of interest with oscillatory profiles are unaffected by the
external confinement, which is straightforward to verify in these systems. Because
calculating Dz(z) coefficients requires extensive trajectory data, we perform these
MD and BD simulations using GROMACS 4.5.5 [79] to facilitate parallelization.
We note one important modification to the MFPT approach as originally
presented [81, 187]: when analyzing the MD trajectories, we do not track all par-
ticles located at z < zt at time t0, but instead track only a fraction of them with
probability p. We employ this change based on previous studies using the MFPT
method and related approaches for ballistic HS [25,35], where it was found that by
tracking all particles (i.e., p = 1.0), the velocity distributions of “tagged” particles
near the reflective boundaries are incorrectly biased toward faster particles rela-
tive to the appropriate Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. This, in turn, results in
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artificially elevated diffusivities near the reflective boundaries (particularly if ex-
tended low-density regions are situated nearby), because an insufficient number of
collisions have occurred to redistribute particles’ momenta. We find that p ≤ 0.01
is sufficient to eliminate bias in all of our systems, and as λ→ 1, we find the bias
can be corrected by less selective probabilities p ≤ 0.2. Thus, we choose p = 0.01
for wavelengths λ ≥ 12 and p = 0.05 for 1 ≤ λ ≤ 6, since increasing p lessens that
amount of trajectory information required to obtain smooth diffusivity profiles.
For the BD trajectories, however, this selectivity is unnecessary because inertia is
ignored; thus, DBDz (z) profiles are unaffected by the choice of p.
Diffusion coefficients in the homogeneous direction, Dxy, are obtained from
separate simulations performed with a custom program in which periodic bound-
ary conditions are applied in all three dimensions, with box lengths in the z-
direction being multiples of λ. Dxy values are extracted by fitting the long-time
(t  1) behavior of the average mean-squared displacement to the Einstein rela-
tion 〈∆r2〉 = 4Dxyt, where ∆r2 represents the mean-squared displacement of each
particle in the x and y directions.
4.2.4 Simulation protocols
BD trajectories are generated by solving the overdamped Langevin equation
in the absence of hydrodynamic interactions for systems of N = 2400 particles.
The position ri of each particle i ∈ [1, N ] at time t is updated with time-step
∆t = 0.02 according to the expression [2, 52]:
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ri(t+ ∆t) = ri(t) +D0∆tFi(ri(t)) + ξi(t) (4.5)
where D0 = 0.001 is the infinite dilution (ρ → 0) diffusivity, Fi(t) is the force on
each particle due to interparticle and external potential interactions, and ξi(t) is
the stochastic contribution to motion. In each dimension, ξi(t) = r
G
i (t)
√
2D0∆t
where rGi (t) is a Gaussian distributed white noise with 〈rGi (t)〉 = 0 and standard
deviation σ = 1. MD simulations are identical to the BD simulations with respect
to population (N = 2400), structure, and thermodynamics, and our protocols are
identical to those in the previous chapter.
4.3 Results & Discussion
4.3.1 Local correlations between diffusivity and varying density or
packing fraction
We begin by discussing Fig. 4.1, which shows how local density ρ(z) relates
to local diffusivity in the inhomogeneous z-direction Dz(z). The latter is calculated
from BD [DBDz (z), normalized by D0] and MD [D
MD
z (z)] simulations for several
wavelengths λ. The BD and MD systems at each λ are identical in terms of their
inhomogeneous static structures, which isolates the effect of microscopic dynamics
on local single-particle mobility. Note that BD data and MD data are plotted on
linear and logarithmic axes, respectively. This is done because of the much larger
diffusivity range in MD (up to an order of magnitude) and to facilitate comparisons
with past studies [25,167]. This treatment is applied through the remainder of this
section.
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Figure 4.1: Position-dependent density ρ(z) and diffusivities in the inhomogeneous
z-direction DBDz (z) (filled symbols, left y-axis) and D
MD
z (z) (unfilled symbols, right
y-axis), calculated from BD and MD simulations, respectively, of HS fluids exhibit-
ing sinusoidal density profiles with ρavg = 0.573, ρ(z) = [0.287, 0.860], and wave-
lengths λ = 12, 6, 2.5, 1.2, and 1.0. Note that the y-axes have different absolute
scales, but both span an order-of-magnitude as shown.
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To further simplify the analysis, we fix the average density ρavg and the
amplitude A defining ρ(z) such that we consider only structural variations with
respect to inhomogeneity wavelength λ. We choose ρavg = 0.573, which corresponds
to a moderately dense bulk HS fluid (the freezing density of the isotropic fluid
occurs at ρbulkf = 0.943). The density range ρ(z) = [0.287, 0.860] encompasses
nearly two-thirds of the bulk HS fluid regime, across which mean bulk collision
frequencies vary by approximately an order of magnitude. For these density ranges,
the potential depths of ϕosc(z) range from |ϕoscmax(z)− ϕoscmin(z)| < 1 for λ = 1.0 up
to |ϕoscmax(z)− ϕoscmin(z)| ≈ 12 when λ = 24.
For the longer wavelengths in Fig. 4.1 (e.g., λ ≥ 6), both DBDz (z) and
DMDz (z) are negatively correlated with local density, meaning that mobility is
slowed through more highly packed regions. This is intuitively expected based
on the physics of the bulk HS fluid, which exhibits a negative correlation between
self-diffusivity and density. However, as the inhomogeneity wavelength decreases
to λ ≤ 3, correlations between local density and diffusivity exhibit intriguing sensi-
tivities to both wavelength λ and the type of microscopic dynamics. First consider
λ = 2.5, where DBDz (z) exhibits negative correlations with ρ(z) (not unlike those
at larger λ), while DMDz (z) becomes virtually insensitive to the strong variations
in local density, the latter a remarkable behavior we noted previously [25]. Even
more interesting and distinct behaviors emerge between 2.5 ≥ λ ≥ 1.0. Here, the
BD systems exhibit two sequential crossovers in terms of the correlations between
DBDz (z) and ρ(z), from negative at λ = 2.5 to positive at λ = 1.2 and back to neg-
ative at λ = 1.0. Meanwhile, in the MD systems, there emerges a growing positive
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correlation between DMDz (z) and ρ(z) that is most prominent around λ = 1.2 to
1.0, an observation made in other MD studies [149, 157] of highly confined fluids
exhibiting density profiles of λ ' 1.
Altogether, local diffusivities from both BD and MD are qualitatively sim-
ilar for sufficiently long λ, where they display behaviors that appear to be simple
extensions of bulk-fluid like physics. But non-trivial static-dynamic correlations
specific to BD or MD emerge as λ decreases below several particle diameters,
not only highlighting that intuitions about local behaviors should not be na¨ıvely
extrapolated from bulk fluids, but also offering evidence that the expected quali-
tative connections between position-dependent mobilities of systems governed by
different microscopic dynamics do not hold in strongly inhomogeneous states.
The comparisons in Fig. 4.1 are recast and augmented in the left panels of
Fig. 4.2, which directly compare local diffusivities versus densities for BD (top)
and MD (bottom) over expanded collections of λ values. Here, the transition from
negative correlations at large λ to the breakdown of bulk-like behaviors at small λ
is evident, demonstrating that ρ(z) does not exhibit any “universal” relationship
with local particle mobility in strongly inhomogeneous fluids. For λ ≥ 12, the
curves for BD and MD are virtually indistinguishable from the respective Dbulkρ
versus ρ curves, indicating that for sufficiently gradual density variations, parti-
cles experience a continuum of bulk-like regions with respect to local mobility. Of
course, this must be true as λ → ∞ for the finite A considered here, but it is
notable that even for such large amplitudes of ρ(z), the characteristic inhomogene-
ity lengthscale must only reach several particle diameters to effectively reach this
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z (z) (bottom panels) plotted versus local density
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ρavg = 0.573, ρ(z) = [0.287, 0.860], and λ = 24 (black), 12, 6, 4, 3, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5,
1.2, 1.1 and 1.0 (gold). Data for the bulk HS fluid are shown as solid black lines.
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limit regardless of microscopic dynamics. For λ ≤ 3, however, the MD and BD do
not generally exhibit qualitatively similar curvature: for λ = 3.0 and 2.5, the BD
curves show appreciable variation in diffusivity while the MD curves are virtually
flat; and for λ = 2.0 and 1.0, the BD and MD curves have opposite slopes (negative
and positive, respectively). At even smaller wavelengths, we observe that the BD
curves become increasingly flat while, as shown in the previous chapter, the MD
curves exhibit strong positive correlations between ρ(z) and DMDz (z) (especially
around λ ≈ 1.
Perhaps this lack of consistent correlation between local structure and dy-
namics arises because ρ(z) is “too local” to be an adequate measure of the particles’
structural environments. We address this in the right panels of Fig. 4.2, where we
plot the same diffusivity data against local packing fraction φ(z), which for HS
contains a greater amount of information about the nature of particle packing
than ρ(z). While the data for both MD and BD do modestly collapse around their
respective Dbulkφ versus φ curves, φ(z) is clearly not a qualitatively strong predic-
tor of local mobility for these systems. In fact, this transformation arises rather
trivially because φ(z) itself collapses as a function of ρ(z) as λ decreases. Given
such a straightforward relationship between φ(z) and ρ(z), it is unsurprising that
packing fraction does not reconcile MD and BD behaviors with respect to λ.
4.3.2 Local correlations between diffusivity and available space
In Fig. 4.3, we consider correlations between local diffusivity and a more
microscopic static property: the local available space exp{c(1)(z)}, which quan-
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tifies the fractional volume at z into which an additional HS particle can be in-
serted without overlap. Average available volume positively correlates with average
diffusivity in the isotropic directions of bulk and inhomogeneous HS fluids more
strongly than density or packing fraction [66], making it a natural quantity to
examine on a position-dependent basis. Additionally, it is known that average
and local measures of available volume provide very similar information compared
to excess entropy [25, 66], a thermodynamic property that is more generalizable
(i.e., applicable to non-HS fluids) and well-known to semi-quantitatively predict
appropriately non-dimensionalized transport coefficients for a wide array of fluid
systems [?, 38, 39,49, 50,53, 61,65, 66,85, 88,89, 108,116,126,134,143–146,148,151,
166, 170, 171, 190]. Before moving forward, note that exp{c(1)(z)} is not simply
equivalent to the void space defined by φvoid(z) = 1 − φ(z) as it accounts for the
space excluded to particle centers.
Significantly, we observe that the DBDz (z) curves at various λ roughly col-
lapse (within 20%) onto a single curve as a function of exp{c(1)(z)}, at least relative
to the DMDz (z) curves, which exhibit highly non-trivial λ-dependent behaviors, in-
cluding broadly positive (e.g., λ = 12), negative (e.g., λ = 2), and completely
decoupled (e.g., λ = 2.5, 1.0) correlations with exp{c(1)(z)}. For example, con-
sider the wavelength λ ≤ 1.5: DBDz (z) values show some curvature relative to
exp{c(1)(z)} (particularly at λ = 1.5), but overall do not significantly deviate from
the bulk reference curve. In contrast, the corresponding MD curves collapse very
poorly, with DMDz (z) varying by factors of about 3 when λ = 1, despite the fact
that exp{c(1)(z)} is virtually homogeneous at these wavelengths. This dichotomy
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Figure 4.3: Position-dependent diffusivities in the inhomogeneous z-direction
DBDz (z) and D
MD
z (z) (inset) plotted versus fractional available space exp{c(1)(z)}
for HS at ρavg = 0.573, ρ(z) = [0.287, 0.860], and λ = 24, 12, 6, 4, 3, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5,
1.2, 1.1 and 1.0 (symbols consistent with Fig. 4.2). Data for the bulk HS fluid
are shown as solid lines and ±20% bounds on the bulk curves are plotted as black
dashed lines.
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in data collapse reinforces the idea that static-dynamics correlations for isotropic
fluids do not necessarily generalize to describe particle mobility in inhomogeneous
fluids, and furthermore that the quality of mapping between bulk and local behav-
iors is sensitive to the governing microscopic dynamics.
4.3.3 Do local correlations change based on alternative scalings of dif-
fusivity?
We conclude our discussion of local dynamics by examining whether the
poor qualitatively mapping between DBDz (z) and D
MD
z (z) might be corrected by
using alternative diffusivity scalings already known to relate bulk transport coef-
ficients from BD and MD simulations. The scalings we consider derive from fluids
interacting via inverse power law (IPL) pair potentials, i.e., ϕ(r) = (σ/r)µ, which
are a reference model for dense fluids dominated by interparticle repulsions. For
IPL fluids, it has been shown that there exists a one-to-one mapping between
appropriately reduced (i.e., non-dimensionalized) long-time bulk diffusivities from
MD and BD [61,113,170,171]. These diffusivities are
D˜MDρ = D
MD
ρ ρ
1/3
√
m/kBT (4.6)
where ρ1/3 corresponds to the mean interparticle spacing, and DBDρ /D0, respec-
tively. Additionally, a heuristic function [167] based on the leading order depen-
dencies of DBDρ and D
MD
ρ upon density has been shown to quantitatively relate
these quantities, given by
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1−DBDρ /D0 = {1 + c1D˜MDρ + c2(D˜MDρ )3/2}−1 (4.7)
where c1 and c2 are constants. Eqn. 4.7 acts as a universal curve correlating
D˜MDρ and D
BD
ρ /D0 over a wide range of bulk state points not only for “hard”
IPL fluids but also for diverse “soft” model fluids that exhibit complex diffusivity
trends [99, 167]. For our purposes, these non-dimensional scalings represent an
important test because IPL fluids with sufficient sharpness (i.e., µ ≥ 48) behave
quite similarly to the HS system with respect to structure and long-time relaxation
for the density range considered here [80, 113].
Does this one-to-one mapping between BD and MD transport coefficients
generally apply to the local diffusivities of inhomogeneous fluids? To address this
question, one necessary task is to identify an appropriate mean interparticle spacing
to use when non-dimensionalizing D˜MDz (z). Using ρavg (as in the bulk case), would
only trivially shift all of the D˜MDz (z) values considered thus far regardless of λ, since
we have kept ρavg constant. However, it is evident from Figs. 4.1-4.3 that λ affects
the qualitative correspondence between BD and MD. Instead, a straightforward
way to capture the influence of λ is to use local density ρ(z) or the weighted
densities from the previous chapter.
In Fig. 4.4, we plot DMDz (z) scaled by ρ(z) versus the appropriately re-
duced DBDz (z) values. Of course, for large wavelengths where D
BD
z (z) and D
MD
z (z)
converge to locally “bulk-like” values (e.g., λ ≥ 12), and the D˜MDz (z) versus
1 − DBD/D0 curves follow the form of eqn. 4.7; however, at smaller wavelengths
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Figure 4.4: Non-dimensionalized position-dependent diffusivity in the inhomo-
geneous z-direction in MD simulations D˜MD versus the fractional slowdown in
BD diffusivity relative to the dilute limit, 1 − DBDz (z)/D0. The density used to
scale D˜MD is local density ρ(z). Curves are for HS systems at ρavg = 0.573,
ρ(z) = [0.287, 0.860], and λ = 24, 12, 6, 4, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1.2, 1.1 and 1.0 (symbols
consistent with Fig. 4.2). The bulk relationship is shown as a solid black line and
±20% bounds on the bulk curve are plotted as black dashed lines.
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(e.g., λ ≤ 6), the bulk relationship between MD and BD diffusivities clearly breaks
down. Given that the mapping between D˜MD and DBD/D0 is rigorous for repul-
sive model fluids [61, 170], this breakdown confirms, perhaps even more so than
the previous plots, that bulk-derived connections between BD and MD transport
coefficients demand scrutiny in the context of inhomogeneous particle mobility.
Finally, note that we also tested the more coarse-grained Van der Waals and Tara-
zona weighted densities ρ¯τ (z) that arise in density functional theory (DFT) for
inhomogeneous fluids [44, 73], but these result in very similar curves.
4.3.4 Average diffusivity dependence on structure is sensitive to choice
of microscopic dynamics
In the upper panels of Fig. 4.5, we examine the λ-dependence of measured
average diffusivities Davgz and Dxy, which characterize some aspects of global single-
particle mobility, and compare them with analytically derived “model” predictions
of diffusivity for both BD and MD systems. Average diffusivity in the inhomoge-
neous direction is defined as [21]:
Davgz =
∫ λ/2
0
Dz(z)ρ(z)dz /
∫ λ/2
0
ρ(z)dz (4.8)
which results from the fact that Davgz is the average of the diffusivities of individual
particles that are distributed according to ρ(z).
For a given choice of microscopic dynamics, the measured Davgz and Dxy
curves are roughly coupled as a function of λ, but the pairs of curves exhibit
qualitatively distinct λ-dependencies for BD versus MD. Namely, the average BD
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diffusivities overall decrease upon transitioning from short λ, where they converge
to the Dbulkρ associated with ρavg as λ → 0, to long λ, where they converge to a
noticeably-shifted analytical limit of Eqn. 4.8 as λ → ∞. In contrast, the MD
curves exhibit global minima around λ ' 3 and the long-λ limit is only subtly
shifted from the bulk limit. The magnitudes of Davgz are also less sensitive to λ
for BD relative to MD, with diffusivity increasing by ≈15% versus ≈60% between
3.0 ≥ λ ≥ 1.0, respectively. Interestingly, both the BD and MD curves both exhibit
relative maxima at λ ' 1, which approximately corresponds to stacked “sheets”
of particles, and recalls previous studies showing that strongly layered density
profiles maximize HS particle mobility along slit-pores [65]. Taken altogether,
however, the measured curves demonstrate that despite the imposition of identical
inhomogeneous static structures, different global diffusive trends emerge depending
on the choice of microscopic dynamics.
The predicted curves in Fig. 4.5 are calculated using the expression
Davg
c(1)
=
∫ λ/2
0
Dbulkc(1) [c
(1)(z)]ρ(z)dz/
∫ λ/2
0
ρ(z)dz (4.9)
which involves averaging over local diffusivity predictions derived by substituting
the λ-dependent c(1)(z) profiles into the bulk HS relationship between diffusivity
and fractional available volume. This approach is based on the idea that diffusion
can be conceptualized as particles probing unoccupied space in their vicinity [66,
149], and we showed in the previous chapter that Eqn. 4.9 was an approximate
predictor of diffusivities for inhomogeneous MD systems [25]. Here, we find it is
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equally successful for BD, despite the qualitatively different behaviors of BD and
MD with respect to λ: the model lines in both cases approximately capture all
extremes and converge to the correct short- and long-λ limits.
This suggests that the underlying physics connecting structure and diffu-
sivity in the bulk fluid, while not necessarily directly applicable to local particle
motions (see Fig. 4.3), nonetheless play a more subtle role in governing average
diffusion along inhomogeneous paths–regardless of the type of governing micro-
scopic dynamics. With this in mind, the differences between the predicted (and
measured) diffusivity curves for BD and MD must emerge due to the different
correlations between dynamics and available volume in the respective bulk fluids.
For example, these correlations between static environment and dynamics in MD
subsequently give rise to the prominent minimum in diffusivity at λ ' 3, which
apparently presents an inefficient (dynamically frustrating) distribution of avail-
able volume. In contrast, the uniform “frictional effects” in the BD system wash
out this effect and hence eliminate the minimum.
4.3.5 Comparisons against experiments on colloidal suspensions
Given that the BD and MD systems exhibit qualitatively different average
diffusivities (via both measurement and prediction), a natural issue to consider is
what these curves might look like for similar experimental systems, i.e., pseudo-HS
Brownian suspensions that are intrinsically subject to interparticle hydrodynamic
interactions. We address this issue in the bottom panel of Fig. 4.5, where we plot
Davg
c(1)
predicted with Eqn. 4.9 using a Dbulk
c(1)
curve fit to self-diffusivity data collected
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for a variety of pseudo-HS colloids [122]. Interestingly, the predicted curve for
the experimental systems has a different qualitative shape than the corresponding
overdamped BD curves, and is instead more similar to the MD curves, exhibiting
a prominent minima at λ ' 3. This is surprising given that BD might intuitively
be considered a better approximation of experiments due to its incorporation of
the stochastic movements characteristic of real colloids.
While it is beyond the scope of this study whether the model prediction
for experiments is borne out by experiments on suspensions exhibiting sinusoidal
density variations, comparisons between all three of the Davg
c(1)
curves demonstrate
that one should be wary of assuming that even the average transport coefficients
of inhomogeneous fluids straightforwardly map between systems governed by dif-
ferent microscopic dynamics. Furthermore, these findings suggest that in order to
approximate real colloidal physics, one might simply choose MD (rather than BD)
if chiefly interested in efficiency–or alternatively use techniques, e.g., Stokesian
dynamics, that better capture the physics of colloidal suspensions [30,48,194].
4.3.6 A generalized test of correlations between average diffusivity and
available space
Drawing upon the predictive capability of Eqn. 4.9, we can also rapidly
survey a larger variety of ρ(z) profiles, with not only diverse wavelengths λ, but
also average densities ρavg and amplitudes A (recall Eqn. 4.1). In the top panel
of Fig. 4.6, we examine the λ-dependence of Davg
c(1)
predictions for BD at several
amplitudes A given an average density ρavg = 0.6 (comparable to ρavg = 0.573 in
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Figs. 4.1-4.5). It is evident that the qualitative λ-dependence of the Davg
c(1)
curves
is invariant with respect to A, where extrema in the functional form of Davg
c(1)
(λ|A)
simply become more exaggerated as A increases. In other words, average particle
mobility becomes increasingly sensitive to wavelength as the density variations
increase in scale. The form of Davg
c(1)
(λ) also remains the same for fluids with 0.2 ≤
ρavg ≤ 0.8 and appropriate ranges of A. (Note that any choice of A must necessarily
avoid accessing ρ(z) ≤ 0 or any ρ(z) large enough that the functional relationship
between Dbulk
c(1)
and c(1) would break down.) Similar findings apply for the analogous
families of curves as calculated for MD and experimental systems, though naturally
the respective functional forms of Davg
c(1)
(λ) resemble those in Fig. 4.5.
As a closing consideration, we compare the top and bottom panels in Fig. 4.6
to demonstrate a subtle but important point regarding the connection between
available space and particle mobility: while exp{c(1)(z)} profiles can be used via
Eqn. 4.9 to approximately predict diffusivity, simply perturbing fluid structure to
generate relatively more available space on average does not universally result in
relatively faster relaxation processes, though this approach will certainly work in
many common cases (see, e.g., the following chapter). The bottom panel of Fig. 4.6
shows the average fraction of available space as defined by
〈exp{c(1)(z)}〉 = (2/λ)
∫ λ/2
0
exp{c(1)(z)}dz (4.10)
for the λ, A, and ρavg values presented in the top panel. It is evident that the most
available space on average emerges upon imposition of long-wavelength density
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Figure 4.6: Davg
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(top) and average available space 〈exp{c(1)(z)}〉 (bottom) versus
λ for BD HS systems with ρ(z) profiles defined by ρavg = 0.6 and amplitudes
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series of systems most similar to those analyzed in Figs. 4.1-4.5 (i.e., ρavg = 0.573,
A = 0.573). See text for discussion of the vertical dashed line.
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variations. This is due to the imposition of wide regions of relatively low density,
combined with the bulk-like negative logarithmic correlation between exp{c(1)(z)}
and ρ(z) at long λ. However, as seen in the top panel of Fig. 4.6, this same limit
coincides with global minima in average diffusivity because particles must also
traverse equally wide regions of high density where diffusivity slows down (regions
that are more important from a “mass flux” perspective; see Eqn. 4.8).
While this means there is not a universal positive correlation between dif-
fusivity and available space across all lengthscales of inhomogeneity, we do note
that these quantities are roughly positively correlated below λ ≤ 1.2, marked in
Fig. 4.6 by a vertical dashed line. Most studies examining static-dynamic corre-
lations for inhomogeneous fluids have focused on this regime (i.e., λ ' 1), hence
the previous success in using available volume (or, equivalently, excess entropy)
to predict average transport coefficients [66]. But for exp{c(1)(z)} profiles to be
useful as general predictors of diffusivity for inhomogeneous fluids, we find they
should be used in the context of Eqn. 4.9, which requires an accurate functional
relationship between bulk diffusivity and available volume.
4.4 Conclusions
Unlike the simple scalable relationships that link the transport coefficients
of bulk isotropic fluids treated governed by Brownian versus Newtonian mechanics,
the results presented here demonstrate that local and global single-particle mobil-
ities of inhomogeneous fluids are qualitatively sensitive to the type of governing
microscopic dynamics. As we show, when available volume and particle density
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exhibit strong inhomogeneities in a fluid, differences between how mobility corre-
lates to density due to the microscopic dynamics (reflected even in the bulk fluid)
should be expected to produce a nontrivial relationship between average transport
properties of inhomogeneous fluids treated by MD and BD that depends on the
details of the density profile.
For even the simple systems considered here, correlations between local dif-
fusivity and static structure non-trivially depend upon inhomogeneity wavelength,
and for wavelengths below several particle diameters, these correlations are distinct
for BD and MD. Accordingly, it is problematic to identify a physically-intuitive
local static quantity (i.e., a “mechanistic” description) that universally predicts
both isotropic (e.g., bulk) and position-dependent mobility for these systems,
and existing functional one-to-one relationships between BD and MD transport
coefficients–valid for bulk systems with diverse interaction potentials–do not apply
to position-dependent particle motions in strongly inhomogeneous fluids.
An overarching goal of this study was to compare two types of physics nor-
mally associated with “colloidal” and “atomic” fluid regimes–as exemplified by BD
and MD, respectively–but our findings suggest that these designations might be
problematic. This originates from our discovery of a simple expression (Eqn. 4.9)
that predicts the dependence of average particle mobility upon static structure via
information about available space and bulk diffusivity. A highlight here is that the
expression is successful for both BD and MD, capturing the qualitative dichotomies
that emerge between their respective diffusivities as a function of inhomogeneity
wavelength. More crucially, similar predictions for experimental pseudo-HS col-
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loids qualitatively differ with BD (i.e., overdamped Langevin) simulations, with
MD results instead better reflecting the behaviors expected from the experimental
systems. Thus, if one is interested in studying the dynamics of strongly inho-
mogeneous colloidal suspensions via computer simulations, these results not only
recommend MD over BD treated at the simplest level, but also emphasize the need
for further comparisons with more sophisticated techniques incorporating effects
due to inertia and hydrodynamic interactions [30, 48,194].
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Chapter 5
Structure-mobility relationships of confined
fluids undergoing supercooling
5.1 Introduction
Confined fluids exhibit inhomogeneous structural and relaxation properties,
which are general features of materials subjected to position-dependent external
fields. Because confined fluids emerge in a diverse array of natural and technolog-
ical contexts (e.g., water in biological media, polymer thin films, etc.), consider-
able attention has been directed at understanding how their static and dynamic
properties relate to bulk fluid physics observed under similar conditions. As a
result, the static properties of confined fluids, such as local one-body density ρ(z),
are now well-understood in terms of physical intuition (e.g., emergence of parti-
cle layering near boundaries to relieve packing frustration [90, 101]) and can be
predicted using microscopic approaches like density functional theory [172, 226].
Reproduced in part with permission from J.A. Bollinger, A. Jain, J. Carmer, and T.M.
Truskett, “Local structure-mobility relationships of confined fluids reverse upon supercooling.”
J. Chem. Phys., 2015, 142 (16), p. 161102 (DOI: 10.1063/1.4919688). Copyright 2015 American
Institute of Physics. J.A. Bollinger performed computer simulations, analyzed results, created
figures, and wrote the manuscript.
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However, much less is understood about what controls the dynamics of inhomoge-
neous fluids, and only recently have efforts broadened to include developing theo-
ries [5, 20, 105, 110–112, 157] and other tools [35, 81, 86, 149, 155] for characterizing
particle dynamics both on a spatially-averaged basis and as a function of position.
Given the difficulty of applying first principles to understand the dynamics
of such systems, progress has been made by virtue of use pragmatic approaches,
e.g., application and testing of semiempirical, quasi-universal scaling laws that re-
late transport coefficients of interest to static properties [49, 61, 85, 108, 143, 144,
151, 166, 170, 171, 190]. To wit, it has been shown that single-particle diffusivi-
ties, relaxation times, and viscosities along structurally-invariant (i.e., isotropic)
dimensions of simple confined fluids can be predicted based on knowledge of how
dynamic properties of the bulk fluid relate to static quantities including excess
entropy sex (relative to the ideal gas) and fractional available space exp{c(1)} (or
insertion probability p0), which characterize short-range static correlations and
particle packings, respectively [?, 38, 65,66,88,126,134,145,146,148].
In this spirit, one might expect that local particle mobility in an inhomoge-
neous fluid should similarly correlate with position-dependent static properties; in
other words, the way particles navigate through the inhomogeneous environment
might be encoded in the physics of motion observed in a bulk, homogeneous fluid.
However, the validity of such a connection has yet to be carefully and systemati-
cally evaluated. Despite providing other important insights, previous investigations
directly measuring inhomogeneous dynamics have studied a variety of fluids gov-
erned by disparate interactions, external fields, and conditions, and they have also
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used different protocols to characterize the dynamics [25,26,51,111,149,155,157].
As a result, even fundamental questions related to confined (and more generally
inhomogeneous) fluids remain open: Do local and average correlations between par-
ticle mobility and structure universally reflect bulk behaviors? Do new structure-
mobility relations emerge as inhomogeneous fluids are supercooled toward glass
transitions? And does the choice of microscopic dynamics affect these qualitative
trends?
To address these questions, we analyze computer simulations of binary hard-
sphere (HS) mixtures confined in slit-pores using techniques based on the Fokker-
Planck diffusion equation to systematically characterize how position-dependent
and spatially-averaged particle mobilities–as quantified by single-particle diffusion
coefficients–relate to local and average static properties in fluids that are approach-
ing the glass transition with increasing packing fraction. In particular, we focus
on diffusion coefficients in the direction perpendicular to the walls, along which
particles traverse inhomogeneous free-energy landscapes and can be expected to
display strong variations in diffusive mobility. (These are complemented by av-
erage diffusion coefficients in the directions parallel to the walls, where particles
encounter isotropic structure.) Notably, these thin film systems are designed to
mimic real colloidal thin films previously realized in experiments [51, 155].
First, based on comparisons between local structure and dynamics, we
demonstrate that signatures in diffusivity profiles near confining planes are insensi-
tive to considerable structural transformations that occur with increasing packing
frustration, even if those transformations coincide with the onset of cooperative
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motion (i.e., supercooling). This lends further support to the notion–introduced in
previous chapters–that there is no “master” correlation between dynamic and static
properties on a position-dependent basis. We also discuss how the findings from
above and below the emergence of supercooling nicely tie together seemingly in-
compatible observations from previous simulations and experiments on similar thin
film systems. We then demonstrate that while local dynamics are not readily pre-
dictable based on structural measurements, spatially-averaged diffusion coefficients
either perpendicular or parallel to the walls are predictable based on knowledge
of the available (void) space for (i.e., probability of) particle insertion, even under
increasingly glassy conditions. Notably, we consider results from simulations prop-
agated with either classic (Newtonian) molecular dynamics or Brownian dynamics
protocols, demonstrating that–at least for highly-packed confined scenarios–there
is little effective difference in local and average dynamic results.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Model interactions
We examine bulk and confined binary mixtures of small (sm) and large (lg)
hard spheres (HS) approximated by a steeply-repulsive Weeks-Chandler-Andersen
(WCA) pair potential [37] between particles i and j, adapted for multiple par-
ticle diameters: ϕi,j(r) = 4([σsm/(r + ∆)]
48 − [σsm/(r + ∆)]24) +  for r ≤
(21/24σsm − ∆) and ϕi,j(r) = 0 for r > (21/24σsm − ∆), where  is the charac-
teristic energy scale; r is the interparticle separation; σ denotes particle diameter;
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of confined binary mixture comprising small (blue) and
large (red) particles.
and ∆ = σsm − (1/2)(σi + σj). The binary mixtures are composed of spheres with
size ratio σlg/σsm = 1.3, volume-proportional masses mlg/msm = (σlg/σsm)
3, and
composition defined by the fraction of small particles xsm = 0.75. These parame-
ters mimic colloidal mixtures investigated in recent experiments [51, 155]. Below,
we implicitly non-dimensionalize quantities via appropriate combinations of the
characteristic lengthscale σsm and energy scale  = kBT , where kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, and T is temperature.
5.2.2 Simulation protocols
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in all directions for the bulk sys-
tems, while for the confined systems (see Fig. 5.1), particles are situated in slit-
pores of size H = 5 between two reflective walls placed at z = ±H/2, with periodic
boundary conditions applied in the x- and y-directions. The wall-particle inter-
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actions are analogous to the hard-sphere-like interactions between particles, but
defined such that the center of particle i can access −(H−σi)/2 . z . (H−σi)/2.
Spatially averaged packing fractions are given by φavg = (pi/6)ρ[xsm +σ
3
lg(1−xsm)],
where ρ = (Nsm + Nlg)/V is the combined number density of both species and V
is volume. Here, the φavg values for the confined fluids are defined by the total
(surface- rather than center-accessible) slit pore volume.
We propagate particle trajectories governed by either conventional molecu-
lar dynamics (MD) or Brownian dynamics (BD) (i.e., overdamped Langevin ignor-
ing hydrodynamic interactions), where we simulate systems of Nsm + Nlg = 2400
particles using GROMACS 4.5.5 [79]. MD trajectories are generated by integrat-
ing the Newtonian equations of motion with a time step of 0.001 while fixing tem-
perature with a Nose-Hoover thermostat. BD trajectories are generated via the
overdamped Langevin equation (ignoring hydrodynamic interactions), where the
position ri of particle i is propagated with a time-step of 0.01 according to [2,52]:
ri(t + ∆t) = ri(t) + D
∞
σi
∆tFi(ri(t)) + ξi(t). Here, D
∞
σi
is the infinite dilution dif-
fusivity, Fi(t) is the net force due to interparticle and wall interactions, and ξi(t)
is the stochastic contribution. We set D∞σsm = 0.001 and D
∞
σlg
/D∞σsm = σsm/σlg, and
in each direction, ξi(t) = r
G(t)
√
2D∞σi ∆t, where r
G(t) is a Gaussian noise with
〈rG(t)〉 = 0 and variance σ2 = 1.
To generate bulk and confined packings at high φavg, we initialize systems
of near-“point” particles in simulation boxes with xy-lengths Lxy = {(pi/6)(Nsm +
Nlg)[xsm + σ
3
lg(1 − xsm)]/(φavgH)}1/2 and z-length H, which effectively have low
φavginit  φavg. We then follow the method of Lubachevsky and Stillinger [133],
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in which particle diameters are grown linearly with time during a simulation ac-
cording to the dimensionless growth rate Γ until they reach their full sizes and
the system is at φavg. We execute these “compressions” via MD simulations with
effective Γ < 1x10−6, which allows us to avoid generating partially jammed (i.e.,
non-equilibrated) structures for all presented φavg. Further equilibration and pro-
duction runs (MD and BD) are then initialized with the final structures.
5.2.3 Characterizing diffusive dynamics
To characterize particle motions, we calculate mean-squared displacements
(MSDs) and diffusivities in the structurally isotropic and inhomogeneous directions
of the bulk and confined systems. Average diffusivities Davg in the bulk systems
and parallel to the walls in the confined systems characterize motions in isotropic
directions, and are derived by fitting the long-time behavior of the MSD of all the
particles to the Einstein relation 〈∆r2〉 = 2dD∆t. In the bulk (confined) case,
〈∆r2〉 is the MSD in the x-, y-, and z-directions (x- and y-directions) over lag-time
∆t and dimensionality d = 3 (d = 2).
In line with the work in previous chapters, diffusivities in the inhomoge-
neous z-direction of the confined fluids are generally position-dependent and cannot
be calculated via the Einstein relation because particles are subjected to locally
non-cancelling potentials of mean force [86, 124]. Particle motions along the z-
coordinate are instead accurately described [149] by the 1D Fokker-Planck (or
Smoluchowski) equation
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∂G
∂t
=
∂
∂z
(
Dz(z)e
−βF (z) ∂
∂z
[eβF (z)G]
)
(5.1)
where the position-dependent diffusion coefficients Dz(z) quantify the dynamics
of a body (here, a “tracer” particle) as it traverses an arbitrary equilibrium free-
energy landscape βF (z); in turn, both Dz(z) and βF (z) govern the Markovian
propagator G(z, t0+∆t|z′, t0) that characterizes its temporal displacements [81,86].
Eqn. 5.1 is known to self-consistently model single-particle dynamics in dense inho-
mogeneous fluids given the potential of mean force (PMF) βF (z) = − ln{ρ(z)}+C
(where ρ(z) is local density and C is an arbitrary constant), which encodes the
influence of all other particles, walls, etc., on the free energy landscape of the
tracer [149]. To calculate Dz(z) profiles for each species from simulation data,
we use a mean-first passage times (MFPT) method [81, 187, 220] applicable for
the steady-state (i.e., ∂G/∂t = 0) limit of Eqn. 5.1, a method shown to provide
equivalent information compared to alternative approaches [35, 149]. Practically,
we treat all the particles as tracers and average together their dynamics on a per-
species basis to improve statistics, i.e., we apply the MFPT analysis to each species
separately, drawing on their individual PMFs.
5.3 Results & Discussion
5.3.1 Local structure-mobility relationships can qualitatively reverse
in confinement
The first portion of our discussion is focused on Figs. 5.2-5.3 (supplemented
by Fig. 5.4), where we compare local total packing fraction φ(z) and local particle
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diffusivities in the z-direction Dz(z) for confined systems over a wide range of φ
avg
and governed by either Newtonian or Brownian microscopic dynamics. First, note
that we plot φ(z) because it more “economically” quantifies the local aggregate
packing frustration compared to component density profiles ρ(z). Additionally, in
Fig. 5.2, we plot Dz(z) profiles only for the small particles in the binary mixtures
obtained from both MD and BD simulations, where the strong similarities in the
profile shapes demonstrate that–for these generally highly-frustrated systems–the
following analysis in not sensitive to the choice of microscopic dynamics. Likewise,
Fig. 5.3 shows that Dz(z) profiles for small and large particles in the binary mix-
tures are also exhibit similar motifs, demonstrating that the dynamic properties
are not sensitive to the choice of species at this size-ratio. (Of course, obtaining
dynamic results for the small particles is considerably less burdensome given their
greater numbers and mobility).
In turn, Fig. 5.4 plots fluid structure from the perspective of the component
density profiles ρ(z), which underlines the importance of simultaneously charac-
terizing the packing effects of both particle species via φ(z) in order to gain a
consistent picture of local structure. First, for select conditions (e.g., φavg = 0.40),
a given individual component ρ(z) profile can be out of phase with φ(z). This does
not happen frequently, and given the characteristics of the mixture (e.g., compo-
sition xsm = 0.75, size ratio σlg/σsm = 1.3) studied here, this behavior is only
observed for small particle profiles. However, if one considered these profiles alone,
it could lead to qualitatively incorrect conclusions about which regions of a fluid
are densely packed. For the size ratio studied here, qualitative variations in φ(z)
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Figure 5.2: Local total packing fractions φ(z) (top) and local diffusivities in the
z-direction Dz(z) of small particles calculated from MD simulations (middle) and
BD simulations (bottom) of pore size H = 5 and average total packing fractions
φavg = 0.20, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.48, 0.50, 0.51, and 0.52. The BD profiles are
normalized by the infinite dilution diffusivity D∞σsm .
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Figure 5.3: Local total packing fractions φ(z) (top) and local diffusivities in the
z-direction Dz(z) of small (middle) and large (bottom) particles calculated from
MD simulations of pore size H = 5 and average total packing fractions φavg = 0.20,
0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.48, 0.50, 0.51, and 0.52.
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can mostly be derived from knowledge only of the large particle ρ(z) profiles (as
would likely be possible for all xsm ≤ 0.75).
Moving on to the main analysis of Figs. 5.2-5.3, we observe that while the
packing structure in the confined pores undergoes an apparent shift from four to
five dense particle layers upon increasing φavg, the shapes of the Dz(z) profiles–
remarkably–are qualitatively insensitive to this considerable structural rearrange-
ment. Thus, for φavg ≤ 0.40, particles transit more quickly though densely-packed
regions (except very close to the walls, where particles slow down due to impene-
trability), but for φavg ≥ 0.45, particles instead move more slowly through densely-
packed regions. This gradual reversal from positive to negative local correlations
between packing fraction and mobility bridges previous observations based on mea-
surements of particle dynamics in confined fluids–measurements that seemingly
pointed to inconsistent local trends, but where comparisons were also complicated
by different protocols and dynamic regimes. Mittal et al. [149] measured local
diffusivities in Newtonian HS simulations at equilibrium conditions (φavg ≤ 0.40)
and observed positive correlations between local density ρ(z) (or φ(z)) and Dz(z).
In contrast, Nugent and co-workers [51, 155] experimentally measured short-time
MSDs along the z-coordinate as a function of position for supercooled thin films
of pseudo-HS colloids, results which pointed to negative correlations between local
density and mobility. While the latter results more intuitively correlate to expec-
tations based on bulk HS density trends, Mittal et. al. provide a plausible physical
basis for the observed positive correlations. Specifically, they correctly note that
higher-density regions in such inhomogeneous HS systems also exhibit the greater
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fraction of locally available space for inserting additional particle centers, i.e., more
locally free volume, which might correlate with dynamics [101,176,222].
These results clearly demonstrate within a single framework for measur-
ing dynamics that either positive or negative correlations between density and
diffusivity can be observed in these systems depending on the degree of packing
frustration, where we now demonstrate that the reversal coincides with the onset
of supercooling–a finding that demonstrates the “conflicting” observations above
are indeed compatible and consistent with a unified set of simulations. To wit, by
considering Fig. 5.2 in conjunction with Fig. 5.5, where the latter shows particles
MSDs parallel to the confining walls as a function of lag-time ∆t and φavg, we
observe that the reversal in local structure-mobility correlations occurs as we ob-
serve the emergence of plateaus in the MSDs at φavg & 0.45, a classic signature of
sub-diffusive “particle caging” characteristic of supercooled glassy states [155,219].
Taken altogether, the above results imply that local packing structure as
measured by φ(z) does not generally correlate in a nontrivial way to position-
dependent diffusive mobility, but this turns out to also be true of more “micro-
scopic” static quantities. To wit, the local available (void) space–the static quantity
that Mittal et. al. [149] appeal to in mechanistically-explaining their findings for
equilibrium states–is proportional to the local insertion probability, which is given
by p0(z) = ρ(z)/ξ, where ξ is the spatially-invariant component activity [222] (this
is discussed more below in Section 5.3.3); however, as can be seen by considering
Figs. 5.2-5.4, it is evident that there is no consistent coupling between Dz(z) and
ρ(z) profiles. Of course, this implies that other position-dependent measures of
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Figure 5.5: (color online). Mean-squared displacements (MSD) per particle in the
x- and y-directions versus lag-times ∆t for small (solid lines) and large (dashed
lines) particles from MD (main) and BD (inset) simulations of pore size H = 5
and average total packing fractions φavg = 0.20, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.48, 0.50,
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times corresponding to the profiles in Fig. 5.6.
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structural correlations that are positively correlated with p0(z), such as the local
two-body excess entropy s(2)(z), would likewise exhibit no consistent correlation
with local diffusive mobility [25].
In turn, given that bulk HS fluids exhibit simple negative correlations be-
tween packing fraction and mobility (and positive correlations between available
space and mobility), it is apparent that local static-dynamic correlations in con-
fined fluids cannot be na¨ıvely extrapolated (or predicted) from the bulk physics, in
agreement with findings for more idealized density-varying HS systems [25]. Inter-
estingly, for the systems examined here, the choice of microscopic dynamics had no
qualitative impact on the shapes of the Dz(z) profiles, though recent results [26]
indicate this is not generally true of inhomogeneous fluids.
5.3.2 Connecting dynamic measurements with previous experiments
on colloidal thin films
We next provide data reinforcing the idea that the opposing correlations in
Fig. 5.2 between packing fraction and diffusivity at equilibrium versus supercooled
conditions may also emerge in real colloidal thin films: in Fig. 5.6, we compare
position- and time-dependent particles MSDs of the confined fluids against φ(z)
and component ρ(z), results that mirror experimental measurements by Nugent
and co-workers (see, e.g., Figs. 7-8 from [51]) for supercooled thin films of pseudo-
HS. In particular, we show results calculated from MD simulations for φavg = 0.35
and 0.52, which correspond to equilibrium and supercooled conditions, respectively.
Mirroring the experimental findings, for the supercooled conditions in Fig. 5.6,
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Figure 5.6: Local total packing fractions φ(z) and individual component densi-
ties ρ(z) (top) and MSDs per particle in the x- and y-directions (middle) and
z-direction (bottom) for various lag-times ∆t plotted as a function of particle po-
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spectively. Results are calculated from MD simulations for pore size H = 5, where
left panels show results for φavg = 0.35 and ∆t = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 2.0, and 10.0
and right panels for φavg = 0.52 and ∆t = 0.1, 1.0, 50.0, and 500.0. Lag-times are
also plotted in Fig. 5.5 as symbols.
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MSDs in the xy-plane are insensitive with respect to originating position z0 (i.e.,
position at lag-time ∆t = 0) for all ∆t, while MSDs in the inhomogeneous z-
direction are negatively correlated with respect to φ(z) (ρ(z)) for sufficiently short
∆t. At longer ∆t, the MSD dependence on z0 disappears as particles are no longer
generally situated near z0. At φ
avg = 0.35, MSDs in the xy-plane also do not vary
with z0, but MSDs in the z-direction instead exhibit a weak positive correlation
with respect to φ(z) (ρ(z)) at ∆t = 0.2, though the correlations appear to reverse
at longer ∆t ≥ 0.50 before washing out at long lag-times. To our knowledge,
no analogous MSD profiles for real non-supercooled thin films for have yet been
published.
Surprisingly, the MSDs in the z-direction at many ∆t approximately reflect
the Dz(z) profiles in Fig. 5.2 even though the quantified motions are by necessity
sub-diffusive and accrued when a particle is no longer at z0. In turn, only profiles at
the very shortest times provide information about motions precisely at z0, but these
are also furthest from the diffusive regime. Nonetheless, given that the results for
the supercooled system in Fig. 5.5 are consistent with the available experimental
data, it is plausible that the results for local diffusive motions–including the positive
correlations between φ(z) and Dz(z) and their reversal at high φ
avg–can be observed
in real confined colloids.
5.3.3 Predicting average dynamics via available space
Given that the previous results undermine any notion of a universal con-
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nection between local structure and local mobility, it is natural to wonder whether
average diffusivities in directions parallel and perpendicular to the confining walls
reflect bulk fluid physics and can be predicted based on average static proper-
ties. In Fig. 5.7, we address this by comparing average diffusivities Davgxy and
Davgz =
∫ H/2
0
Dz(z)ρ(z)dz /
∫ H/2
0
ρ(z)dz for the small and large particles from the
confined systems against curves for bulk mixtures. Here, we plot these dynamic
quantities against component-specific average insertion probabilities pavg0 (analo-
gous to plotting against available volumes for particle insertion, considered in the
previous chapter [73]), which have been shown to provide the most quantitatively
robust connection (i.e., mapping) between bulk diffusivity and Dxy in slit pores of
HS governed by Newtonian dynamics [66].
To calculate pavg0 for each component, we note that if there is no external
field at position z (i.e., ϕext(z) = 0), the local insertion probability [73] for bulk or
inhomogeneous HS is a ratio [222] p0(z) = ρ(z)/ξ of the local component density
ρ(z) and the spatially-invariant component activity ξ = exp(βµ)/λ3, where the
latter is defined by the component chemical potential µ and the de Broglie wave-
length λ. Given that we have component ρ(z) profiles measured from the MD and
BD simulations, all that is required to obtain p0(z) profiles are activities ξ for the
bulk and confined mixtures at the various φavg values. These ξ values are obtained
via grand canonical transition matrix Monte Carlo (GC-TMMC) simulations [191],
with implementation details presented elsewhere [66]. It is then straightforward to
calculate pavg0 = H
−1 ∫ H/2
0
p0(z)dz, which for bulk mixtures is simply p
avg
0 = ρ/ξ.
As is evident in Fig. 5.7, the average diffusivities Dxy and D
avg
z of the con-
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Figure 5.7: Average component diffusivities Davg in the xy-plane (squares) and z-
direction (triangles) versus average component insertion probabilities pavg0 for small
and large particles (filled and unfilled symbols, respectively) calculated from MD
simulations (main) and BD simulations (inset) of pore size H = 5 and average
total packing fractions φavg = 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.48, 0.50, 0.51,
and 0.52. Average diffusivities for bulk mixtures shown as solid black lines with
±20% bounds shown as dashed lines.
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fined fluids approximately collapse onto the relevant bulk curves over many orders
of magnitude in pavg0 for systems governed by either Newtonian and Brownian dy-
namics. Notably, even at high φavg associated with supercooling, Davgz values only
differ from the bulk by factors of 2-3 based on component pavg0 ; if one instead plots
diffusivities against a less “microscopic” static property, e.g., component ρavg, con-
fined and bulk diffusivities differ by up to an order of magnitude. Overall, the data
support the idea that, despite the difficulty of rationalizing position-dependent dif-
fusivity behaviors based on bulk physics, the average dynamics of inhomogeneous
fluids are nonetheless strongly encoded with bulk correlations between mobility
and available space.
5.4 Conclusions
In closing, by characterizing the particle dynamics of highly confined binary
HS mixtures in both inhomogeneous and isotropic dimensions, we find that local
diffusive mobility is not universally predicated upon packing structure according to
bulk HS behaviors, as exemplified by the reversal from positive to negative correla-
tions between local total packing fraction φ(z) and single-particle diffusivity Dz(z)
coinciding with the onset of supercooling. In contrast, average diffusive mobility
is strongly encoded by the bulk physics, and can be approximately predicted via
knowledge of the distribution of available space. For the confined fluids studied
here, results are insensitive to whether Newtonian or Brownian (i.e., overdamped
Langevin) microscopic dynamics govern particle trajectories, though it is an open
question as to whether similar classes of behavior will emerge in real colloidal thin
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films treated within the Fokker-Planck formalism.
Given that colloidal hard-sphere systems can be considered canonical ref-
erence systems for more complex fluids, a similarly rich array of local correlations
between structure and mobility likely emerges in confined molecular fluids and
polymer films (indeed, recent work [25] for more idealized inhomogeneous fluids
bears this out). Furthermore, while we consider a binary hard-sphere mixture
with a size ratio near unity, chosen because it was previously known to remain
amorphous at high φavg under confinement [51, 66, 155], it would be valuable to
systematically explore the dynamical interplay between species for more exotic
(i.e., less uniform) mixtures. More broadly, the shapes of the Dz(z) profiles (and
their qualitative insensitivity to φavg) further bolster our claims that there may
simply be a “universal” oscillatory signature of local diffusivity that emerges for
non-continuum fluids proximal to confining potential–regardless of microscopic dy-
namics or the specific nature of any emergent structural inhomogeneity.
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Chapter 6
Decoding the structure factor to detect and
characterize clustering in fluids with competing
interactions
6.1 Introduction
Competing interactions between particles or molecules that manifest at dis-
tinct lengthscales can generate hierarchical structure in soft matter systems [189].
For contexts as diverse as microemulsions [114], block-copolymers [72,77], graphene
oxides [232], and confined fluid mixtures [42,93,179], this type of constituent frus-
tration drives (often abrupt) transformations between homogeneous states and
morphologies exhibiting micro- to mesoscopic density fluctuations. Such mod-
ulated density fluctuations are typically classified as “intermediate-range order”
(IRO) because, for this class of morphologies, the structure factor S(k) displays
a characteristic pre-peak at a low but nonzero wavenumber [27, 31, 40, 62, 63, 100,
Reproduced in part with permission from J.A. Bollinger and T.M. Truskett, “Fluids with
competing interactions. I. Decoding the structure factor to detect and characterize self-limited
clustering.” J. Chem. Phys., 2016, 145 (6), p. 064902 (DOI: 10.1063/1.4960338). Copyright
2016 American Institute of Physics. J.A. Bollinger performed computer simulations, executed
liquid-state theory calculations, analyzed results, created figures, and wrote the manuscript.
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125,127, 164,186, 227]. In turn, the emergence of IRO can greatly impact the me-
chanical, optical, electronic, etc. properties of such systems, and the ability to
detect, characterize, and ultimately engineer the emergence of IRO structure can
facilitate new material processing methods [11,78,97].
This chapter concentrates on an IRO morphology of increasing fundamental
and technological interest: the equilibrium cluster phase. Such a phase comprises
self-terminating, finite-sized clusters composed of solute monomers (i.e., primary
particles); the clusters themselves are ideally dense, amorphous, and relatively
monodisperse in terms of their size. Here, clusters are differentiated from aggre-
gates such as micelles because the characteristic size of the former need not be
set by the monomer size. They coexist with a continuous (interstitial) low-density
population of monomers; thus, reversible transformations between homogeneous
phases (where monomers are well-dispersed) and cluster phases can be viewed as
microscopic analogues of macroscopic liquid-gas separation.
Self-limiting cluster phases have been studied via theory, computer simula-
tions, and experiments of various idealized [6,28,62,63,68,91,96,136,153,182,204,
209,233] or archetypal colloidal suspensions (e.g., polystyrene spheres) [32,102,228,
231] and more complex constituent monomers like proteins [64,97,97,127,168,201,
229,230], organic-inorganic complexes [161], etc. The generic clustering behavior is
attributed to a common physical paradigm: aggregates form due to a competition
between short-range attractions that drive monomer association and long-range
repulsions that collectively build up to attenuate growth. The former can be real-
ized in colloidal suspensions via, e.g., the introduction of crowder molecules (e.g.,
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non-interacting polymers) that induce depletion attractions, while the latter are
attributable to (typically weakly-screened) electrostatic interactions between the
ionic double-layers of nearby monomers due to their surface charges [90,102,182].
Despite the attention directed at colloidal suspensions that form cluster
phases, there remain basic knowledge gaps regarding their behavior and charac-
terization, particularly in terms of how the shape of the structure factor S(k)
relates to real-space morphology. To wit, while characteristic clusters must be
reflected by the existence of an IRO pre-peak in S(k), it has also been recognized
that suspensions can exhibit IRO pre-peaks without having formed monodisperse
multi-particle aggregates [62, 63, 127]. In other words, it is difficult even to posi-
tively detect cluster phases versus either effectively homogeneous phases (exhibit-
ing some other form of IRO) or, alternatively, percolated gel phases. Meanwhile, it
remains unclear which morphological lengthscale(s) (e.g., cluster size, intercluster
spacing) the wavenumber (position) of the IRO pre-peak captures, or whether it
is sensitive to conditions like bulk monomer density [62,182,193,200,201].
Being able to describe cluster morphologies by decoding S(k) is conceptu-
ally powerful because it allows one to obtain knowledge about multi-body structure
based on pair correlations alone; it is also of practical interest because in situ mea-
surements of pair correlations are feasible for a wide range of soft matter systems
and lengthscales, including nanoscopic primary particles and aggregates. In this
vein, our goal here is to use integral equation theory and computer simulations
to unambiguously and simultaneously characterize S(k) profiles and corresponding
suspension morphologies for a canonical pairwise interaction model that generates
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clusters, with a particular emphasis on surveying wide ranges of conditions that
might be accessed through experimentally tunable parameters, including monomer
packing fraction φ, monomer surface charge Z, suspension (Debye) screening length
κ−1/d, and short-range attraction strength βε.
Based on our analysis of these model fluids, we first systematically expand
upon previous findings [62, 63, 127] to demonstrate the poor correlation between
the emergence of the IRO pre-peak in S(k) and the onset (or even energetic favor-
ability) of self-limited clustering. We next demonstrate that the pre-peak position
is dependent upon both cluster size in terms of number of monomers and average
monomer density, and that it directly quantifies the average real-space intercluster
separation. We then test two criteria based on S(k) that have been postulated to
pinpoint the onset of clustering (and thus positively detect cluster morphologies),
which are based on the IRO pre-peak height [62, 63] and width [91], respectively.
We find that the criterion based on the pre-peak width, which encodes the IRO
thermal correlation length, is a more robust (albeit still only approximate) predic-
tor of the onset of clustering.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Model interactions
We focus on one of the simplest colloidal models [182] known to generate
equilibrium cluster phases: a pair potential that combines a short-range attrac-
tion (SA) with a long-range repulsion (LR). The so-called SALR potential can be
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expressed
βuSALRi,j (xi,j) = βu
SA
i,j (xi,j) + βu
LR
i,j (xi,j) (6.1)
where β = (kBT )
−1 (kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature); x = r/d
is the non-dimensionalized interparticle separation; d is the characteristic particle
diameter. Note that we generalize the pair potential to account for multicomponent
(here, size-polydisperse) suspensions where two interacting particles are of types i
and j, respectively.
When conducting simulations (see Section 6.2.3), we follow previous work
and simulate three-component mixtures that approximate suspensions with 10%
size polydispersity; this favors the formation of amorphous fluid clusters, rather
than the microcrystalline (often elongated) aggregates that result from monodis-
perse monomers [91, 92]. In this context, the generalized interparticle distance in
Eqn. 6.1 is defined xi,j ≡ x − (1/2)(i + j)(∆d/d), where i (or j) = −1, 0, 1 corre-
sponds to small, medium, and large particles, respectively, and ∆d/d is a perturba-
tion to particle diameter. Specifically, we study mixtures comprised of 20% small,
60% medium (characteristic size d), and 20% large particles with ∆d = 0.158d.
Short-range attractions can be realized in colloidal suspensions via the in-
troduction of depletant molecules with exclusion volumes smaller than that of the
primary particles. These depletion attractions are represented via a generalized
(100-50) Lennard-Jones interaction
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βuSAi,j (xi,j) = 4[βε+ (1− 2δi,j)β∆ε](x−100i,j − x−50i,j ) (6.2)
where the lengthscale of the attractive well is approximately 0.10d. Here, βε is the
baseline attraction strength between monomers and ∆ε = 0.25kBT is an energetic
perturbation that biases against demixing.
Long-ranged repulsions can be attributed to screened electrostatic interac-
tions between the charge sites located on the surfaces of monomer particles. Ignor-
ing long-range multi-body interactions [159, 160] and microscopic mechanisms of
ion dissociation [1,59,138,169], one can approximate this effect via the electrostatic
portion of the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) potential [46,90,214]
βuLRi,j (xi,j) = βAMAX
exp {−(xi,j − 1)/(κ−1/d)}
xi,j
(6.3)
with
βAMAX =
Z2(λB/d)
[1 + 0.5/(κ−1/d)]2
(6.4)
where βAMAX is the maximum electrostatic barrier between particles at contact,
κ−1/d is the Debye-Hu¨ckel screening length, Z is the total surface charge per
monomer (assumed evenly distributed), and λB/d is the Bjerrum length of the
solvent.
With respect to experimental realization, recall that not all of these quan-
tities are independent, as the screening length is given by
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κ−1/d =
√
0RkBT/(2d2NAe2I) (6.5)
and the Bjerrum length is given by
λB/d = e
2/(4dpi0RkBT ) (6.6)
where 0 is the vacuum permittivity, R is the relative permittivity, NA is Avo-
gadro’s number, e is the elementary charge, and I is the ionic strength of the
suspending solvent. Parameters tunable in experiments are essentially Z, R, and
I (and, practically, even some of these may be interdependent). In our analysis, we
choose to fix the relative Bjerrum length at λB/d = 0.014 (corresponding to, e.g.,
d = 50 nm monomers suspended in room temperature water with λB = 0.7 nm),
which means electrostatic effects are set via Z and κ−1/d. Choosing a different
reference λB/d renormalizes the Z values under consideration, which we expound
upon in Chapter 7.
To examine model behavior at a given monomer packing fraction φ =
(pi/6)ρd3 (where ρd3 is number density), we set various combinations of Z and
κ−1/d and then independently vary the depletion attraction strength βε. This
treatment mimics how short- and long-range aspects of constituent interactions
are approximately orthogonal for colloidal suspensions, and is worth noting as it
is in contrast to some studies where attractions and repulsions are simultaneously
scaled via changing T [63, 182, 209]. Finally, note that throughout the remainder
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of the chapter, we notate βuSALRi,j (xi,j) as βu(r) for aesthetic simplicity (unless
otherwise indicated).
6.2.2 Integral equation theory
We execute integral equation theory (IET) calculations to efficiently predict
S(k) across wide ranges of the parameter space (βε, Z, κ−1/d) underlying the
pair interactions βu(r). In brief, IET partitions the total correlation function
h(r) = g(r) − 1 (where g(r) is the radial distribution function) into pair and
multibody contributions by introducing the direct correlation function c(r) in the
context of the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) relation:
h(r) = c(r) + ρ
∫
c(r′)h(|r− r′|)dr (6.7)
In order to use Eqn. 6.7, we require an accompanying closure expression
that relates βu(r), g(r) and c(r). Because our systems have potentials resembling
Coulombic interactions, we follow our previous work [91] and employ the optimized
random phase approximation (ORPA) [3,73]. The ORPA formulation we use treats
the direct correlation function as c(r) ≈ exp {−βu(r)} − 1 + c0(r), where the first
two terms constitute a large-r perturbation to the c0(r) of an underlying reference
system. We use the Mayer function to capture effects outside the core because it
provides improved results when deep and narrow attraction wells are included in
the pair potential [73]. Meanwhile, c0(r) = 0 for r > d, while at short-range it is
optimized to enforce h(r) = −1 for r ≤ d (i.e., to exactly incorporate effects of a
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reference hard-sphere fluid). Note that in performing these calculations, we do not
explicitly enforce thermodynamic self-consistency, which has been shown to pro-
vide very strong quantitative agreement between analytical and simulation results
for complex fluids [13,27,100]. As discussed in Section 6.3.1, we are mainly inter-
ested in using IET to capture general trends in pair structural behavior over wide
ranges in model parameter space; for these purposes, our approximate approach is
practical and reasonably reflects simulation results [91].
In practice, we conduct our IET calculations using the single-component
monodisperse pair potential (i.e., ∆d/d = β∆ε = 0), where we fix Z and κ
−1/d and
then systematically increase βε after beginning at vanishing attraction strength.
Upon numerical solution at a given βε, S(k) is obtained via the relation S(k) =
1 + (ρd3)hˆ(k), where hˆ(k) = FT[h(r)] and FT is a Fourier transform.
6.2.3 Molecular dynamics simulations
We perform three-dimensional (3D) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
of the ternary SALR mixtures in the NVT ensemble with periodic boundary con-
ditions using LAMMPS [165]. We propagate trajectories with an integration time-
step of dt = 0.001
√
d2m/(kBT ) (taking the mass m = 1), and fix temperature via
a Nose´-Hoover thermostat with time-constant τ = 2000dt. The pair potential for
a given Z and κ−1/d is cut-off such the that interaction strength at distance xci,j
(note explicit use of the mixture notation) is βui,j(x
c
i,j) ≤ 2e−3 and the force is
simultaneously −d[βui,j(xci,j)]/dxi,j ≤ 1e−3.
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We examine bulk monomer packing fractions φ = 0.015, 0.030, 0.060, and
0.120 using systems of Nbox = 1920, 2960, 6800, and 6800 particles, respectively.
Starting from randomized initial configurations, we allow systems at φ = 0.015,
0.030, 0.060, and 0.120 to equilibrate for 3x107, 1x107, 3x106, and 2x106 steps,
respectively. (Lower packing fractions require relatively more equilibration time
given less frequent monomer-monomer collisions.) We have confirmed that these
equilibration times are sufficient by (1) checking that energies have converged and
(2) by visualizing the trajectories to check that clusters undergo frequent intr-
acluster rearrangements and intercluster exchanges (i.e., that individual particles
ergodically sample the simulation space). Regarding the latter, we indeed find that
by employing the lightly polydisperse mixture that we developed and used previ-
ously [91, 92], we avoid the formation of highly-arrested microcrystalline phases
typical of monodisperse models.
To characterize pair correlations, we calculate the structure factor S(k) via
numerical Fourier Transform inversion of the radial distribution function g(r). To
characterize multibody structure, we calculate cluster-size distributions (CSDs),
which quantify the probability p(N) of observing aggregates comprising N par-
ticles. Following previous studies [63, 91, 136, 182], two monomers are considered
part of the same aggregate if they are located within the range of the attractive
well (i.e., are direct neighbors) and/or they are both direct neighbors with at least
one common particle (i.e., are connected via some percolating pathway).
For consistency across many packing fractions and cluster sizes, we consider
a phase clustered with characteristic aggregate size N∗ based on the following cri-
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κ−1/d
Z
3 4 6 8 10 12 15
  > # M  
φ
=
0.
0
15

0.7 - - - - - - 6.55
0.8 - - - - - - 6.80
1.0 - - - 5.55 6.00 6.40 7.10
1.2 - - - 5.65 6.10 - -
1.5 - - 5.35 5.80 6.30 6.80 -
2.0 - 5.05 5.50 5.95 6.45 7.00 7.90
2.5 - - 5.55 6.00 6.60 - -
3.0 - 5.10 5.55 6.05 6.60 - -
4.0 4.95 5.10 5.60 6.10 6.65 - -
φ
=
0.
0
30

0.7 - - - - - - 6.30
0.8 - - - - - - -
1.0 - - - 5.30 5.70 6.15 6.75
1.2 - - - 5.45 5.80 - -
1.5 - - 5.15 5.55 5.95 6.45 -
2.0 - 4.80 5.20 5.65 6.10 6.55 7.25
2.5 - - 5.20 5.70 6.20 - -
3.0 - 4.90 5.25 5.70 6.20 - -
4.0 4.70 4.90 5.30 5.70 6.20 - -
φ
=
0.
0
60

0.7 - - - - - - 6.00
0.8 - - - - - - -
1.0 - - - 5.00 5.40 5.65 6.25
1.2 - - 4.75 5.10 5.45 - -
1.5 - - 4.80 5.15 5.50 5.80 -
2.0 - 4.55 4.85 5.20 5.55 5.80 6.40
2.5 - - 4.90 5.20 5.60 - -
3.0 - 4.60 4.85 - 5.60 - -
4.0 4.40 4.60 4.85 5.20 5.60 - -
φ
=
0.
12
0

0.7 - - - - - - 5.20
0.8 - - - - - - 5.20
1.0 - - - - - 4.95 5.20
1.2 - - - - - - -
1.5 - - - - 4.75 4.95 5.20
2.0 - - - 4.60 4.75 4.95 -
2.5 - - - 4.60 - - -
Table 6.1: Critical attraction strengths βε∗ determined from simulations at com-
binations of φ, Z, κ−1/d. Symbol types (across top) and colors (left) denote Z and
φ, respectively, in Figs. 6.2-6.7 (symbols constant for various κ−1/d).
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teria: (1) the p(N) distribution exhibits a visibly-apparent local maximum (mode)
at some 1 < N∗  Nbox, where the corresponding local minimum between N = 1
and N∗ is notated as Nmin; and (2) that at least 80% of the particles in the sys-
tem participate in aggregates of size N ≥ Nmin. Thus, in this framework, the
onset of clustering occurs when 0.80 =
∑Nbox
n=Nmin
p(N), where p(N) is appropri-
ately normalized. In turn, we identify the critical attraction strengths βε∗ best
meeting this condition by examining CSDs of simulations performed in increments
of ∆ε = 0.05kBT . All of the combinations of Z, κ
−1/d, and φ analyzed via sim-
ulations (where cluster phases could be found) are listed in Table 6.1 by their
respective βε∗ values.
To characterize the lengthscales and shapes of the N∗-sized clusters, we
calculate the radius of gyration RG/d and the relative shape anisotropy κ
2. We
first calculate the gyration tensor S, where the elements are Smn ≡ N∗−2
∑
i<j(r
i
m−
rjm)(r
i
n−rjn) and rim is the the position of the i-th particle participating in the cluster
in the m-th Cartesian coordinate (x, y, or z). The radius of gyration is then given
by RG/d = (Tr S)
1/2 = (λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
1/2, where λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the eigenvalues
of S in order of magnitude λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 . The well-established relative shape
anisotropy [208] is calculated via κ2 = 1−3(λ1λ2 +λ2λ3 +λ3λ1)/(RG/d)4, which is
bounded between 0 and 1: κ2 = 0 corresponds to points (particle centers) that are
symmetrically distributed and κ2 = 1 corresponds to points arranged linearly. To
slightly smooth over instantaneous cluster distortions (e.g., when the outer edge is
distended due to an imminent particle exchange), measurements of RG/d and κ
2
are derived from S tensors collected over blocks of 10 individual clusters (where
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particle positions are renormalized relative to the respective centers of mass of the
clusters); in turn, average and error values are based on 500 of these measurements.
6.3 Results & Discussion
6.3.1 Pre-peak formation, clustering, and macroscopic phase separa-
tion
We begin our discussion by considering the existence of a low-wavenumber
pre-peak in the structure factor S(k), which emerges at a position kpred lower
than that of the primary peak associated with monomer-monomer packing effects
located at kprimd ' 2pi (i.e., a real-space lengthscale of d). A pre-peak position
of kpred = 0 is associated with suspensions dominated by short-range attractions,
where such a pre-peak corresponds to (infinitely) long-ranged, densified regions
and diverges in magnitude at the onset of macroscopic liquid-gas phase separa-
tion [73]. On the other hand, phases composed of self-terminating microscopic
clusters must exhibit an intermediate-range order (IRO) peak at some wavenum-
ber 0 < kIROd < kprimd due to their modulated structure; however, as discussed
above, it is tentatively understood that not every state exhibiting an IRO peak is
actually comprised of characteristically-sized clusters [62,63,127].
In Fig. 6.1, we build upon these basic guidelines by examining an SALR sys-
tem where we fix charge Z and packing fraction φ while varying attraction strength
βε and screening length κ−1/d over wide ranges. This allows us to: (1) systemati-
cally map out how the existence of the S(k) pre-peak and its position relate to some
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Figure 6.1: (color online) (a) Pre-peak position kpred in the structure factor S(k) as
a function of attraction strength βε and screening length κ−1/d for packing fraction
φ = 0.03 and charge Z = 8.0, obtained from integral equation theory (IET).
Color portions show conditions for which there is an IRO pre-peak at small but
finite kIROd > 0. Filled and unfilled circles delineate transitions between different
peak behaviors in IET results. Squares denote critical attraction strengths βε∗ at
the onset of clustering obtained from MD simulations. (b,c,d) Structure factors
obtained from IET (lines) and simulations (circles) for φ = 0.030 and Z = 8.0,
where in (b) and (c) the results are for constant κ−1/d values and βε = 1.5, 3.0,
4.0, 4.5, 5.0, and 6.0 (bottom to top). In (d), βε is constant with κ−1/d = 0.1,
0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 (top to bottom). Note that simulation results are not shown
for every combination of βε and κ−1/d. In all panels, IET results are based on
monodisperse systems while simulation results are based on lightly polydisperse
mixtures (see text).
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of the tunable parameters controlling interparticle interactions and phase behavior;
and (2) consider how the parameter space where IRO pre-peaks exist compares to
the parameter space where clusters emerge. In Fig. 6.1(a), we make the mapping
tractable by using IET calculations with the approximate ORPA closure (see Meth-
ods) that can efficiently survey parameter space; to address the latter comparison,
we plot the line of critical attraction strength βε∗ observed in MD simulations
(where we can directly characterize multi-body structure), which corresponds to
the onset of clustering at a given κ−1/d. Meanwhile, in Figs. 6.1(b-d), we show
selected series of S(k) profiles obtained from IET and simulations to illustrate the
pre-peak shapes that correspond to the positions in Fig. 6.1(a). Note that here
we are using an approximate closure and making comparisons between monodis-
perse IET calculations and lightly polydisperse MD simulations; thus, while we
cannot expect perfect agreement between the methods, we do observe qualitative
agreement in terms of the evolution of S(k) even in regions where S(k) is changing
rapidly (as exemplified in Figs. 6.1(b-d) and elsewhere [91]). Nonetheless, we re-
strict our comments below to general trends that should not be sensitive to these
types of methodological choices.
Focusing on Fig. 6.1(a), it is apparent that for any given repulsive inter-
action, it is only above a sufficiently strong attraction β that a pre-peak of any
position forms. As might be anticipated, a kpred = 0 pre-peak forms in the limit of
small screening lengths, while at sufficiently large screening lengths (κ−1/d ≥ 1.0),
one observes an IRO pre-peak at kIROd > 0 that grows in from higher to lower
k-values with increasing attractions. Moving left-to-right in the direction of in-
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creasing screening length, the transition between kpred = 0 and kIROd > 0 (where
the zero-wavenumber convexity switches from negative to positive) is termed a
Lifshitz point, which is a common feature of fluids with generic SALR interac-
tions [40, 164, 186]. Generally-speaking, to reach this transition, repulsions must
not only exist but must also be sufficiently competitive relative to attractions to
favor modulated phases (minimum threshold repulsion strengths are known ana-
lytically for some temperature-controlled systems [164]). In the parameter space
here, this condition means that given a surface charge Z, one requires a mini-
mum κ−1/d to generate repulsions that can collectively stabilize aggregates once
attractions start to pull monomers together.
From Fig. 6.1(a), one can also readily appreciate that the presence of an
IRO pre-peak is a poor indicator of: (1) whether a particular state is composed of
clusters; and (2) whether the charge-charge repulsions are even strong enough to
favor persistent modulated structure. The first point has been postulated previ-
ously [62, 63, 127], and here is bolstered by the considerable discrepancy between
the region of parameter space where an IRO pre-peak is observed and the region
where formation of clusters occurs (i.e., at and above locus of β∗). To wit, there
is a energy differential of ∆ ≥ 2kBT between the emergence of the IRO pre-peak
and the emergence of clusters over many screening lengths.
Meanwhile, one can also observe a second transition in the peak behavior
of Fig. 6.1(a) within the screening length range 0.3 ≤ κ−1/d ≤ 1.0: moving in the
direction of increasing attraction strength, an IRO pre-peak initially develops, but
subsequently shifts to kpred = 0 while the system bypasses the formation of a cluster
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phase. Crossing this type of (reverse) Lifshitz boundary is readily attributable to
the physical setup we consider, where attraction strength is “decoupled” from
repulsions; after all, one should arguably be able to ramp up attractions to such
high strengths that macrophase separation is favorable given even relatively strong
repulsions. (Alternatively, our previous work illustrates this switch for one case
of extremely weak repulsions [91].) This shift from kIROd > 0 to kpred = 0 is
exemplified in Fig. 6.1(b), which can be contrasted with Fig. 6.1(c), which shows
an S(k) series at larger κ−1/d where the IRO pre-peak persists and grows once
it emerges. (These behaviors are rounded out by panel Fig. 6.1(d), which gives
a representative series of a system shifting from a kpred = 0 to kIROd > 0 pre-
peak.) Taking these two observations together, one must keep in mind that IRO
pre-peak existence can not only considerably precede cluster formation, but can be
very misleading at intermediate screening lengths where existence does not even
universally signal that increasing attraction strength will result in formation of
stable clusters.
To demonstrate that the qualitative trends of pre-peak existence and posi-
tion shown in Fig. 6.1 are relatively generic, we show in Fig. 6.2 a representative
series of pre-peak landscapes for various charges Z (at fixed φ), and a comparison
between landscapes for different φ (at fixed Z). Despite the varying conditions,
we generally find: (1) that given sufficient integrated repulsions, the formation of
an IRO pre-peak precedes cluster formation by a differential in attraction strength
upwards of ∆ = 2 to 3kBT ; (2) that there exist intermediate ranges of κ
−1/d
where IRO pre-peaks shift to kpred = 0 prior to clustering; and (3) that forma-
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Figure 6.2: Pre-peak position kpred in the structure factor S(k) as a function of
attraction strength βε and screening length κ−1/d obtained from IET for (a) pack-
ing fraction φ = 0.03, charge Z = 4.0; (b) φ = 0.03, Z = 8.0; (c) φ = 0.03,
Z = 12.0; and (d) φ = 0.06, Z = 12.0. Filled and unfilled circles delineate transi-
tions between different pre-peak behaviors in IET results. Squares denote critical
attraction strengths βε∗ at the onset of clustering obtained from MD simulations.
Note that the loci of IRO pre-peak emergence in simulations (not shown) overlap
with the filled circles from IET. In all panels, IET results are based on monodis-
perse systems while simulation results are based on lightly polydisperse mixtures
(see text).
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tion of finite-sized aggregates is very unlikely for screening lengths κ−1/d ≤ 0.60,
though we cannot definitively rule out the possibility.
Indeed, the primary differences across these various conditions are system-
atic shifts in the critical attraction strength βε∗ to form clusters. The locus of βε∗
shifts to higher values as surface charge Z increases due to the need to overcome
greater charge-charge repulsions. In contrast, for fixed Z and κ−1/d, the criti-
cal attraction strength βε∗ decreases by between approximately 0.3 and 1.0kBT
when φ is doubled (trend applies from 0.015 ≤ φ ≤ 0.12) because this reduces the
effective energetic barrier for bringing particles from the reference pair distance
L/d ≈ (ρMd3)−1/3 of the homogeneous dispersion to the contact distance L/d ≈ 1
in aggregates.
As a final point, we note that for a given charge Z, the range in κ−1/d over
which the dense phase moves between an infinite scale (i.e., macroscopic liquid-gas
separation) at small κ−1/d to an asymptotic modulated structure (given sufficient
charge Z) at large κ−1/d is quite narrow. Moving horizontally at, e.g., βε∗, across
any of the landscapes of Figs. 6.1-6.2, the pre-peak moves from kpred = 0 at
κ−1/d ≤ 0.5 to an approximately constant kIROd > 0 for κ−1/d ≥ 3.0. Thus,
one effectively reaches the Coulombic limit in terms of the repulsion influence for
screening lengths κ−1/d approaching only a few monomer diameters.
6.3.2 Cluster morphologies in simulations
To forge connections between the IRO pre-peak in S(k) and the real-space
morphologies observed in SALR systems, we analyze 3D configurations of approxi-
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mately 100 different clustered phases generated via MD simulations, where we can
obtain S(k) while simultaneously measuring the number-size N∗ and real-space
lengthscales associated with the aggregates. We consider cluster phases formed
for wide ranges of φ, Z, κ−1/d, where, for the sake of consistency, we specifically
concern ourselves with states at the onset of clustering where aggregates of a pre-
ferred size have emerged. These states are defined by critical attraction strengths
βε∗, where all of the state points that are analyzed in the following sections are
listed in Table 6.1 by their respective βε∗ values.)
As demonstrated in Figs. 6.3-6.4, we examine phases comprising clusters in
the size range 6 ≤ N∗ ≤ 60 that are compact and spherically symmetric on average,
making these states promising for S(k) interpretation because they are relatively
simple (idealized) in terms of their morphologies. We first consider Figs. 6.3(a-b),
where we show that plotting the radius of gyration RG/d versus cluster size N
∗
follows the relation
RG/d = α(φ)N
∗(1/df) with df = 3 (6.8)
where α(φ) is a φ-dependent prefactor on the order of 1/2 (hereafter notated α)
and df is the fractal dimension of the aggregates. The fractal dimension df = 3
signifies that the clusters are compact objects, in contrast with aggregates that
are more highly-branched and/or elongated, which would tend to exhibit df < 3.
Likewise, the magnitudes of the α prefactors underline that these aggregates have
high internal packing fractions, though we do see a modest positive correlation
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Figure 6.3: (a) Cluster radius of gyration RG/d versus characteristic cluster size
N∗, both measured from MD simulations at the onset of clustering (i.e., at critical
attraction strengths βε∗). Blue, yellow, orange, and red symbols correspond to
data from simulations at packing fractions φ = 0.015, 0.030, 0.060, and 0.120,
respectively. Symbol types correspond to constant charge Z as listed in Table 6.1
(note that we test various screening lengths κ−1/d at each Z). Lines are empirical
fits of the form RG/d = αN
∗1/3, where α is a dimensionless prefactor corresponding
to α = 0.45, 0.49, 0.53, and 0.60 for φ = 0.015, 0.030, 0.060, and 0.120, respectively.
(b) Same data from (a), but rescaled to highlight the characteristic exponent m in
the expression RG/d = αN
∗m, which corresponds to m = 1/df with df being the
fractal dimension of the aggregates. Black line corresponds to RG/(αd) = N
∗1/3,
with dark (light) purple regions denoting 10% (20%) deviation from this relation.
(c) Relative shape anisotropy κ2 of clusters measured from simulations at selected
state points from (a), where state points were chosen to roughly span the range of
observed equilibrium cluster sizes N∗.
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Figure 6.4: Configuration snapshots from simulations of phases at the onset of
clustering (i.e., at critical attraction strengths βε∗). The snapshots are at packing
fraction φ = 0.060 and chosen to roughly span the range of observed equilibrium
cluster sizes N∗. Repulsions are defined by (a) charge Z = 15.0 and screening
length κ−1/d = 2.0; (b) Z = 10.0 and κ−1/d = 1.5; (c) Z = 6.0 and κ−1/d = 2.0;
and (d) Z = 4.0 and κ−1/d = 3.0. Blue, yellow, and orange shadings correspond
to small, medium, and large particles in the polydisperse mixtures (see Methods).
Visualizations were produced using VMD [87].
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between RG/d and φ given fixed N
∗. This indicates that clusters are slightly less
dense given closer intercluster proximity, which can be attributed to more frequent
monomer exchanges that tend to instantaneously (but, on average, isotropically)
enlarge the clusters compared to their “isolated” structure at very low packing
fractions, e.g., φ = 0.015.
Meanwhile, measurements of the relative shape anisotropy κ2, which are
shown in Fig. 6.3(c), demonstrate that these cluster objects are highly symmetric
even down to small sizes N∗. Here, we calculate the long-established parameter κ2,
where κ2 = 0 corresponds to points (particles) that are symmetrically distributed
and κ2 = 1 corresponds to points arranged linearly [208]. Calculated based on the
monomer positions within the clusters, we find κ2 ≤ 0.05 for all cluster sizes and
packing fractions, which indicates symmetric arrangements of particles and com-
plements the RG/d-based findings above that mainly imply compactness. Specif-
ically, we observe κ2 ≈ 0.01 (very high symmetry) for the most isolated clusters
at φ = 0.015, and a slight positive correlation between κ2 and φ that implies
aggregate symmetry is somewhat sensitive to the increasing frequency of (near-
)collisions and monomer-exchanges, which tend to generate outlying particles and
instantaneously distorted states that positively contribute to κ2.
As illustrated in Fig. 6.4, visualizations of the cluster phases complement
the findings above: the aggregates formed in these systems are highly-compact
and roughly spherical on average; furthermore, based on these attributes and the
size-scaling of the aggregates, we estimate the typical internal packing fraction of
the clusters is φint ≈ 0.40. To wit, we observe good mixing of the polydisperse
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monomers, which frustrates intracluster crystallization and promotes intra- and in-
tercluster diffusion. One can also appreciate the preferred sphericity of the clusters,
though this can be instantaneously violated as clusters collide, merge, or exchange
monomers. Given the clusters are spherical, we can estimate the internal packing
fraction using the expression φint = N
∗Vmon/Vcl(N∗) where Vmon = (4/3)pi(d/2)3
and Vcl = (4/3)pi(Rcl)
3 are the volumes of the monomer and cluster, respectively
(here we assume monodisperse monomer). We then estimate the N∗-dependent
cluster radius as Rcl/d = RG/d + 0.5 where the latter coefficient is added be-
cause RG/d is based on particle centers. Using the relation RG/d ≈ 0.5N∗1/3
gives 0.30 ≤ φint ≤ 0.50 over the range 6 ≤ N∗ ≤ 60, with the majority of sizes
φint ≥ 0.35. This is comparable with dense simple fluids.
Finally, in line with the observations of Godfrin et. al. [63], we find that the
emergent aggregates universally exhibit average intracluster coordination numbers
(i.e., numbers of nearest-neighbors) of zc ≥ 2.4, which is the well-established min-
imum coordination number corresponding to rigid percolation [76]. Predictably,
zc grows with respect to cluster size, where the scaling relationship between these
two quantities is important for understanding the thermodynamics of cluster for-
mation. We discuss this more extensively in Chapter 7.
6.3.3 Interpreting the pre-peak position
Based on our collection of simulated cluster morphologies, we first address
what physical characteristic(s) of these morphologies that the IRO pre-peak posi-
tion in S(k) captures. This is important because while the real-space lengthscale
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Figure 6.5: (a) Average intercluster center-to-center distance LC-C/d ≡
[N∗/(ρd3)]1/3 (see text), where ρd3 is the bulk monomer density, versus inverse IRO
pre-peak wavenumber (i.e., real-space distance) 2pi/(kIROd), both measured in MD
simulations. (b) Cluster size N∗ versus IRO pre-peak lengthscale 2pi/(kIROd). (c)
Cluster radius of gyration RG/d versus inverse IRO pre-peak wavenumber shifted
by α and ρd3 (combining Eqns. 6.8 and Eqn. 6.9). In (a) and (c), thick lines denote
1:1 correspondence between x- and y-axes, with dark (light) purple regions denot-
ing 10% (20%) deviation from this relation. In all panels, symbol types correspond
to constant charge Z as listed in Table 6.1 (note that we test various screening
lengths κ−1/d at each Z).
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2pi/(kIROd) captured by the inverse pre-peak position is generally thought to encode
the real-space cluster diameter (or perhaps intercluster center of mass separation),
there has been limited information available allowing for an unambiguous deter-
mination of what lengthscale(s) kIROd truly captures. As such, there is not yet
consensus about whether the pre-peak position should exhibit a systematic depen-
dence upon bulk monomer density [27, 62, 182, 193, 200, 201]. In other words, if
similarly sized clusters are found at two densities, should pre-peak position be the
same?
Focusing on Fig. 6.5, we find that the real-space lengthscale 2pi/(kIROd) is
equivalent to the average center-to-center intercluster distance LC-C/d. A direct
comparison between the two quantities is presented in Fig. 6.5(a), which demon-
strates excellent quantitative agreement, and Fig. 6.5(b) makes it clear that the
pre-peak lengthscale is correspondingly a function of both cluster size N∗ and bulk
monomer density ρd3. To understand why this is so, let us consider the number
density of clusters ρCd
3 = nC/(Lbox/d)
3, where nC = Nbox/N
∗ is the number of
clusters in the simulation assuming perfect size-uniformity and Lbox is the sim-
ulation box length. We can then write ρCd
3 = Nbox/[N
∗(Lbox/d)3] = (ρd3)/N∗,
where the second equality is simply due to the definition of the bulk monomer
density ρd3 = Nbox/(Lbox/d)
3. Since, in the crudest sense, the average intercluster
distance LC-C/d ≈ (ρCd3)−1/3, we thus have:
2pi/(kIROd) = LC-C/d ≡
(
N∗
ρd3
)1/3
(6.9)
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As is evident from Fig. 6.5(a), there is excellent collapse in the data along Eqn. 6.9
for all of the cluster phases tested.
This analysis assumes nothing about the shape and/or compactness of the
clusters (only that they are distinguishable and of number-size N∗), which has
two implications: one can readily obtain cluster size N∗ given knowledge of kIROd
and ρd3; however, to obtain a real-space cluster diameter, one must independently
possess an empirical relation between N∗ and cluster diameter (or, e.g., RG/d).
Of course, given our systems exhibit the size-scaling of Eqn. 6.8, we demonstrate
in Fig. 6.5(c) that this type of conversion from pre-peak position to cluster radius
is quantitative. Finally, though this model for pre-peak position assumes little
about the nature of the aggregates, we cannot rule out that the strength of the
quantitative match between 2pi/(kIROd) and LC-C/d may diminish for less-idealized
morphologies that are not primarily composed of highly-packed spherical clusters.
6.3.4 Detecting the onset of clustering based on the structure factor
As already discussed, the existence of an IRO pre-peak is necessary but
not sufficient evidence for positively identifying a clustered phase. In this section,
we draw on our results from simulations to directly test two criteria postulated to
detect the transformation between homogeneous and clustered phases: one based
on the IRO pre-peak height (i.e., magnitude) and one based on the IRO pre-peak
width.
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Figure 6.6: (a) IRO pre-peak height S(kIROd) at onset of clustering (at βε
∗) versus
cluster size N∗, both measured in MD simulations. Thick line denotes previously-
proposed criterion [62, 63] postulating that the emergence of clusters occurs as
S(kIROd) ≈ 2.7. Dark (light) purple regions denote 10% (20%) deviation from
this relation. Color lines are guides to the eye for results from (top to bottom)
φ = 0.015, 0.030, 0.060, and 0.120. Symbol types correspond to constant charge
Z as listed in Table 6.1 (note that we test various screening lengths κ−1/d at each
Z). (b) Cluster size distributions p(N) and (c) structure factors calculated from
MD simulations for packing fraction φ = 0.060, charge Z = 4.0, screening length
κ−1/d = 2.0, and attraction strengths βε = 3.50, 4.00, 4.30 and 4.55 (top to bottom
in (b); bottom to top in (c)). The critical attraction strength is βε∗ = 4.55. In (b),
we note the local minimum Nmin and maximum N
∗ in p(N) that characterize the
onset of clustering (see Methods). The dashed line in (c) marks S(kIROd) = 2.7.
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6.3.4.1 Pre-peak height
We begin by revisiting previous reports [62, 63] that the onset of clus-
tering occurs as the pre-peak height (magnitude) reaches the threshold value
S(kIROd) ≈ 2.7. In brief, this is an adaptation of the empirical Hansen-Verlet
freezing rule developed for simple fluids [74], which states that the height of the
first pre-peak in the structure factor approaches S(k) ≈ 2.85 at the fluid-solid
transition (i.e., along the melting line). In this way, the S(kIROd) ≈ 2.7 clustering
criterion is conceptually like considering cluster formation as a microcrystalliza-
tion event, i.e., a frustrated analog of the bulk freezing transition. However, this
criterion for identifying clustering has only been tested for a limited scope of repul-
sions strengths and lengthscales, generally in schemes (unlike the protocol here)
where attraction and repulsions strengths have been simultaneously rescaled by
modulating T .
In Fig. 6.6, we plot the magnitudes of the IRO pre-peaks in S(k) mea-
sured from simulations at the onset of clustering for our ≈ 100 different systems,
where we observe that for the majority of cases tested, the peak-height consid-
erably exceeds (by up to an order of magnitude) the S(kIROd) ≈ 2.7 threshold.
In essence, the criterion does not generally pinpoint the emergence of aggregates
with a characteristic size because many dispersed states (and/or states exhibit-
ing generic amorphous IRO) at a given Z and κ−1/d exhibit IRO pre-peaks with
heights of S(kIROd) ≥ 2.7 well before attractions are actually strong enough to
stabilize clusters. Thus, one might instead posit that the condition S(kIROd) ≥ 2.7
is a necessary but not sufficient criterion for positively identifying clustered phases.
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Broadly speaking, the criterion acts only as a minimum threshold because
pre-peak height is highly-coupled to the kd → 0 limit of S(k), which is propor-
tional to system compressibility χT [73]. To wit, the states where the S(kIROd)
values most exceed the S(kIROd) ≈ 2.7 limit at βε∗ are those governed by relatively
weak repulsions (correlated with larger N∗ in Fig. 6.6) and lower φ, both of which
contribute to high χT. Thus, an IRO pre-peak height can reach large values even
as the pre-peak signature itself may be rather weak (i.e., flat, especially away from
the clustering locus), simply due to the leading influence of the high-magnitude
low-k limit. This type of coupling between the pre-peak and zero-wavenumber
limit is evident even at “moderate” packing fractions like φ = 0.060, as shown
in Figs. 6.6(b-c): relatively low-strength repulsions combined with the increas-
ing attractions generating heterogeneity drive compressibility to high values (e.g.,
greater than 1), with the pre-peak emerging and sharpening at correspondingly
large magnitudes.
More conceptually, it should perhaps be unsurprising that the Hansen-
Verlet freezing rule is a poor fit for these systems. In essence, the rule was
developed based on suspensions undergoing solidification due to packing effects ;
however, clustering in an SALR system is driven not by a competition between
configurational free volumes, but by a competition between attractions and re-
pulsions. In turn, while describing the cluster formation as “microcrystallization”
seems fitting–especially for highly monodisperse monomers that form clusters with
crystal motifs–it is a transformation more akin to a frustrated liquid-gas separa-
tion.
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6.3.4.2 Pre-peak width
We now move on to test a recently proposed framework [91] for identifying
the onset of clustering based the IRO pre-peak width, which encodes the thermal
correlation length ξT/d. Conceptually, the thermal correlation length quantifies
the real-space persistence of structural correlations and is most frequently con-
sidered in the context of fluids undergoing macrophase liquid-gas separation (i.e.,
unstable droplet formation). In this context, ξT/d constitutes a prefactor in the
well-established [73] second-order inverse expansion of S(k) about the correspond-
ing pre-peak at kpred = 0:
S(kd)
∣∣∣∣
kpred=0
≈ S(0)
1 + (ξT/d)2(kd)2
(6.10)
and one can identify the liquid-gas transition based on the divergence of ξT/d→∞,
which signifies formation of “infinitely” persistent dense regions.
For clustering systems dominated by frustrated interactions, one can anal-
ogously consider the ξT/d encoded in the IRO pre-peak, which quantifies the per-
sistence of the modulated dense structure in the fluid characterized by the finite
lengthscale 2pi/(kIROd). Here, the inverse expansion about the pre-peak can be
written:
S(kd)
∣∣∣∣
kIROd>0
≈ S(kIROd)
1 + (ξT/d)2(k − kIRO)2d2 (6.11)
which can be readily rearranged to give:
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1S(kd)
∣∣∣∣
kIROd>0
≈ 1
S(kIROd)
+
(ξT/d)
2
S(kIROd)
(k − kIRO)2d2 (6.12)
This expression makes it clear that the combined prefactor (ξT/d)
2/S(kIROd) is
equivalent to the second-order coefficient in a Taylor series expansion of S−1(kd).
This equivalence provides a highly practical expression for calculating the IRO
thermal correlation length
ξT/d =
[
1
2
S(kIROd)
d2S(kd)
dk2
∣∣∣∣
kIROd>0
]1/2
(6.13)
where one must simply (1) record the pre-peak magnitude and (2) perform a
polynomial fit about the pre-peak position kIROd) to obtain the second-derivative.
In line with other systems that undergo frustrated microstructural trans-
formations [179], the peak-width clustering criterion posits that cluster formation
should be characterized not by a true divergence in the IRO ξT/d, but instead
when the IRO ξT/d first exceeds the only competing (characteristic) lengthscale
in the system: the screening length of the repulsions κ−1/d. In other words, the
onset of clustering should occur when the IRO thermal correlation length reaches
the Debye screening length, i.e.,
ξT/d ≈ κ−1/d (6.14)
The remainder of this section aims to provide greater physical intuition for this
criterion and to demonstrate how it performs versus simulations.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Log-positive transforms of the total correlation function (TCF)
h(r) = g(r) − 1 and pair potential βu(r) for φ = 0.030, Z = 8.0, and κ−1/d =
2.0, where solid lines correspond to TCF transform of h(r) at βε = 1.5 (blue,
lower) and 6.0 (red, upper), and the dashed line corresponds to βu(r) (note: h(r)
profiles are obtained from IET). The two types of profiles are plotted to highlight
their asymptotic decays at large r/d, with characteristic slopes mTCF and mREP,
respectively. Note that the thermal correlation length ξT/d ' 3.1 for βε = 6.0,
which exhibits strong IRO. (b) Untransformed h(r) profiles for same states as in
(a), scaled to highlight long-range oscillations at βε = 6.0. (c) Structure factors
obtained from IET at φ = 0.030, Z = 8.0, and κ−1/d = 2.0, where βε = 1.5,
4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 from bottom to top. Here, the highlighted IRO wavenumber at
βε = 6.0 is kIROd = 1.02.
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To get a better physical sense for this comparison between thermal cor-
relation length and Debye length, consider Fig. 6.7(a), where we plot selected
transforms of the total correlation function h(r) and the interparticle potential
βu(r) that highlight how the constants ξT/d, and κ
−1/d reflect the characteristic
exponential decays (negative slopes) of the pair structural correlations and re-
pulsive barrier, respectively. Here, while repulsions are obviously defined by the
exponential decay in Eqn. 6.3, it is also worth recalling that pair correlations have
the form [73]
lim
r/d→∞
h(r) ∝ (r/d)−1 exp[−r/ξT] cos[rkIRO − θ] (6.15)
where the cosine term captures the modulated nature of the IRO structure (it is
not normally included for, e.g., simple fluids).
By examining the profiles in Fig. 6.7 calculated for conditions (βε = 6.0)
exceeding the Eqn. 6.14 condition, we can readily glean the features of h(r) that
characterize cluster phases in the IRO ξT/d framework: oscillations (humps) in
transformed h(r) that asymptotically decay more slowly than the potential βu(r)
(Fig. 6.7(a)), where these tell-tale oscillations mirror long-range oscillatory struc-
ture in h(r) that occurs on the lengthscale 2pi/(kIROd) (Fig. 6.7(b)) and sets the
pre-peak in S(k) (Fig. 6.7(c)). In contrast, for a dispersed phase (here, βε = 1.5),
one observes h(r) (transformed or not) decay quickly to zero and display no char-
acteristic oscillations at any intercluster lengthscale. Comparing these cases, it
is clear that by searching for sufficiently strong IRO thermal correlation lengths
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Figure 6.8: IRO thermal correlation lengths ξT/d extracted from S(k) profiles at
onset of clustering (at βε∗) in MD simulations versus screening length κ−1/d. Thick
line denotes previously postulated criterion [91] for identifying onset of clustering
(ξT/d ≈ κ−1/d), where dark (light) purple regions denote 10% (20%) deviation
from this relation. Dotted line at shorter κ−1/d corresponds to an empirical guide-
line with form ξT/d = 1.0 + 0.5(κ
−1/d). Note that at a given κ−1/d, symbols
corresponding to different φ are slightly shifted horizontally to improve aesthetic
clarity. Symbol types correspond to constant charge Z as listed in Table 6.1 (note
that we test various screening lengths κ−1/d at each Z).
ξT/d, we are looking for states that exhibit persistent coordination shell structure
in h(r) at a “cluster-sized” scale. This is intuitive given a clustered phase ideally
comprises intermediate-scale densified regions exhibiting disordered fluid structure
in themselves.
Finally, we consider Fig. 6.8, where we directly test the ξT/d ≈ κ−1/d
criterion by examining the S(k) profiles from our ≈ 100 simulated systems at the
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onset of clustering (i.e., at βε∗) and plotting the ξT/d values extracted from the IRO
pre-peaks versus the κ−1/d values defining the respective repulsive interactions. We
obtain the ξT/d values via Eqn. 6.13, where we measure the pre-peak position and
magnitude and then calculate the second derivative of S(k) based on a third-order
polynomial curve centered at kIROd and fitted over a ∆(kd) ≈ 0.20 range. To give
a sense for the uncertainty in ξT/d, note that we plot error bars corresponding
to the standard deviation in ξT/d values across the S(k) pre-peaks exhibited at
attraction strengths βε = βε∗ and βε = βε∗ ± 0.05.
So how does the pre-peak width criterion perform? Fig. 6.8 demonstrates
that the emergence of clusters occurs when the IRO ξT/d ≈ κ−1/d for a wide
variety of φ, Z, and κ−1/d conditions, provided the interactions are governed by
sufficiently large screening lengths (κ−1/d ≥ 2.0). At smaller screening lengths,
we clearly observe a systematic breakdown of the criterion shown by the empirical
dashed line. In retrospect, this is somewhat unsurprising given that IRO pre-peaks
manifesting equally diminutive correlation lengths would be very weak (flat), i.e.,
would not reflect persistent intercluster coordination shells. In turn, thinking about
larger screening lengths beyond those tested (κ−1/d > 4.0), we would note that the
critical IRO ξT/d likely exhibits weak dependence on κ
−1/d because these systems
effectively approach the Coulombic limit for κ−1/d ≥ 3.0 (see Figs. 6.1-6.2 and
Chapter 7). Indeed, given the spread in the data, there is already little discernible
difference between the critical IRO ξT/d values recorded from the simulation sweeps
at κ−1/d = 3.0 and 4.0.
Taken altogether, we propose as a general guideline that to detect the onset
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of clustering, one search for the conditions at which the IRO thermal correlation
length is within the range 2.0 ≤ ξT/d ≤ 3.0 and where (given the discussion
above) the pre-peak height simultaneously exceeds S(kIROd) ≥ 2.7. This two-fold
criterion is advantageous because it does not depend on screening length κ−1/d and,
while this rule is necessarily inexact, it is nonetheless more empirically robust with
respect to conditions (φ, Z, κ−1/d), particularly over the intermediate screening
lengths (one to three monomer diameters) common to clustering studies. We would
also point out that this hybrid rule should serve as a lower bound with respect to βε
for the appearance of clusters: above the critical βε∗, we have generally observed
a bandwidth in attraction strength of ∆ε ' 1.5kBT before clusters start to form
arrested percolated networks that are tentatively classified as thermoreversible
gels [91].
In closing this discussion, we do note that the original pre-peak width cri-
terion, which requires knowledge of κ−1/d, can be used based solely on knowledge
of S(k) because one can not only extract the IRO ξT/d, but also an estimate for
κ−1/d. (This is an alternative approach to estimating κ−1/d based on Z, R, I,
etc.) Here, one can recall [73] that the direct correlation function c(r) is gener-
ally understood to scale at long-range as limr/d→∞ c(r) ≈ −βu(r). Given that
cˆ(k) = (ρd3)−1 − [(ρd3)S(k)]−1 and c(r) = FT−1[cˆ(k)], one can: (1) measure S(k);
(2) convert it cˆ(k); (3) and readily obtain c(r). This provides an approximate
βu(r) profile, which can be plotted (as in Fig. 6.7) to deduce κ−1/d from its slope
at long distance. Thus, in principle, one can quantify the characteristic lengthscale
of monomer-monomer repulsions in situ at arbitrary density.
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6.4 Conclusions
We have tested how the existence, position, and shape of the IRO pre-peak
in the structure factor S(k) can be interpreted for colloidal fluids that reversibly
form self-limiting aggregate clusters due to isotropic competing SALR interactions
between monomers. A major goal was to survey a wide array of parameter space
spanning both monomer packing fraction (0.015 ≤ φ ≤ 0.120) and the variables
controlling monomer-monomer interactions (including attraction strength βε, sur-
face charge Z, and screening length κ−1/d). The bulk of our findings draw upon
results from MD simulations of approximately 100 different phases located along
the locus of cluster formation, which exhibited relatively idealized morphologies
comprising compact spherical clusters.
First, both IET calculations and MD simulations systematically corroborate
the previous observations [62,63,127] that the existence of an IRO pre-peak in S(k)
is a poor predictor of whether a phase is clustered. Notably, we observe that for
many intermediate screening lengths (e.g., 0.3 < κ−1/d < 1.0), IRO pre-peaks
can form at wavenumbers kIROd > 0 as βε increases, but subsequently shift to
kpred = 0, which corresponds to macroscopic lengthscales, before any microscopic
cluster phases can form. Thus, IRO pre-peak formation does not even guarantee
that a particular set of conditions (φ, Z, κ−1/d) favors self-limited aggregation at
any βε.
Provided a phase is clustered, we find that the position (wavenumber) of the
IRO pre-peak kIROd directly encodes the average real-space intercluster distance,
where 2pi/(kIROd) = [N
∗/(ρd3)]1/3. This dependence on ρd3 means that for fixed
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cluster size N∗, kIROd will show a systematic rightward shift with increasing φ. We
add a note of caution that one cannot directly derive a real-space cluster diameter
from S(k); to obtain a cluster diameter, one one must possess an independent
relation that can convert between N∗ and real-space lengthscale.
We next tested a previously-proposed criterion for detecting the onset of
clustering based on the height (magnitude) of the IRO pre-peak, which states
that the onset of clustering occurs when S(kIROd) ≈ 2.7. Over our wide survey of
states, we instead find that the pre-peak height at the onset of clustering frequently
exceeds (by up to an order of magnitude) the S(kIROd) ≈ 2.7 threshold because
of the coupling between the shape of the IRO pre-peak and the kd → 0 limit of
S(k), which equals the system compressibility and is highly sensitive to both φ
and the strength and lengthscale of interparticle repulsions. Thus, the condition
S(kIROd) ≥ 2.7 appears to be a minimum threshold for clustering, i.e., it is a
necessary but not sufficient test for positively identifying clustered phases.
We then revisited an alternative criterion for detecting cluster formation
based on IRO pre-peak width, which encodes the thermal correlation length ξT/d,
where the criterion states that the onset of clustering occurs when ξT/d ≈ κ−1/d.
We observe that this rule performs well for many different combinations of φ and Z
provided that the screening length is in the range 2.0 ≤ κ−1/d ≤ 4.0. However, the
criterion breaks down at smaller κ−1/d because clustered phases, which are charac-
terized intermediate-range coordination shells of aggregates, must correspondingly
exhibit relatively large “threshold” IRO ξT/d values.
Because both the pre-peak height and width criteria are only approximate
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across wide ranges of monomer interactions and packing fractions, we propose
a hybrid heuristic for detecting the emergence of cluster phases based on S(k):
search for the conditions where (1) the pre-peak height exceeds S(kIROd) ≥ 2.7
and (2) the IRO thermal correlation length encoded in the pre-peak width si-
multaneously reaches the range 2.0 ≤ ξT/d ≤ 3.0. The combination of these
attributes should ensure that there is both a very strong signature of IRO but
also slowly-decaying modulated pair correlations corresponding to well-developed
coordination-shell pair structure between clusters. And though inexact, this rule
does not require knowledge of κ−1/d and should be reasonably robust to varying
conditions and interparticle interactions.
In closing, we remark that beyond the connections considered here between
pair correlations and clustering, there remain deep questions about whether one
can alternatively identify conditions that favor clustering in SALR fluids based sim-
ply on the phase behavior of fluids with equivalent attractions but no repulsions,
which exhibit macrophase separation. Indeed, previous work [63] has pointed to
strong (predictive) overlap between the onset of clustering and underlying purely-
attractive binodal boundaries in systems where temperature is the controlling pa-
rameter; meanwhile, our related work on systems where attraction strength is the
controlling parameter points to correspondence at least in the limit of very weak
repulsions [91]. A fruitful area of inquiry here would be to understand how closely
one can map between the temperature- and attraction-strength-based frameworks,
which would lend fundamental insights into when and how repulsions drive other-
wise macrophase-separating systems to form equilibrium microphase morphologies.
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Chapter 7
Validating a free energy model for equilibrium
cluster size in fluids with competing interactions
7.1 Introduction
Over the past century, colloidal aggregation has been observed and de-
scribed in a wide range of contexts via progressively more powerful experimental
techniques, phenomenological frameworks, and quantitative models [4, 46, 90, 121,
196, 214]. Spanning processes from droplet nucleation and growth, gel and glass
formation, various self-assembly processes, etc., an overarching goal has been to
use statistical mechanical or molecular thermodynamic approaches adopted from
atomic systems and, if necessary, empirical rules to relate the strength and length-
scale of particle interactions to resulting equilibrium (or non-equilibrium) struc-
tures and the thermodynamics (and kinetics) of their formation. These types of
relations, especially when based on physically-intuitive thermodynamic arguments,
Reproduced in part with permission from J.A. Bollinger and T.M. Truskett, “Fluids with
competing interactions. II. Validating a free energy model for equilibrium cluster size.” J. Chem.
Phys., 2016, 145 (6), p. 064903 (DOI: 10.1063/1.4960339). Copyright 2016 American Institute
of Physics. J.A. Bollinger performed computer simulations, analyzed results, created figures, and
wrote the manuscript.
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are not only of fundamental importance, but also highlight pathways for engineer-
ing materials at the nano- to microscopic level.
As discussed in Chapter 6, we focus on fluids where interactions between pri-
mary particles (monomers) are characterized by attractions acting at small length-
scales close to contact that compete with repulsions acting at larger lengthscales.
This class of interactions can drive the reversible formation of equilibrium clus-
ter phases composed of self-terminating aggregates (droplets) of monomers. Such
cluster phases have been the focus of much recent work, ranging from theoretical
and computational studies of idealized colloidal or nanoparticle suspensions [6,28,
62,63,68,91,96,136,153,182,204,209,233] to experimental demonstrations for both
archetypal colloidal particles [32, 102, 228, 231] and heterogeneous monomers with
anisotropic interactions like proteins [64, 97, 127, 161, 168, 201, 229, 230]. Despite
the range of materials and lengthscales, the broad underlying formulation princi-
ples appear universal: induce (or allow) depletion (dispersion) attractions between
monomers to drive aggregation while simultaneously controlling electrostatic re-
pulsions between the ionic double-layers of monomers such that they collectively
build up to attenuate growth.
While this basic paradigm of frustrating interactions is well-accepted, it
is not yet established how to best describe observed cluster phases in terms of
their thermodynamics and phenomenology. For example, is it possible to develop
a simple and physically-motivated free-energy model which can generate accu-
rate predictions of characteristic terminal cluster size N∗ based on experimentally-
tunable variables governing monomer interactions? We address this question here
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by directly comparing free energy-based predictions of such a phenomenological ap-
proach against computer simulations for one of the most approachable and idealized
cluster-forming models: the short-range attractive, long-range repulsive (SALR)
pair potential [182]. Once the behavior for this simple system that coarse-grains
over many microscopic details of the short-range interactions, electrostatic double-
layers, solvent, etc. is better understood, the goal is then to expand the framework
to include more complex free energy contributions relevant for specific realizable
colloidal suspensions.
First, we first review the canonical a priori free-energy treatment for clus-
tering colloidal suspensions due to Groenewold and Kegel [68, 69, 231], where we
compare its predictions for cluster size N∗ against a computational survey of phases
comprising compact spherical aggregates. We take great care to clarify how this
elegant and frequently-cited model adapts the classical nucleation theory of non-
terminating droplets (or crystals) [8, 45, 185] for the SALR systems of interest by
treating the latter as purely-attractive reference fluids superimposed with pertur-
bative effects due to charges on the monomers and in the suspending solvent.
However, while frequently cited (and adapted for related systems, e.g., driven col-
loids [137]), this model has not been systematically scrutinized against a large
“test set” of cluster phases generated by gradually varying relevant independent
variables, e.g., monomer surface charge Z. By conducting tests that align with
the phenomenological assumptions underlying the model (e.g., apolar solvents,
low cluster density), we readily find that the analytical predictive formula derived
from their model exhibits a spurious scaling for the range of stable cluster sizes
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observable in systems governed by SALR pair potentials.
With this knowledge in-hand, we describe and validate an alternative free
energy model that quantitatively predicts the characteristic cluster size N∗ for
approximately 100 different simulated SALR systems, which comprise compact
spherical aggregates in the size range 6 ≤ N∗ ≤ 60 for wide ranges in monomer
packing fraction φ, attraction strength βε, monomer surface Z, and solvent screen-
ing length κ−1/d (notably, even finite values outside the apolar limit). In essence,
we find that a framework built on classical nucleation theory can indeed describe
the thermodynamics of frustrated, finite-sized clusters provided one introduces
a size-dependent enthalpic penalty of interface formation that accounts for the
missing coordination bonds of “surface” particles in clusters. In justifying this ap-
proach, we also examine how the number of intracluster short-range bonds scales
with size; interestingly, we find a superlinear crossover at our cluster sizes that
bridges the previously-established scaling regimes for very small sizes [7,140] (e.g.,
N∗ ≤ 9) and larger, bulk-like droplets. Surprisingly, we also demonstrate that
intercluster effects need not be considered to obtain correct predictions even for
rather non-dilute conditions.
7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Model interactions
To systematically test the performance of free energy models for predicting
equilibrium cluster formation, it is invaluable to be able to (1) rapidly generate
aggregate configurations that can be analyzed in depth and (2) unambiguously
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identify relevant free energy contributions. Thus, we consider one of the sim-
plest and most frequently-used models known to form self-limiting aggregates: the
short-range attractive (SA), long-range repulsive (LR) pair potential [182]. The
combined SALR potential can be expressed
βuSALRi,j (xi,j) = βu
SA
i,j (xi,j) + βu
LR
i,j (xi,j) (7.1)
where β = (kBT )
−1 (kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature); x = r/d
is the non-dimensionalized interparticle separation; d is the characteristic parti-
cle diameter. We include the subscripts i and j to account for multiple particle
types because we follow previous protocols [91, 92] and examine size-polydisperse
three-component mixtures that approximate colloids with 10% size polydispersity.
(This favors the formation of amorphous fluid clusters over crystalline dynamically-
arrested clusters. [91]) In this context, xi,j ≡ x − (1/2)(i + j)(∆d/d), where
i (or j) = −1, 0, 1 corresponds to small, medium, and large particles, respectively,
and ∆d/d is a perturbation to particle diameter. Specifically, we study mixtures
comprised of 20% small, 60% medium (characteristic size d), and 20% large parti-
cles with ∆d = 0.158d.
The short-range attractions are expressed via a generalized (100-50) Lennard-
Jones model
βuSAi,j (xi,j) = 4[βε+ (1− 2δi,j)β∆ε](x−100i,j − x−50i,j ) (7.2)
where βε is the reference monomer-monomer attraction strength and ∆ε = 0.25kBT
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is an energetic perturbation to promote mixing of the polydisperse particles. Given
its simplicity, the contribution of Eqn. 7.2 (similar to the contact attractions in
the free energy model of Groenewold and Kegel [68]) does not specify the mi-
croscopic or chemical details; i.e., whether the attractions arise from depletion
or other short-range interactions. Generally, the range of the attraction well is
approximately 0.10d.
Long-range repulsions are calculated on the basis of the repulsive portion
of the DLVO potential [46, 214], which approximately captures the interactions of
electrostatic double-layers formed around each monomer due to (homogeneously
distributed) surface charge Z. This is expressed [90]
βuLRi,j (xi,j) = βAMAX
exp {−(xi,j − 1)/(κ−1/d)}
xi,j
(7.3)
with
βAMAX =
Z2(λB/d)
[1 + 0.5/(κ−1/d)]2
(7.4)
where βAMAX is the maximum electrostatic barrier between particles at contact,
κ−1/d is the Debye-Hu¨ckel screening length, Z is the total surface charge per
monomer, and λB/d is the Bjerrum length of the solvent. Crucially, this formu-
lation neglects any long-range multi-body interactions [159, 160], and any charge
renormalization due to counterion condensation [1, 59, 138, 169] or close monomer
association [153,161]. As our goal here is to test how even the simplest clustering
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systems might be described from a free energy perspective, we reserve incorpora-
tion of these phenomena for future studies.
In using this model, we set the average monomer packing fraction φ =
(pi/6)ρd3 (where ρd3 is number density), charge Z, and screening length κ−1/d,
and then independently tune the attraction strength βε to drive aggregation as if
varying the amount of non-interacting depletant. In terms of experimental control
one can exert over repulsive contributions, this picture is somewhat idealized: to
wit, tunable repulsion-controlling parameters are more realistically (though still
ignoring some possible interdependence) charge Z, solvent relative permittivity R,
and solvent ionic strength I. This is because, even approximately, the screening
length κ−1/d =
√
0RkBT/(2d2NAe2I) and λB/d = e
2/(4dpi0RkBT ), where 0
is the vacuum permittivity, NA is Avogadro’s number, and e is the elementary
charge. For simplicity, however, we universally fix the relative Bjerrum length
λB/d, which means electrostatic effects are set via combinations of Z and κ
−1/d.
With this experimental picture in mind, we also note that the repulsive strength
in Eqn. 6.4 can equivalently be written βAMAX = pid0RΨ
2
0/(kBT ), where Ψ0 is
the surface potential on the monomer (often assumed to approximately equal the
ζ-potential measured via electrophoresis).
As illustrated in Fig. 7.1, we conduct a wide survey of Z-κ−1/d combinations
designed to span the the weakest repulsions that produce self-limiting aggregates
(i.e., near the boundary of macrophase separation) to repulsions with strengths up
to AMAX ≈ 2.0kBT . Here, note that to examine this range of repulsion strengths
referenced against any plausible relative Bjerrum length λB/d (e.g., λB/d = 0.014,
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Figure 7.1: Maximum repulsion strength βAMAX = Z
2(λB/d)/[1.0 + 0.5/(κ
−1/d)]2
plotted as a function of surface charge Z and screening length κ−1/d, where the
left and right y-axes show Z-values referenced against two different reference Bjer-
rum lengths λB/d. The two reference Bjerrum lengths are λB/d = 0.014, which
corresponds in real units to, e.g., d = 50 nm monomers in a solvent with dielectric
constant R = 80 (equivalently, d = 100 nm and R = 40, or d = 200 nm and
R = 20); and λB/d = 0.0014, which corresponds to d = 500 nm and R = 80
(equivalently, d = 1 µm and R = 40, or d = 2 µm and R = 20). Symbols mark
Z-(κ−1/d) combinations tested via simulations, where Table 6.1 lists the specific
combinations tested at each packing fraction φ. Throughout the manuscript, sim-
ulations are referenced by the Z-values on the left y-axis, i.e., Z = 3, 4, 6, 8, 10,
12, and 15. Contours mark βAMAX = 0.10, 0.50, 1.0, and 2.0 from bottom to top.
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corresponding to d = 50 nm monomers suspended in room temperature water
with λB = 0.7 nm), one must consider monomers with very low effective charge
density. Throughout this chapter, we reference Z-values based on the choice of
λB/d = 0.014, though choosing a different reference λB/d simply renormalizes the
range of Z under consideration, with an example of this rescaling given in Fig. 7.1.
All of the parameter combinations (φ, Z, κ−1/d) we examine are listed in Table 6.1
by their respective critical attraction strengths (discussed below). Finally, note
that throughout the remainder of the chapter, we notate βuSALRi,j (xi,j) as βu(r) for
aesthetic simplicity unless otherwise indicated.
7.2.2 Molecular dynamics simulations
We generate configurations of cluster phases via three-dimensional MD
simulations of the ternary SALR mixtures described above, where we generate
trajectories using LAMMPS [165]. We perform simulations in the NVT ensem-
ble with periodic boundary conditions using an integration time-step of dt =
0.001
√
d2m/(kBT ) (taking the mass m = 1) and fix temperature via a Nose´-
Hoover thermostat with time-constant τ = 2000dt. As outlined in Table 6.1, we
consider many combinations of charge Z and screening length κ−1/d at four dif-
ferent packing fractions: φ = 0.015, 0.030, 0.060, and 0.120 (where we simulate
Nbox = 1920, 2960, 6800, and 6800 particles, respectively). Beginning with ran-
domized initial configurations, we equilibrate systems at φ = 0.015, 0.030, 0.060,
and 0.120 for 3x107, 1x107, 3x106, and 2x106 steps, respectively, and confirm that
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they are equilibrated on the basis of energy convergence and visualization, where
the latter shows that the systems are ergodic (aggregates undergo frequent intra-
and intercluster rearrangements and exchanges). We cut-off the pair potential for a
given Z and κ−1/d such that the interaction strength at distance xci,j (note explicit
use of the mixture notation) is βui,j(x
c
i,j) ≤ 2e−3 and the force is simultaneously
−d[βui,j(xci,j)]/dxi,j ≤ 1e−3.
To make our analysis tractable, we focus on states corresponding with the
onset of clustering (i.e., at the cluster transition locus), where the phases are com-
posed of fluid aggregates with characteristic size N∗, but the systems have not
yet begun to form percolated phases or become dynamically arrested. To char-
acterize the size of equilibrium aggregates, we calculate cluster-size distributions
(CSDs), which quantify the probability p(N) of observing clusters comprising N
particles. Here, we follow the established convention [63,91,136,182] of considering
two monomers part of the same cluster if they are directly bonded to one another
(i.e., within the range of the attractive well) or each directly bonded to a shared
neighbor (i.e., are connected via some percolating pathway).
In turn, to locate the cluster transition locus, we make sweeps in attraction
strength βε (at increments of ∆ε = 0.05kBT ) and identify states at the onset
of clustering based on the following criteria: (1) the p(N) distribution exhibits
a visibly-apparent local maximum (mode) at some 1 < N∗  Nbox, where the
corresponding local minimum between N = 1 and N∗ is notated as Nmin; and
(2) that 80% of the particles in the system participate in aggregates of size N ≥
Nmin, i.e., 0.80 =
∑Nbox
n=Nmin
p(N) where p(N) is appropriately normalized. Taken
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together, these conditions correspond to the emergence of meaningful bimodality
(coexistence) in p(N) between N = 1 and the cluster mode N∗. In this way, we
obtain the characteristic cluster size N∗ associated with a particular combination of
φ, Z, and κ−1/d and the corresponding critical attraction strength βε∗. All of the
parameter combinations we consider in our analysis are listed by their respective
βε∗ values in Table 6.1, and in the figures below we use the same symbology as in
Chapter 6.
7.3 Results & Discussion
7.3.1 Observed cluster sizes and shapes in simulations
Before discussing free energy models for characteristic cluster size N∗, we
begin by briefly describing the cluster morphologies under examination: for the
approximately 100 different combinations of packing fraction φ, surface charge
Z, and screening length κ−1/d that we consider (listed in Table 6.1), we observe
phases at the corresponding critical attraction strengths βε∗ that comprise compact
spherical clusters with characteristic sizes in the range 6 ≤ N∗ ≤ 60, as plotted
in Fig. 7.2. In terms of cluster shape, we find that by measuring the radius of
gyration RG/d and plotting it versus cluster size N
∗, our results obey the relation
RG/d = α(φ)N
∗(1/df) with df = 3 (7.5)
where α(φ) is a φ-dependent prefactor of magnitude approximately 1/2 (hereafter
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notated α). Together with the fractal dimension df = 3, this signifies that the
aggregates are compact objects, and visual inspection of the MD trajectories con-
firms the clusters are indeed highly-packed amorphous droplets that are spherical
on average and undergo frequent intracluster rearrangement and intercluster ex-
change (seen previously [91,92]). As shown in the inset of Fig. 7.2, the clusters do
become slightly less packed with increasing φ, which is attributable to an increasing
frequency of intercluster exchange. (These transfer events tend to instantaneously
but, on average, isotropically distort the clusters, effectively expanding them.) We
discuss trends in cluster size and shape from a different perspective (and in more
detail) in the accompanying publication.
In terms of cluster number size N∗, there are two important observations
from Fig. 7.2: (1) characteristic cluster size depends only weakly on packing frac-
tion for the range of 0.015 ≤ φ ≤ 0.120; and (2) the morphologies associated
with unscreened electrostatic repulsions (i.e., κ−1/d → ∞) are effectively gener-
ated when the screening length approaches κ−1/d ≈ 4.0. As shown by considering
Figs. 7.2(a-b) simultaneously, increasing packing fraction φ (given fixed Z and
κ−1/d) does not systematically shift N∗, but does slightly inflate the cluster radius
RG/d. (We do note that the CSD peaks at N
∗ also become wider with increasing φ
due to more frequent intercluster contacts.) The second point is apparent based on
Fig. 7.2(a), which demonstrates that for the larger screening lengths κ−1/d tested,
cluster sizes N∗ at fixed φ and Z have already nearly reached asymptotic values,
i.e.,
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Figure 7.2: (a) Measured cluster size N∗ versus screening length κ−1/d for all
φ, Z, and κ−1/d combinations tested. Blue, yellow, orange, and red symbols
correspond to measurements from simulations at φ = 0.015, 0.030, 0.060, and
0.120, respectively. Contours are guides to the eye for constant Z: from top to
bottom, Z = 3.0 (no line), 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, 12.0, and 15.0. These contours
are plotted according to the formula N∗/N est∞ = 1.0 + 1.5/(κ
−1/d)2, where N est∞ is
the estimated cluster size in the Coulombic limit (i.e., κ−1/d → ∞). (b) Cluster
radius of gyration RG/d versus characteristic cluster size N
∗, both measured from
MD simulations. Lines are empirical fits of the form RG/d = αN
∗1/3, where α
is a dimensionless prefactor corresponding to α = 0.45, 0.49, 0.53, and 0.60 for
φ = 0.015, 0.030, 0.060, and 0.120, respectively. Symbol types in (a) and (b)
correspond to constant charge Z as listed in Table 6.1 (note that we test various
screening lengths κ−1/d at each Z).
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lim
κ−1/d→∞
N∗∞ ≈ N∗ at κ−1/d = 4.0 (7.6)
This ability to access the Coulombic limit at finite κ−1/d is important for the
following sections.
7.3.2 Existing free energy model for cluster size
We now begin our discussion of the canonical framework for cluster forma-
tion due to Groenewold and Kegel [68] (with subsequent follow-ups [69,231]), with
an emphasis on making clear important concepts and assumptions underpinning
the model. The model aims to predict characteristic cluster size N∗∞ for large and
perfectly monodisperse aggregates governed by short-range attractions (SA) and
long-range (LR) unscreened Coulombic interactions between monomers (the sub-
script alludes to the κ−1/d → ∞ limit). This prediction necessarily begins with
an expression for the extensive free energy β∆F of cluster formation as a function
of N (agnostic to N∗∞):
β∆F = βFN −NβF1 (7.7)
where βFN and βF1 are the free energies of the N -sized clusters and monomers,
respectively.
The free energy change β∆F is broken into reference and perturbative con-
tributions: the reference portion is taken to be the free energy of aggregate forma-
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tion for a SA (i.e., purely attractive) fluid, which can be described via the classical
nucleation theory (CNT) for large droplets (or crystals) [8, 45, 185]. Meanwhile,
the perturbations are any contributions to the free energy due to the electrostatic
effects. This is simply expressed:
β∆F = β∆F SA + β∆F LR (7.8)
where we detail these (reference) attractive and (perturbative) repulsive free energy
differentials in order below.
The CNT-based free energy contributions of the reference SA system com-
prise two terms, which capture competing effects that scale with aggregate vol-
ume and surface area, respectively. The first term accounts for the transfer of
monomers from the low-density dispersed phase to the dense (bulk) fluid or crys-
tal phase corresponding to the cluster interior. This transfer is characterized by
a favorable change in chemical potential per particle with the magnitude β∆µSA0 .
The second term is an enthalpic penalty [183,184] characterized by surface tension
βγSAd2, which accounts for the relative number of “missing” intracluster coordi-
nation bonds zc,m of the particles at the droplet surface relative to, e.g., the bulk-
like coordination number zc,0 of the cluster interior. In principle, the free-energy
penalty also includes an entropic contribution due to the increased mobility parti-
cles might have at the droplet surface compared to the droplet interior; however,
this contribution is often negligible [184]. Groenewold and co-workers do not ad-
dress this issue [68, 69, 231], but for our systems, where clusters possess fluid-like
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structures with frequent rearrangement between interior to exterior–nevermind fre-
quent intercluster exchange–we also expect this entropic differential to be small.
Thus, the free-energy contributions from the SA bonds can be written
β∆F SA = −Nβ∆µSA0 + 4pi(Rc/d)2(βγSAd2) (7.9)
where, reflecting our observed morphologies, we incorporate the expression for
cluster surface area assuming spherical droplets with radius Rc/d. Going forward,
this radius is considered interchangeable with the radius of gyration within some
O(1) prefactor, i.e., Rc ≈ RG.
In turn, the perturbative electrostatic contributions are treated as arising
from unscreened repulsions acting between all intracluster pairs of particles (i.e.,
N(N − 1)/2 ≈ N2/2 interactions), which can be written:
β∆F LR ≈ 〈βu
LR〉N2
2
≈ Z
2(λB/d)N
2
2(Rc/d)
(7.10)
where 〈βuLR〉 ≈ Z2(λB/d)/(Rc/d) is the Coulombic limit (κ−1/d → ∞) of the
DLVO-type potential of Eqns. 6.3 and 6.4 evaluated at r = Rc/d, which assumes
that the characteristic (average) intracluster pair distance is simply the cluster
radius. (Note that Zhang and co-workers [231] report the wrong exponent with
respect to N for this term.) The form of Eqn. 7.10 implies that the repulsive
free-energy contribution of each monomer in the dispersed phase is truly negligible
compared to the intracluster contribution, which is consistent with the choice of
Groenewold and Kegel to ignore intercluster interactions, i.e., consider the limit
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of very low φ. Note that Groenewold and Kegel also originally include a term (see
Eqn. 18 in Ref. 68) that roughly accounts for counterion condensation [1, 59, 138,
169], which could occur for strong bare surface charges. However, we neglect this
contribution because their approximation naturally drops out of the subsequent
analysis and the coarse-grained SALR potential considered here only captures a
constant net-effective charge.
Given these expressions for the free energy contributions, one can proceed
to the crux of the analysis: identifying the characteristic cluster size N∗∞ at which
the driving force to associate per monomer is at its largest magnitude (or energetic
minimum), i.e., β∆f(N∗) ≡ minN [β∆f(N)] where β∆f(N) ≡ β∆F (N)/N . Of
course, here one requires a β∆f(N) function where the sole dependent variable
is N . By combining Eqns. 7.9 and 7.10 with the known relation between cluster
radius and number size RG/d = αN
1/3 for compact spherical aggregates, one can
readily write:
β∆f(N) = −β∆µSA0 +
4piα2(βγSAd2)
N1/3
+
Z2(λB/d)N
2/3
2α
(7.11)
and evaluate its derivative to find the global minimum
d(β∆f)
dN
∣∣∣∣
N∗∞
= 0 = −4piα
2(βγSAd2)
3N∗∞
4/3
+
Z2(λB/d)
3αN∗∞
1/3
(7.12)
which, dropping prefactors, gives the scaling relation:
N∗∞ ∝
βγSAd2
Z2(λB/d)
(7.13)
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This states that cluster size is simply governed by the strength of the surface energy
relative to the characteristic strength of electrostatic repulsion.
To write Eqn. 7.13 completely in terms of experimentally tunable parame-
ters, one then approximates [183, 184, 231] the surface tension of the SA reference
fluid βγSAd2 as scaling like the attraction strength βε multiplied by the aforemen-
tioned number of missing bonds per surface particle zc,m (divided by a “surface
area” per monomer Am), i.e.,
βγSAd2 ≈ zc,mβε
(Am/d2)
(7.14)
Because zc,m is considered constant with respect to N for large, low-curvature
droplets, combining Eqns. 7.13 and 7.14 leads to the master a priori scaling
relation
N∗∞ ∝
βε
Z2(λB/d)
(7.15)
Reintroducing prefactors, Eqn. 7.15 is written N∗∞ = αν0βε/[Z
2(λB/d)], where α
remains from the repulsive term in Eqn. 7.11, and ν0 is a prefactor that is the
product of zc,m and some conversion factor to arrive at a surface energy per area.
7.3.3 Observed size-scaling in the weak-screening limit
Given our wide survey of compact spherical cluster morphologies, we can
perform the first systematic test of the master scaling law given by Eqn. 7.15
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for SALR pair potentials by plotting measured cluster sizes N∗ for systems with
sufficiently large screening lengths κ−1/d at various φ, Z, and βε. Specifically, in
Fig. 7.3, we plot N∗ values observed at critical attraction strengths βε∗ and screen-
ing length κ−1/d = 4.0, where the latter corresponds to effectively unscreened sys-
tems (see Section 7.3.1) as assumed in writing Eqn. 7.15. Here, we note that we use
the version of Eqn. 7.15 that incorporates prefactors α and ν0, which shift predicted
sizes approximately in line with the measured N∗ values (of course, including or
excluding these prefactors does not affect scaling itself).
In Fig. 7.3, we do indeed observe a master φ-independent relation between
the N∗ values measured in simulations and the relative strength of attractions and
repulsions between monomers, i.e., the ratio βε/[Z2(λB/d)]; however, the observed
scaling does not reflect the exponent of 1 that is expected based on the free energy
model underlying Eqn. 7.15. Instead, we clearly observe the empirical relation
N∗∞ ∝
[
βε
Z2(λB/d)
]3/4
(7.16)
for various cluster sizes and packing fractions. This immediately begs the ques-
tions: what alternative (and, ideally, comparatively simple) free energy model for
SALR systems results in this softer master scaling? and furthermore, can this
alternative model readily predict N∗ for finite screening lengths κ−1/d?
To ascertain what new model can capture the empirically-observed scaling
in Fig. 7.3 (and be extended for generic κ−1/d), we first ought to identify which
of the current free energy terms in Eqns. 7.9 and 7.10 correctly (or incorrectly)
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Figure 7.3: (a) Measured cluster size N∗∞ in the Coulombic limit (approximated
by systems with κ−1/d = 4.0) versus the master scaling ratio of Eqn. 7.15 plotted
using measured critical attraction strengths βε∗ and corresponding characteristic
repulsion strengths Z2(λB/d). Blue, yellow, and orange symbols correspond to
measurements from simulations at φ = 0.015, 0.030, and 0.060, respectively, for
charges Z = 3.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 (top to bottom). Thick black line cor-
responds to the empirical scaling of Eqn. 7.16 with exponent of m = 3/4 (i.e.,
N∗∞ ∝ {βε∗/[Z2(λB/d)]}3/4) and dark (light) purple shadings correspond to 10%
(20%) deviation from this scaling. Thin black lines show scalings for alternate
exponents, where the m = 1 scaling (see Eqn. 7.15) derives from the canonical free
energy model of Groenewold and Kegel [68, 69, 231]. Note that in this figure, we
plot predicted cluster sizes (x-axis) based on including the φ-dependent prefactor
α for the radius of gyration (see Fig. 7.2) and the (here, arbitrary) constant pref-
actor ν0 ≈ 3.40 (see text). Symbol types correspond to constant charge Z as listed
in Table 6.1 (note that we test various screening lengths κ−1/d at each Z).
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describe the energetics of cluster formation in the MD simulations. Given its
simplicity, the most straightforward candidate to consider is the repulsive free
energy contribution of Eqn. 7.10, which we can test against MD configurations by
adding up the total repulsive energies (between all intracluster pairs of monomers)
of simulated clusters as a function of characteristic size N∗.
As shown in Fig. 7.4, we observe that the repulsive free energy contri-
bution of Eqn. 7.10 quantitatively describes MD results in the unscreened limit
and, with a simple extension, also works for finite screening lengths κ−1/d; in
other words, the current perturbative free energy term capturing electrostatics
is self-consistent and should be retained. In Fig. 7.4(a), we see that β∆F LR
measured in simulations, when normalized by the maximum repulsion barrier
βAMAX = Z
2(λB/d) (corresponding to the κ
−1/d → ∞ limit of Eqn. 6.4), scales
as N5/3. Of course, this N5/3 scaling is expected given N2 intracluster pair
interactions occurring on the lengthscale of the cluster radius, which scales as
N1/3 (see Eqn. 7.10. Meanwhile, Fig. 7.2(b) demonstrates that the same scaling
holds for finite κ−1/d away from the Coulombic limit provided one appeals to the
more generalized form of Eqn. 6.4 for the maximum repulsive barrier energy, i.e.,
βAMAX = Z
2(λB/d)/[1.0 + 0.5/(κ
−1/d)]2.
7.3.4 Accounting for size-dependent surface effects
Given that intracluster repulsions scale as expected (with N5/3), the sim-
plest extensive free energy expression (resembling that of Groenewold and Kegel)
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Figure 7.4: (a) Total intracluster repulsion energy β∆F LR scaled by maximum re-
pulsion barrier βAMAX = Z
2(λB/d)/[1.0+0.5/(κ
−1/d)]2 and φ-dependent prefactor
α for the radius of gyration (see Fig. 7.2), plotted versus cluster size N∗ for Z = 3.0,
4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 (top to bottom) and κ−1/d = 4.0 (effectively κ−1/d → ∞).
Blue, yellow, and orange symbols correspond to measurements from simulations at
φ = 0.015, 0.030, and 0.060, respectively. (b) Same but for κ−1/d = 4.0, 3.0, 2.0,
and 1.0 at all correspondingly tested Z values (see Table 6.1). For (a) and (b),
thick black line corresponds to the expression β∆F LR/[βAMAX/(2α)] = N
∗5/3 and
dark (light) purple shadings correspond to 10% (20%) deviation from this scaling.
Symbol types in (a) and (b) correspond to constant charge Z as listed in Table 6.1
(note that we test various screening lengths κ−1/d at each Z).
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that readily leads to the empirically-observed scaling in Fig. 7.3 is one where the
surface-energy penalty, rather than scaling as N2/3, instead effectively scales with
a lesser exponent:
β∆F (N) = −Nβ∆µSA0 + ν1βεN1/3 +
βAMAXN
5/3
2α
(7.17)
Here, ν1 is some (as yet undetermined) dimensionless prefactor distinct from the
ν0 above. In turn, it is easily shown that solving Eqn. 7.17 for β∆f(N
∗) ≡
minN [β∆f(N)] results in the generalized scaling N
∗ ∝ {βε/[βAMAX]}3/4 or, in
the unscreened limit, N∗∞ ∝ {βε/[Z2(λB/d)]}3/4.
During the remainder of this section, our ultimate goal is to demonstrate
that this reduced exponent for the surface energy term naturally emerges for our
clustered systems because the effective energy penalty is dependent on cluster
size N∗ in the range 6 ≤ N∗ ≤ 60. Conceptually, this size-dependence for the
surface energy echoes the long-established notion that the generalized surface-
tension of a liquid droplet with high curvature γ(R) will depart from the reference
surface tension γ∞ of a planar liquid-vapor interface (or very large droplet with low
curvature). Indeed, starting with pioneering work by Tolman [210], a vast number
of studies have been dedicated to measuring first- and/or second-order corrections
for γ(R)/γ∞ (the classic first order correction depends on the “Tolman length”) to
better model, e.g., homogeneous nucleation, but this topic continues to be active
and challenging area of research even for model systems like the LJ fluid [104,139,
154, 207, 211, 213, 223]. Compared to these studies, which are especially difficult
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given their general focus on critically-unstable droplet formation (usually droplets
with radius R ≈ 4d at the smallest), the following analysis is notable because we
consider stable droplets with effective surface tensions dominated by short-range
attractive bonds (much shorter than, e.g., LJ attraction range) and radii of less
than three particle diameters.
Specifically, to capture this size-dependent surface energy, one ought to
account for an N -dependent number of missing coordination bonds zc,m(N) for
the surface particles relative to the reference bulk (interior) coordination number
zc,0. The surface energy penalty in Eqn. 7.17 can then be written
ν1βεN
1/3 ∝ zc,m(N)βεN2/3 (7.18)
with the (to be demonstrated) scaling
zc,m(N) ∝ N−1/3 (7.19)
where we still assume that the number of surface particles at least roughly scales
as N2/3, i.e., proportional to the squared cluster radius (RG/d)
2 = α2N2/3, though
making a formal distinction between interior and surface particles is difficult for
small N (as discussed later). To demonstrate that the scaling in Eqn. 7.19 is
reasonable, we show in Figs. 7.5-7.6 that this size-dependence for zc,m(N) = zc,0−
zc(N) originates based on the coordination number of (surface) particles zc(N)
measured from MD configurations, which we calculate from the extensive number
of intracluster bonds nB(N). Given our measurement of nB(N) is at the root of
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much of this analysis, we consider its behavior first and proceed backwards to the
scaling of Eqn. 7.19.
Looking towards estimating zc,m(N), consider in Fig. 7.5(a) the extensive
number of intracluster bonds nB(N) measured from MD simulations, where we
observe a previously undiscovered (to our knowledge) superlinear growth rate over
the range of cluster sizes that we generate. Interestingly, this superlinear behavior
contrasts with known small- and large-cluster limits, which are linear in N . Here,
nB(N) is nicely captured at each packing fraction for 6 ≤ N∗ ≤ 60 by the empirical
expression:
nB(N) = (k/2)N ln(N) (7.20)
where k is a φ-specific O(1) prefactor, and we include a division by 2 for aesthetic
alignment with the next results. (Note that the prefactor k modestly decreases as
φ increases: this occurs because, as discussed earlier, the cluster radius modestly
increases with φ for fixed N∗; thus, clusters become less dense and exhibit corre-
spondingly fewer bonds.) This superlinear regime contrasts with the small cluster
regime (3 ≤ N ≤ 9), where it is known [7,140] that colloidal clusters dominated by
SA bonds maximize their extensive bonding number according to the expression
nB(N) = 3N−6. Likewise, in the limit of large droplets, the number of bonds must
scale increasingly like in the corresponding bulk fluid, i.e., nB(N) → (zbulk/2)N
where zbulk is the coordination number of the reference fluid (or crystal) phase.
To quickly understand why nB(N) growth should be superlinear over this
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Figure 7.5: (a) Extensive number of intracluster bonds nB(N) versus cluster size
N∗. Blue, yellow, and orange symbols correspond to measurements from simu-
lations at φ = 0.015, 0.030, and 0.060, respectively. Symbol types correspond
to constant charge Z as listed in Table 6.1 (note that we test various screening
lengths κ−1/d at each Z). Blue, yellow, and orange solid lines are of the empir-
ical form nB(N) = (k/2)N ln(N) found to apply between 6 ≤ N∗ ≤ 60, where
k = 2.20, 1.95, and 1.70 with respect to φ. Purple line corresponds to small clus-
ter limit [7, 140] nB(N) = 3N − 6, which is accurate for 3 ≤ N ≤ 9. Black line
corresponds to large droplet (bulk) limit nB(N) = (zbulk/2)N where we choose
zbulk = 12 (see text); this limit becomes near-quantitative for dense droplets of
N ≈ O(1000). Dashed blue curve is a schematic extension to the solid blue line
between 60 ≤ N∗ ≤ 500. (b) Average coordination number zc(N) versus cluster
size N∗. Symbols and lines have same meaning as in (a), where the latter are
calculated via the formula zc(N) = 2nB(N)/N .
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size range, we show in Fig 5(a) extensions of the small- and large-cluster linear
regimes (to large and small N where they should respectively fail) to demonstrate
that the function nB(N) = (k/2)N ln(N) connects these otherwise disparate limits
while quantitatively overlapping with the upper reaches of the small cluster trend
at N ≈ 10. To wit, notice that the characteristic slope of the small-N regime is
m = 3 differs meaningfully from the typical slope in the large-N regime of a very
dense bulk fluid or crystal, which we estimate as m = zbulk/2 = 6 with zbulk = 12
because it is the sphere kissing number in three dimensions [163] (this is justified
later). Thus, provided zbulk is decidedly larger than 3, a superlinear regime allows
for a smooth continuous growth in nB(N) with respect to N .
This connectivity between very small and large cluster sizes is clearly echoed
by the next necessary quantity we must calculate: the average coordination num-
ber zc(N) = 2nB(N)/N = k ln(N), which we show in Fig. 7.5(b) for all of our
clustered states. Here, we plot zc(N) values calculated from MD configurations,
which begin to bridge the gap (up to the highest cluster sizes we observe) between
the highly bond-restricted regime at small N and the bulk regime at large N where
the coordination number approaches zc(N)→ zbulk. Notably, zc(N) varies by ap-
proximately a factor of 2 over the size range of interest 6 ≤ N∗ ≤ 60, which
underlines that the conventional practice (for larger droplets) of assuming that
surface effects are size-independent is problematic for these smaller aggregates.
Interestingly, the relation between coordination number and cluster size
that we observe, zc(N) = k ln(N) (with k ≈ 2), has a much stronger scaling than
that of a similar relation reported by Godfrin et. al. [63], which was given as
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zc(N) = 1.5[ln(N)]
1/2 (here written in our choice of notation). We would simply
note that the latter reaches an asymptotic coordination number of approximately 4
at very large droplet sizes, which would point to extremely elongated non-compact
clusters (even Bernal spiral motifs [32] exhibit zc ≈ 5). In contrast, our expression,
which is based on data from compact spherical aggregates at the onset of clustering,
grows with cluster size and tends to approach the bulk coordination number zbulk =
12 of a dense attractive fluid in the large N limit, as in Fig. 7.5(b).
With zc(N) in hand, we can proceed to calculate the average number of
missing bonds per particle zc,m(N), which indeed collapses onto a master curve
scaling as N−1/3 (shown in Fig. 7.6) when the magnitude of the reference (fitting)
coordination parameter zc,0 is set–in line with measurements of cluster interiors–at
values appropriate for highly-packed bulk fluids. To do this, we use the expression
zc,m(N) = zc,0 − zc(N) (7.21)
where the only as-yet undetermined value is zc,0, which is the coordination number
of the reference bulk SA fluid that represents the idealized cluster interior; for our
immediate purposes, we treat this parameter as tunable and verify our choices as
reasonable below. As shown in Fig. 7.6(a), our data approximately collapse onto
a master curve with characteristic N−1/3 dependence when zc,0 = 12.0, 11.5, and
10.5 for φ = 0.015, 0.030, and 0.060, respectively. All of these values–especially
for the lowest-density case–are reflective of bulk fluids dominated by short-range
attractions, especially here given that energetic gains from bonding occur within
attractive wells beyond surface contact that are approximately 0.1d in width.
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Figure 7.6: (a) Average number of missing bonds per particle zc,m(N) = zc,0−zc(N)
versus cluster size N∗. Blue, yellow, and orange symbols correspond to measure-
ments from simulations at φ = 0.015, 0.030, and 0.060, respectively. Fitting param-
eter zc,0 is the coordination number of the reference bulk dense fluid, found to be
zc,0 = 12.0, 11.5, and 10.5 with respect to φ. Thick black line is a scaling guideline
with the form zc,m(N) = 15.5N
−1/3 and dark (light) purple shadings correspond
to 10% (20%) deviation from this scaling. Symbol types correspond to constant
charge Z as listed in Table 6.1 (note that we test various screening lengths κ−1/d at
each Z). (b) Locally-averaged intracluster coordination number zc(r) measured at
radial positions r relative to cluster center of mass for four selected cluster phases.
Blue, yellow, and orange circles are for Z = 3.0 and κ−1/d = 4.0 at φ = 0.015,
0.030, and 0.060, respectively, where 50 < N∗ < 60. Blue squares are for Z = 6.0
and κ−1/d = 4.0 at φ = 0.015, where N∗ ≈ 20. Arrow points to inner regions of
clusters, highlighting zc(r → 0) ≈ 12.
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In Fig. 7.6(b), we demonstrate that these zc,0 values are appropriate based
on direct measurements of the locally-averaged coordination number zc(r) as a
function of radial position within clusters (relative to cluster center-of-mass). Here,
we specifically show results from some of the largest clusters observed (50 < N∗ <
60), which are most likely to possess bulk-like interiors as r → 0; indeed, it is
evident that zc(r → 0) ≈ 12 for these larger clusters, though the limiting value
(as above) slightly decreases as φ increases, presumably due to the previously-
discussed trend in intracluster density. We also observe in Fig. 7.6(b) that the
zc(r → 0) limit is similar even for smaller clusters, e.g., N∗ ≈ 20, where central
particles can still be surrounded by a packed shell of intracluster neighbors.
Taken altogether, the results of Figs. 7.5-7.6 nicely justify the choice to
quantify the surface energy penalty of cluster formation from the perspective of a
size-dependence in the relative number of missing bonds zc,m(N). Before moving
on to consider the impact of the scaling relationships in Eqns. 7.18 and 7.19 for
predicting cluster size, we pause to note that in the analysis above, we approxi-
mate zc,m(N) for surface particles based on an average measurement of nB(N) for
all cluster constituents. Thus, in our approximate treatment, we suspect that at
small N , we are simultaneously: (1) underestimating the relative fraction of sur-
face particles, which means the number of “surface” particles actually scales as Nm
with m < 2/3 over the whole intermediate size range; and (2) overestimating the
coordination number zc(N) of surface particles (underestimating zc,m(N)), which
means that the number of missing surface bonds actually scales as zc,m(N) ∝ Nm
with m > −1/3. Because these errors in the exponents tend to cancel each other,
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we expect that the net effective N1/3 scaling of the surface term in Eqn. 7.18
holds even given greater precision in the configurational analysis. We take this
somewhat imprecise approach because it draws upon relatively unambiguous mea-
surable quantities and bypasses the fraught process of definitively distinguishing
between surface and interior particles (consider, e.g., Fig. 7.6(b)). Our approxi-
mation is sufficient for the proof-of-concept analysis here, but we imagine a more
exacting analysis in this vein would be a worthwhile future endeavor.
7.3.5 Revised free energy model for predicting size
Based on the new scaling for the free energy surface penalty justified in
Section 7.3.4 and the generalized free energy term for repulsive contributions
in Section 7.3.3, we can return to the extensive free energy model of Eqn. 7.17
and readily derive a new master equation for predicting cluster size N∗ based on
experimentally-tunable parameters:
N∗ =
[
αν2βε
βAMAX
]3/4
=
[
αν2βε{1.0 + 0.5/(κ−1/d)}2
Z2(λB/d)
]3/4
(7.22)
where, as before, α is the known φ-dependent prefactor relating cluster radius and
number size and ν2 is a constant similar to those above that scales the surface
energy penalty, which we treat as an empirical tuning parameter. Eqn. 7.22 is the
central result of Chapter 7.
As demonstrated in Fig. 7.7, Eqn. 7.22 successfully predicts characteristic
cluster sizes for the vast majority of our ≈100 cases over various Z-κ−1/d combi-
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Figure 7.7: Measured cluster size N∗ versus predicted cluster size from Eqn. 7.22,
where the latter formula is a function of φ-dependent radius of gyration coefficient
α (see Fig. 7.2); critical attraction strength βε∗; and maximum repulsive barrier
height βAMAX = Z
2(λB/d)/[1.0 + 0.5/(κ
−1/d)]2. The constant prefactor ν2 '
√
2pi
scales the surface energy penalty associated with aggregation (see text). Thick
black line corresponds to the Eqn. 7.22 relation and dark (light) purple shadings
correspond to 10% (20%) deviation from this scaling. Blue, yellow, orange, and
red symbols correspond to results from simulations at φ = 0.015, 0.030, 0.060,
and 0.120, respectively. Symbol types correspond to constant charge Z as listed in
Table 6.1 (note that we test various screening lengths κ−1/d at each Z). The three
illustrated clusters are instantaneous configurations observed in MD simulations,
with blue, yellow, and orange spheres corresponding to small, medium, and large
particles, respectively.
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nations and near order-of-magnitude ranges in both size 6 ≤ N∗ ≤ 60 and bulk
monomer packing fraction 0.015 ≤ φ ≤ 0.120. This wide applicability is notable
as the underlying free energy framework remains very simple: to wit, interclus-
ter effects can evidently be neglected even as conditions become less dilute (e.g.,
φ ≈ 0.120), though the current model cannot predict more subtle trends known
for the SALR model [92] like the growing polydispersity of aggregates with in-
creasing φ. Meanwhile, the biggest deviations between measured and predicted
N∗ (larger than 20%) occur for states combining large charge (e.g., Z = 15.0) and
small screening length (e.g., κ−1/d = 0.70), which result in rather non-idealized
repulsions that are both strong relative to kBT and far from the Coulombic limit.
Finally, note that the value for prefactor ν2 that shifts the (already collapsed) pre-
dictions into the correct range is ν2 ≈
√
2pi, which we expect should apply rather
generally for compact colloidal clusters as it simply converts between measurements
of the cluster surface-size based on population and radius.
7.4 Conclusions
We have validated a new and readily applied formula (Eqn. 7.22) that can
predict characteristic cluster size N∗ for idealized SALR suspensions as a function
of the variables controlling monomer-monomer interactions (including attraction
strength βε, surface charge Z, and screening length κ−1/d). Eqn. 7.22 and its
underlying free energy model represent a semi-empirical adaptation and extension
of the canonical free energy model due to Groenewold and Kegel [68,69,231], where
we found the latter exhibits a spurious scaling of N∗ away from the large-droplet
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limit with respect to the ratio of attractive and repulsive interaction strengths
driving aggregation. We subsequently find that Eqn. 7.22 performs excellently
based on direct comparisons of predicted cluster sizes and measurements of N∗
from MD simulations of approximately 100 different systems for very wide ranges
in φ, Z, and κ−1/d, where we examine states at the onset of clustering that exhibit
compact spherical aggregates in the size range 6 ≤ N∗ ≤ 60.
The predictive quality of Eqn. 7.22 demonstrates that a simple free energy
model, which treats SALR systems as reference SA fluids (via classical nucle-
ation theory) with additive repulsive perturbations due to electrostatic effects, can
be applied down to extremely small cluster sizes (N∗ < 10) provided one prop-
erly corrects for surface effects at small N∗. Conceptually, this is in the spirit
of long-standing investigations regarding size-dependent surface tensions in small
droplets [104,139,154,207,210,211,213,223], and practically, we find that one can
treat the energy penalty of “interface” formation as a function of an N -dependent
number of missing coordination bonds zc,m(N) for surface particles (referenced
against the coordination number in the bulk fluid). Here, this picture is validated
in part by configurational analysis of the number of extensive intracluster bonds
nB(N), which revealed a previous undiscovered (to our knowledge) superlinear
scaling regime for nB(N) over the size range 6 ≤ N∗ ≤ 60. Meanwhile, based
on the form of the free energy model, we confirm that intercluster effects can be
neglected even for rather non-dilute conditions (e.g., φ = 0.120), which is reflected
by our observation that cluster size N∗ exhibits little variability with respect to φ
given otherwise fixed conditions.
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We look forward to testing the predictive capability of Eqn. 7.22 for real col-
loidal suspensions that exhibit equilibrium cluster phases, which could help bolster
whether SALR pair potentials are a sufficient (if idealized) description of exper-
imental systems. For instance, there has been recent discussion [153, 161, 204] in
the literature as to whether accounting for charge renormalization during aggrega-
tion is necessary for describing cluster behavior; likewise, Groenewold and Kegel
initially postulated that non-trivial charge effects [1, 59, 138, 169] could affect the
free energy picture in certain limits. Of course, these effects are not captured by
the canonical SALR pair potential examined here, but we now possess a free en-
ergy model (Eqn. 7.17) known to describe this simpler system. Thus, ascertaining
whether cluster size N∗ scales in experiments similarly to the empirical scaling
of Eqn. 7.22 would help clarify the degree to which phenomenology and interpre-
tive guidelines derived from the pairwise model are appropriate for real systems.
Similarly, it is fascinating to consider how accounting for size-dependent surface
effects, here so crucial for producing quantitative predictions, might change for less
compact (e.g., elongated) aggregates than those considered here.
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